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size^illSst^ti™^ a new series of authoritative full- 
are the work^nf i of sPaoe — thes.e illustrations are tae work ox well-known Pittsburgh author and artist JILL VElw&LE.

Humber Twos Rockets Assist Takeoff From Earth
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editorial 

to retch when we hear

cartoon 
by 

VAUGHN 
BURDEN

HE bunaTIiij'.S EEBL the urge 
these professional editors bleating about “the 

^sensational new writer that GLORTCH SCIENCE EIC- 
i TION has discoyeredi11 However, at the same time, 
)we have very little place casting bricks at oth- 
।ers editorial houses, since we ourselves are 
iequally guilty of this nefarious practice, 
। However, since the spirit so moves us, w e 
=feel the necessity of speaking briefly about a 
jnumoer of new faces which have, and will be, pqp- 
|ping up in SihiuilmiTlN. “.Discoveries11 if you wish.

biie Nast, SCIENCE EANi'ASY BULLETIN presented the first 
.botn literary, poetical and artistic, of such names as Bill Bi 
^°^ hunde, Jauglm Burden, Noreen Hane Ealasca, Robert Kruse, 
S Karl chanz> Lawrence Hekelman, Phyllis Miller,

Gibson and Thomas Einn, just to mention a few of the 
a «?°W be relatively simple for us to leap to the top

f our desk and bellow about the cleverness and perspicacity of the 
of^bscuritv^^ these y°unS people up from the pit
f make us more sick than you, so we»ll confess.

ihough ly is our policy to not just accent or reject the work of 
a grelt^S^L^ but to work with him, if they didn’t have 
a great deal of lalent, enough to startle the eyes of this particular 

;loux, we would most likely have passed them completely by. But.thank 
;tne good Lord who watches over all imbeciles, we triSed over t h em 

btle blSd of ! whose poetry has been acclaimed as a su-
added or Tn , , d Linasay witn some new, undefinable "sanethtog”

3ho^ story, ^S, rated second 
a litu£ ea?ie£ thln6 tllat makes beil® ™ editor

t a kreat deal more pleasurable.
when we began SEB that one of our prince brought °f new talen’t* ™ has stuck to thatf We

the fiel^^ak/w^L^^ who are adding immeasurably to
cj^ted#by a publishingcoiXn°LrTSL^
eluded in a forthcoming poetry anthology; Tom, on the other h^nd with 
his second story (coming up in SEB soon} will introduce an entirAiv 
new concept m science fiction, which is one of thf enJirely
vices any newcomer could render, to put it blunto! valuacle esc-

But taese two folks are not alone. The fipTH io -h-m-o+n-

SX »id£« pla°P a
^cT^sic^u t̂ue C^l“
that axe exceptionally innXvati^“P W1‘h “ew pieoeB of stanza 
wbow^^^
^^e.ls t^s issue) shcw^S being the

................................      mm............... . .................. ..................... ...... ............. .................../ ........ ........................................................................

works, 
g nin, 
George

people, 
initial

$



The above is a specially commisioned caricature, drawn by Jack Harness, 
and ordered, by the world-issued expert on space travel, 1-Ir. Arthur G . 
Clarke. The aoove representation was specially prepared under the di
rection of Mr. Clarke, to accompany the awarding of the annual nlaoue. the SCIENCE EANTASI BULLETIN CITATION award, presented to^tto Si 
by the staff of this magazine at Indian Lake, Ohio during the Eourth 
Annual Midwest Convention. The plaque, to be given each year to the 
amateur or professioanl doing the most for the field, was received du
ring the banquet at Indian Lake, and will be given every year hereafter 

the record of the CITATION, and for Hr. Clarke’s 
cordial reply to the honor, the next page offers much. -



Probably no other person during the 
year 1952, has done so much for the 
field of science fiction as Arthur 
C. Clarke, chairman of the British • 
Interplanetary Society. Hr. Clarke 
who wrote 'XhA jSXPLOllATIOH QB SPACE, 
a book-of-the-month selection for a 
month last year, brought to the av
erage American (and Britisher) some 
of tlie basics of space travel, and 
thereby popularized it, advancing a 
much-too-scoffed-at field. In addi
tion th this outstanding work, his 

■ science fiction, such asAGAIEST THE 
: BALL OB HIGHT, has long been maki ng 

him a string of devotees. Because 
of this, SIBULIeTIIi is proud to aw
ard the CITATIOH plaque for 1953 to

TWELVE

ARTHUR C CLARKEi

1 \xWrb

j ■

yAr<N^i



department

/private peek to\\ 
/he future in s,f.b. V

the packed issue next month should ooi>
v nee you that tae issue for LiAX 1953 is definitely not one to miss: 

^^with^the f^^^t^ Bradley ™ Wins next issue,
12?St introducing some of the most fascinating cha-

?oCGno^rnSenCe f1C^°n has ever produced and beginning an exotic 
20,000 word novel whicn will run for-a year in SEB. Art* stagger
ingly beautiful and intricate illustrations that took Bill Venable 
many hours of calculated research. A milestone in si anZ in sSj

Charles v. iiyan------ a long, long novel- 
ions ° a man J^th a clock that had twenty-EIVE hour divis-
ial point^for saddenly Warne, at midnight, a tang-ent.
Jit*?™ i- Wnad alternate worlds. SEB introduces its great new that is soY^^L^^T^ outside the stf field, wit? a work 
of ^fd* 5 ld and wam****a beautifully wrought piece

. work. You wilf: acclaim Charles Ryan as we have It
will be illustrated with 'two full-page pieces of art by Ward and a 
newcomer to our;pages, Paul Powfesland. thtcli fqrit.

1953 —- a four-part report as handled from the di- 
°f ^ormdn.&'«'.'Browne,, Ian hacAuley, Ken' Krueger 

2* rather lengthy^.'-compietely
engrqs^ingij .not at all what'.you.'are'.exnecting. ‘in-'noifact 
we are.^Ui.te/certain around that the reports wil'I’blow ‘.fandom 
itdwi'??^’downthe middle. The art will be,'unusual in',that 

dozens dozens /pA'careful studies of l&e/fans hy'-'-our 
master, of,Lae pencil point harness. The art ib/a shp^k/<too.

MIO — ofcsi/e; in diff erent
marinesg issue,v^iiay^lurking some 'of.'/.'.’Sheer
madness b^.bUr bright new cartoon discovery. Ve’ll •say’‘no' mbre/but 
SS'E31 ^^-pa^^read in the followi^iSu^'the

o ains Alters with favorable comment we know will flood in;/, 

------ with artistic’iwnn+Q

She Sdna ^.Vincent liillay if fauaam hert^Sa^?. 
ales you withy^’.^bvey of her ■ most intricate work to/&a$e,

Honey Wood ^Xv^ith the sobering that
Bradls^,\is<(leaving the fan rajri^pXfor the, writing gaEieV.’-we- .tfv.'-'.’t'.'n 
salvag,c\y(q^/l9r.oken\4K$arts with.'.the promibb. that our?mta^'i^ 'o»it- - 
oress. Honey Wood, cando an eQually^adequate Job of
currenu crop, of fanz^^s---with some sparkling new ideas that wem toy on for a^e. |hgclunn will wnJU

Soe Gibson •— Joseph follows un^THE SThEWT 
this issue with a farther revelation about fandom^s politics.

leSd-L.a?-iT1xe month? oh, nothing much... -just
iHh. InbLA. STOaY 0E Tim; lIALiOW SHEA HOVELS by--------- ELETCHER PRATT
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DID YOU OOW 
did you know 
— I saw the

by 
HEKEIl'IAH

CLARKSONI WHO’S CRAZY?

THAT YOU are crazy? Or, worse yet, 
tliat everyone is crazy? ’Tia true 
proof yesterday. All I had to do was extrapolate what I 

s aw a n my roommate’s book on elementary psychology*' . 1
I was curious, and-one of those rare tifiies when I have five min

utes all to myself had come, so I opened 'it and started reading. Pret- 
VSbon after* J wading and began to think. Then I jumped right 
out oi my caairj I had come to two irrevocable decisions; first.I wss 
hopelessly crazy. Second: everyone is hopelessly crazy. You see, my 
extrapolations go this way: If you are happy, you are insane. If you 
are unhappy, you are neurotic. If you like something you have a man- 
la* _ , ^?Tu.ao like something, you have a phobia. This is horri- 
bobblej Hot even Eisenhower can explain this thing!

Then I thought some more. Looking at this irrefutable logiB.you 
fea? manias or phobias, since you are insane if y o u

~ Jkem. But if you are afraid, then you are unhappy, and therefore 
neurotic, nut I ye just said that you are insane. You CAN’T be both 
insane and neurotic over the same thing! It»s impossible. We have an 
existing paradox here. But wait a minute —— I-*m not done yet. You 

Phobias; maniaphobia (fear of having manias) and phobia
phobia (fear of having phobias). Then we have ANOTHER paradox: how 
can you be afraid both of liking and disliking the same thing?

You can’t. It’s impossible. Yet you do.
a If you like and dislike the same thing, they cancel each other 

out, and you have no opinion of that thing at all, Fine — but you 
.have opinions of everything; either you like it or you don’t.

And either way, you are insane.
Uo far, I hate shown two paradoxes. Having a mania and a phobia 

over the same thing is one; the. other is being insane and neurotic at
the same time. But both are possible, and they exist in everybody!

mere is only one solution; you must have HO opinions at all ab
out anything! That way,, you cannot be crazy. But if you don’t have
any opinions, you don’t have a mind either, since the human mind can-

« enytning but form opinions; there has to be some criterion. So 
therefore, if you have no opinions, you have no mind. And if you lave 
no mind, YOU ARE DEAD!

Then what the hell are you doing here?

---- Dick Clarkson

NEXT ISSUE;

Guest Editorial by Bert Hirgchhom;
AND FALL OF THE NATIONAL FANTASY

THE DECLINE
FAN
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grossly mj 3-informed about the activities of the hules
n Committee

BULLE™eP* Cal tins has-been g

aJ I nn^ Science Fiction Convent!^ uommiuxee. 
b^t1^ +L ^^“an’of this hules/ Committee,
done^d 1 sho^ B'«ow what it. has
aone anu wiiat it plahs -to .do» -’.’.■;.

mmittee of

tee, 
been 
last 
ning

Jame s A. Wi 11 iamsy ’.the • chhiriaan;• of./• theT iiWSE'CCommi t- 
aeked me to as.SWd.ihis.. j-o^ having

during the 
meetiSZs ^st<r

’to. accent -other resnon- saoilities for tiie. Co-nventidn, -but-this‘i could not d o 
because of the pressure?ofnot d °
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8 RULES Ai© RETALIATION (concluded)

The problem in staging Conventions is not that of awarding victory 
to competitors in sports or games. It is to find people willing to do 
the considerable and often onerous work required to put on a conventi
on, for no reward other than the knowledge of having given a lot o f 
fellow-fans a good time. If kr, Calkins, did not live so far away, the 
.Executive Board would be happy to hang some of "these jobs 
on him.

lir, Calkins may also have been disturbed by rumors 
of a proposal to set up a permanent committee for the 
choice of Convention sites. The facts are these: Sever
al persons have suggested to the Executive Board that 
such a committee, composed of representatives of all the 
functioning fan-clubs, would be good because it would end 

'’the frantic politicking that now accompanies the choice 
of sites. The idea seems to us to have merit, and w e 
hope by the time the Convention meets to have a proposal 
— or perhaps alternative proposals — to submit to it. 
If the members of the Convention do not like the idea,we 
will not force it upon them. The Board will welcome any 
this matter.

IM W? ' 
ouT

Vov
W ISSUE MM 

g(/T 100 
cemot:

suggestions in

If Ur. Calkins had written me before rushing into print with his 
suspicions, he could have had all the foregoing information for the 
asking, without the unpleasant necessity of my correcting him in public.

THE E H D
(the two stamps inserted are Philcon Convention stamps by Swenson)

department

JUDGMENT DAY

FEATURE
GIBSON 1

2
3
4
5■S'?.? 

_

Last issue, being mostly a specialty cr 
one-topic magazine, the point scores fluct- 
ated madly and came to rest with the results 
as follows. May we caution you that a sheet 
only partially filled-out, or done so in an 
unconventional manner only served to screw a 
scoring up, so PLEASE do it as we indicate.

<

f

heading b
AUTHOR POINT SCORE

front cover by ELISE. .............    ..1.17
BEHIND GALAXY & BEYOND by H.L. Gold...... 2.19 
Read Any GOOD Books Lately? ............................ 2.33
INDEX TO GALAXY SB compiled by Ellison...2.36 
BUHBLINGS by the editor...................................... 2.40

BI-BE^QNL 01' ACCUSATION by Elsberry.
» 1011 YOn OiujAHOB by Johnny Lei 2.73 

7) BEYOND (Guest Editorial) by Paige & Gold.2.83

1 was indeed disheartened by the point scores, since Dean Grennel’s , 
fabulously amusing new column rated so low. The scoring was so low I 
feel, because of the clods who did not send in their shee£s~and b e - 
cause' those..that..did..didn’t..mi..theirs..



RULES AND RETALIATION (continued} 7

To date the Rules Committee has done one thing. It has drawn up a 
set of rules for the guidance of the whole Convention Qommi t-tee and of 
tlie Executive Board of this Committee, which does the day-to-day work 
of preparing the Convention. These rules, accepted with minor changes 
oy the Convention Committee, provide that the Convention C oxaiait t e e 
shall cease to exist when the Convention is overj all bills have been 
paid, and all left-over funds and properties have been disposed of.

•*
The Executive Board has decided that, before the Convention, I 

shall prepare a set of rules for the conduct of the Convention itself, 
to be submitted to die Convention’s members for their approval. It has 
also decided that I shall pass upon applications by fan clubs for spon
sorship of the next Convention,

The only purpose of screening the bids in this manner is to make 
sure that all are bona fide; that is, that those submitting them a C - 
tually want the Convention and are pot bidding merely for tactical pur
poses; and that all bids are submitted by real functioning fan organ
izations, not by irresponsible individuals backed by clubs existing on 
paper only. This authority, like any other, could be abused, if I °had 
any motive for abusing it and, having such a motive, were the sort of 
person who would. If Mr. Calkins suspects such to be the case, I can 
only, ref er him to the many fans and professionals who have known m e 
for years.

As.for g,. priori exclusion of cities because they discriminate ag
ainst minoiities or suffer from fueds, no such proposal has been made 

approved or adopted. I did not even know that 
Detroit and ban irancisco suffer from fanoidal schizomania until I read 
t * +^lns 1 think I can speak for the Executive Board,when
I say that, while we have our own opinions in such matters and shall 
vote m accordance with them when the time comes to choose the next 
site, we do not think that we have any right or duty to use our author
ity as committeemen to influence the free choice of the Convention,

In the second place, the distinction between 
amateur'is Significant only in competitive games 
and sports, where the best professionals can us
ually “beat ’the best amateurs because they have

a professional end an

had.mqre practice. In such Case the amateurs are 
justified in staging contests limited to amateurs, 
so that ‘they too can win. furthermore a fan is 
not the. same as an amateur. "Pan" means fanatic 
or enthusiast, regardless of whether the fan is 
making money from the subject of his enthusiasm. 
One can therefore be a fan and a professional at . 4

if Twissmze isEM3!// Rl_

1 • C^ki’n3 brings up the matter of professionalism, implying
that I might throw the choice of the next site from some base motive of 

the choice “useful*1 or “convenient" to me and my fellow-pros, m 
the iirst place there is no way to make the choice of a Convention site
“useiul”. If I consulted my pocketbook only, I should have nothing to 
do with fan activity. I should instead stay home typing stories i n - 
stead of going to meetings and writing articles for fan magazines such 
as this one. And as for "convenience, “ my own would call for keeping 
the Conventions near the Philadelphia area, where I live, instead o f 
sending' them thousands of miles away.

C‘0^5 Tut.

the same time.



column | 9

by OM/DD moosms
irr^n onlY-diddles tlie text. but- art too‘Hell is empty ana all the devils , ate here..”

; ——The Tempest , Act I, Scene II

This column was written without my knowing I. was doing it, It 
probably shows it too, However, if we are to believe Harlan’s pre
dictions, tne issue in which this is to appear is but 
two days off. of course all of us have more sen s e 
than to believe Harlan’s predictions, but liarlan has- 
n’t. He thinks he needs this column right away and 
if I don’t have it to him soon, he will be on the 
‘phone, weeping and cursing mos.t foully, shocking the 
hell-.out of those nosily listening in, This is a n 
event to be avoided at all costs. So I, never at a 
loss, have lifted the following .from the middle of a 
rather long letter 1 recently wrote and shall publish 
it-here. And if my correspondent wishes to know where 
the middle of his better is^ I shall refer him to this 

i publication (though ordinarily he says he would not 
r uae the to wrap fish in), _____ ~
HblTOiVS hOThit though I hope this won’t develop into a 

continual chore, I rather fancy the job of introduc
ing Have English’s column. You see, Dave is probably 
the greatest wit in fandom, His humour is a subtle 
deep-rooted thing, and more often than not it will be 
oyer your head. As Dave wrote me: “I’d rather please 
a select minority of the readers of LIHT, than conibrm 
fed to please the lot, “ I rather,
in a de cached Sort of way, envy Dave, He manages to 
9 a what he wants, in just the way he wants to, 
and Damn* tnose who wish a bit of staid mundaneity, I 
suppose anything further is superfluous, but as a top 
example of what we’ve said, take th’ ’ - P
excerpted bodily from the center of"take this issue's column, 

f some fan’s mail,, he



10 LI14T BQi A STPAH’S BELLY-BUTTOH (continued)

-a

Bernard Shaw’s Androcles. A most excellent film, and fantasy too, 
if I must call it such- in order to discuss it with you. (What? Bid 
you ever see a man waltz with a lion?) It stayed remarkably close 
to the play, and where it deviated it was only to take full advan- 
tage of the new medium, and not because some Hollywood h e -wh o re 
thought himself a better writer than Shaw. Alan Young was perfect 
as hndrocles. He is, I think, one of the toij comedians of today. 
—hy only regret was that this picture was not shown at the State 
Theatre, which is currently showing that "Blackhawk" serial jou told 
me about. That theatre recently had two fantasy movies in quick 
succession, so I was able to catch a couple of chapters. (U n like 
you, I see only fantasy movies. This balances the fact that I read 
nothing but non-fantasy.) It is terrific! hie? I thought I’d laugh* 
1 particularly enjoy the way the scientist can set up his radically 
new ray in any surroundings and replace its parts from an ordinary 
radio supply store. I think he’s one of that peculiar Am erican 
breed of ’bathroom geniuses* I told you about, and am going to write 
a satire in which a scientist builds a ’tidal wave machine’ on card 
tables set up in his living room. This episode ended with Black
hawk plummeting sans parachute from his airplane. Of course,we all 
know that his friend, who .proceeded with parachute, will maneuver 
under him and catch him, bringing him safely to the ground, but I’d 
like to see it done. Come to think of it, I have seen it done in a 
Bon Winslow serial recently showing on tv. There is nothing new un
der the sun, I fear. —Say, one of the fantasies I mentioned ab
ove was "The Cave Han", nee "1,000,000 BC", which, despite its pal
eontologically unfortunate juxtaposition of homo saps and dinosaurs, 
is a truly great motion picture. Of course the animal herd did not 
understand it; a bitch kept up a running commentary, and I began to 
speculate as to whether or not I could kill her without creating a . 
scene. I decided against it since she was locked in the ardent em
brace of a young man whom I had at first taken to be her son, and he 
would undoubtedly notice the slaying. So I changed my seat and was 
permitted to enjoy the picture for another five minutes until—But 
why should I try to set this down; Bante has already told it so much 
better. —Anyway, it was an excellent film, and the scenes invol
ving prehistoric beasties were terrific. This because they used 
closeup shots of present-day reptiles instead of crude mechanical 
contraptions, as in "Unknown Island". —Up above I began one o f

'of colujnrii st

a
of ?n‘$ icll^ 71



LIBT EROK A STEAN’S BELLY-BUTTOH (concluded)

my tirades against the damn-fool human race, 
then piously decided to leave them to Dante, J 
wish I could remain true to my good resolutions, 
but once more I feel drawn to recount some o f 
my hideous experiences, hew horrors, new hor
rors. Of course you realize that those who at
tend these 1'riday evening shows are not quite 
human. As a matter of fact, no human being is 
quite human, for know that humaness is an ideal
ization, like the “normalness" of the psycholo
gists. “All the world be queer but thee and me, 
and sometimes I think thee be a little queer ,« 
—There is a man in this town who is allowed 
by his wife to see only movies concerning God 
and/or animals. We do not go to the same mov
ies, so I have never seen him, but I have been 
told about him. He is legendary. I have seen 
people at that theatre, with six fingers on each 
hand. Yes J And there is an ugly fool comes e- 
very Friday night and kneels in a front row 
seat staring back at the audience. Or is he a 
fool? He, perhaps, knows where the real show

is. ——M y 
God, the hor
ror of it aBJ 
Is it any 
wonder I wake 
up screaming. 
Oh, you can 
laugh and say
I have no reason for this r e a c- 
tion, but — have you ever 
thought of what I may not have 
written? —I see that FAHOUS 
FAnTaSTIC uYSTERIES has reprinted 
Kafka’s EETAtiORPHO Have you 
ever read it? Ordinarily such a 
hyperbole would be merely ludic
rous, but in Kafka’s hands it be
comes something “infinitely sad 
and terrible. “ ---- Also in that
issue, a fine Robert E, Howard 
reprint. —As for Orson Dogg

11

poietry

Snip! Snipf 'SnipTSnipP’ 
:I work at my collection. 
It isn’t stamps, ft isn’t
• Hy.hobby’s vi.visection, ::<:
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Harlan# bhoy:

Yeah, I know-—you wanted a spaceyarn for SEB. Something gay. 
sparkling & witty. Only I don’t feel like no spaceyarni I’m n 0 t 
well. I have just read the last ish of SEB’. . Besides, blackmail will 
get you nowhere—Uxe re’s a long line waiting#..

Bo herewith is the peculiar tale of the smattering of actifans who 
can, and shall, be called The Silent Een. They’re no specific f a n- 

xney're scattered thru the East from iyork to Florida or somfe- 
J?1** they‘re the mysterious Characters who know exactly 

what went on in the back-rooms, at. the Chicon, last year! They know how

group. They ’ re
such place

~~ won tile 153 Consitel They know WHY there is nowaRULES
vta'U'llilJmi. . . . . ,

And they ve kept silent—for good reason, if they opened their 
yaps even once, they’d stick their necks right into a ^york fan-fuedl

It all scarted in lyork. That town’s had a fan-fued that’s been 
f°? yeans, or maybe it isn’t exactly a fued—maybe it’s a de- 

flrjo IV + qT ’b'arl 4- TA 4 « OUS GU^ in iyork; I’ve met thishave^id^^the^r^T? h? seems llke a nice ^uy* But ^ast fans 
t can t get along with him, don’t trust him,don’t like

hxm, and want absolutely nothing to do with him|
wilen word got around that this One Guy was going to tne Chicon to make a Fyork bid for the ’55 Consite. S

t.. THSi EDITOR*S PRIVATE HAIL

dear Harlan,
24 Kensington Ave. i 
Jersey City 4, K J '

26 April 1953•

...I noted the mention of Calkins’ ! 
article, which I’ve heard aboutr 
but haven’t read. And I saw that’ 
de Camp’s reply was due in t h e i 
nextish—naturally, I haven’t read 
that, eitiier, j

And I got to thinking.About the i 
back-room deal at the Chicon, and ; 
why there was a back-room deal.A— - 
bout the guys who pulled it, and ! 
why they haven’t told about it.And = 
about the confusion that seems to I

I have resulted^ thruout fa n'd om I 
i since then. ‘I
I There’s no question butthat I’m I 
| sticking my neck out, here,’
I is gonna hate me--and you, t o o * 
| probably, if you print this thing, f 
| But it’ll probably be interest- I 
I ing to compare'what de Camp says J 
| about his Rules, and what I ’ v e 
| told here about the things which I 
। led up to those Rules. Anyway it ? 
| seems a little background material f 
I might clear up a lot of smoke. I 
| But dammit, YOU decide. Yours, . 
| Joe (HEAR JQEs HELL, MY HECK IS I 
| A LOT LOKGExt THaD YOURS. LET’S GO) I

the ’53 Consite.
At first, they only thot it 

was good for a laugh. Everybody 
thot Jrisco would win. They were 
still arguing the principles of 
Erisco’s case--and I haven’t seen 
these arguments presented a n y- 
where, so here they are: (A)it*s 
true that most Cons have been 
held in the East, and only a few 
in the Vest—(B) it’s e qu ally 
true true that there are as many 
fans Vest as East—but (C)there’s 
one little catch to that: a lot 
of the Cons held in theEast were 
prewar, and fandom did not have 
an equal East-West distribution 
until after WW2. So, it w a s 
said, you had to figure this 
East-Vest thing from VW2 on, not 
from the time Cons first started. 
And they figured it from W2,got 
all kinds of results, and w e nt 
right on arguing. Personally, I 
didn’t care who won, but at first 
I admired Frisco’s efforts, s o 
much so that I was deeply disap
pointed at Frisco’s lack of ef
fort at the Chicon.

Anyway, the motley fen poured 
in,and the Chicon got under way 
.••and a few quiet aotifana,TYem» 
ing around, began to learn sev
eral disturbing facts. When ihey 
got together and began poo ling 
these faote^ they- b-sgan to get 
worried.
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Birst, there were over 1,000 
were neofen from the Chicago area 

thing about active fandom. There________xuv ui wACBc ne 
too——I heard some estimates that they outnumbered the actifans bv 
considerable margin. But even with a conservative estimate, it seemed 

1111636 neofen would certainly influence the vote for the

fen at the Chi con—and many of them 
and the East, who knew little or no-
were one helluva lot of these neofen

*53 Consite.

a

Second, tne Chic on proved that a good, active fan-group (without- 
^6 supPort) was necessary to put on a 1,000-fan Con. Ary faults in 
tne Ghicon could be attributed to the fact that the Chi fans ' were 
caught by surprise by the large attendance. It wasn’t like the old 
daze, witn oOO-or-so fans showing up for a Con...ary 2 or 3 ego-boost- 

^ut on a Con» then, and often did. But future Cons would need 
to be put on by large, active ianclubs or groups.
forts^S absolutely nothing about Brisco’s ef-
1 or vs to geo tne u3 Con—and Brisco was doing nothing about it! Thev 
fen“ tk- W°rd for toelr 0aU3e “““"S ns°~

tilat eTeiy neofan questioned said he'd ra- 
an Eastern site, so he’d have a shorter trip to make.

idere they were, so many of ’em that they’d surely influence the total 
vote, and tne rrisco fen Just seemed to ignore them! So it looked ve- 
it or^t^th^8?? 10St* eVen befor6 the voting had begun. Like
iu or non, there it was,
ctwvS ,a surprising number of these neofen seemed to think
uw iOHL would make a good choice! After Chicago, Work! Yeah-_ THEY 
tnou it was Logical!

^erS ^hered Silent Ben.. .actifans who knew the iy-
ork fan situation, They oelieved that if the neofen started a v o te-

^ust Put i-t across--and the One Guy’sbi would win. ihen -ulus One Guy would have to put on the ’53 Con.
winch would give him the ego-boo he wanted—but the other Eastern fen 
wouldn t help him. They’d want nothing to do with it. And when h e 
failed, he d blame his enemies. Actually, it would be the ’53 Con that 
X ctX XO Q. •

But nobody- went around collaring neofen, explaining the Work si
tuation to tnem. That would probably have exploded the lyork fan-fued 
right m the middle of the Chic on, after which everything would’ve been 
fouled up. Burtaermore, with Brisco ignoring the neofen, it seemed that 
some Eastern site would win—so which site could handle a 1,000-fan Cort?

So the Silent Ben went to the Bhilly gang and told them they were 
going to get the 53 Con. They were that sure of it. The Bhilly gang 
took almost an hour to get over the shock. ax g

Everybody who was there knows the rest. The Silent Ben cornered 
certain members of various Eastern fanclubs, When the bidding started, 
two hyork groups got up and made bids. Then, at the last minute, one 
group.folded—and threw its support to Bhilly, *

£he momen^ ‘that happened, anyone who wasn’t asleep or drunk real- 
ized that all was not sweetness & light around lyork, And that’s all 
that was done. It’s all that had to be’done. That one move focused 
everyone’s attention—particularly the neofen’s—on Bhilly.

The Silent B'en could have been wrong— there might not have been 
enough neofen who cared to vote, to have as much effect as they antic
ipated. If that were true, then the lyork switch-bid wouldn’t have 
made ary difference on the final outcome. As it was, this urdbablv won 
the Con for Bhilly, ‘

And the Bhilly fans have been mulling* it over, ever since.
Bor one tiring, you have a 1,000-fan Con at stake—yet any fan and
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his half-cousin .can get up and bid for- that Con. ■ He can «1 ai m he’s 
able to put on a Con, and nobody has time to check up on him. He can 
reel off a list of fanclubs, claiming their support—and few can tell 
whether they’re active xanclubs, or merely “correspondence clubs” a few 
youngfen started (and dropped)/ or if any such fanclubs ever existed. 
Anyone can claim anything—and get .hy/ay with it J

J>reY?‘Ouia^* they/didn’t have to'be checked on. Fandom was small 
enough, then, so tha^'fans knew practically everything that went on, 
but present-day fandbm is too large fdf that. And the neofen show up, 
knowing notnang whatever. - So maybe we need a few rules on this, 
+bn + Proved—and the Fhilly gang was learning—
that a 1,000-fan Con is a rough Job, even for an active group with out
side support. On of the toughest things is . to get a workable set-up 
just to plan and arrange the Con, Months can be wasted, using trial- 
and-error methodsj trying to get that set-up,

?° couldn’t tiiere be a set of rules, saying a group should farm 
and so forth, so they could start out with a good 
to Plan 8X1(1 arrange their Con? Then those rules 

— ?! pasf®d each year, to the next group picked to put on the
p®?* w?^ld simply be a blueprint for putting on Cons,nothing more, 

t0 be Resented to the fans at a Con, if course, and 
voted on by them. They were the ones to decide. course, and
wi^n sort? of discussions that went on, last Koyeabra
thev’d^i-ikp1^ d?Jided "to form a Rules Committee. I su^ct that 
the Cbicon t poafible» the kiwl of thinS3 that h^ened at
w uni con, They want to put on a good Con, this year—-and thpvtfl 

*&SSlOOn haV® any Silent Pen back-room deals on ‘the

bother0^ 1 "“S’0* We Silent Sen would rather not have to
oan hardly be ha^’wheY^^

probably handle the Job. And with Prlsco ignori^^  ̂
W* Site Sould^n. neofen’“

fandom hasn’t even suspected that
these things were going on. It seems y...— MORE' OF THE EDITOR’S if ATT......... . 
that all many fans saw in it w as 
that somebody pulled some kind o f 
back-room deal at the Chi con which 
somehow ruined Frisco’s chances. 
And then, when the Philly g a n g 
brought out their Rules Committee, 
it looked like they were trying to 
add insult to injury.

So this is how it happened. 
This is how it started in hyork, 
came to a head at the Chicon, got 
deflected to Philly, and ended u p 
in a Rules Committee. Here’s .. the 
whole story—at least as much of it. 
as I know—and the reasons H Y

24 Kensington Ave, 
p • Jersey City 4, K J 
j Dear Harlan, 27 April 1953

f

things have turned out as they did, 
And this is the last 

will have to hear, I hope, 
Silent Fen*

anyone 
of tOi©

—Joe Gibson-

HEXT ISSUE j 1 KO CORPSE FOR friscoi

I been thinking, again...
And some of the things I said 

in that SIEExH EEK thing would 
probably make the Frisco fen boil
ing mad. So alright, I’m mad at 
them!

Butlbetterexplainwhy,....
So here’s another blarsted art

icle,....! loudly suggest that, 
when you run THE SIBERT EEK art-;

f.icle, you insert a note saying it 
I will be followed up nextish with 
{ another Gibson, called KO CORPSE 
; FOR FRISCO. That’ll maybe keep 
i ’em off my neck until I get m y 
I stand explained. Okay? Joe.
I (fiEAR JOE: WEE INSERTED, OK! .he)
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PUBtilSSER J-QKE RAYMOMDj

who pulled the cheapest publicity 
stunt of the month by running, in 
the new “pocket-size news magazine** 
he piiba, entitled HE, an article 
on science fiction wherein he op
enly calls his four science-fant
asy publications the leaders i n
the field; wherein he calls the publisher of 
his magazines, John Raymond, the outstanding 
pubber in the field, and blatantly dotes on 
only one set of SF periodicals—his own. He 
even runs pix of the covers of his mags, but 
tells no one that he is • of all four J

Science Fantasy Bulletin
L0ST by Theodore Sturgeon........... UNIVERSE SF..June

C^XAWAY by hurray Leinster.................................. UNIVERSE SF..June
by Alfred tester..........FANTASTIC. .May-June

TJ^nTr°™^ by Chad Oliver.............ELASTIC. .May-June
by Gordon ................ AMAZING STORIES..June-July

Heads YOU Win by Esther Carlson. .MAGAZINE OF FANTASY & SF. Anril 
by Levi Crow. .MAG OF F & SF. .May 
M1?ASY AW SCIENCE FICTION..May ^1^ (parts 1 and 2) by T.L. Sherred.SPACE SF. .May-July 

20^ meiAL by 8. J. Byrne (parts >3>. OTHER WORLDS. .May-June- July I^HO^SIGN^ £y Caravan....................... OTHER WORLDS..M^
seventh ^ckson.. OTHER WORLDS..June

V1C1IM by Robert Sheckley. .GALAXY SCIENCE FICTION..April 
(concluded page nineteen)

1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953
1953

EDITORIAL: Magellan Complexes (concluded from page 1) 7

freshest new author in fandom in years, Gail Sprague, a voune artist 
2?“ yiBC°nsin who has an unusually original approach to str 
Xdo tS 5“’ a ge“tleman who has sold professionally cut-
side the s-f field and is now breaking into science fiction with some 
exceedingly well-done stories, the first of which appears next month under• the title- THE SUH MM Af MIMJIGEI (and la?e? ^ar “?B 
will bring you a 25,000 word novel by Ryan with the most original so
ciological concept introduced in SF in the last three years!) 
. 11 us df we our own backs, but we»re so overioyed

S+ei°n+ oY ou5 Pi’o^isss coming truej that of presenting loads o f 
new talent. In fact, we won’t pat our backs, we’ll let you do it.

b a P^^ose* as you can see. Perhaps some other fan pub
lications who think their only reason for existence is laughs, should 
take the advent of these new Big Hames as a keynote. There should be 
^or® Pl®068 f°r the newcomer to make an appearance. If SFB alone can 
do this much, think of what a-gold-mine the field would be if e a 
fanzine set out on its own to be a small-time Columbu?. •. .. .he
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WESLEY

written and. 
illustrated, by 

SET
NECESSARY TO

WORHX AbOUT THE LANGE THAT ISVTOW
THERE-IN TACT, THERE’S IlVA LANGER 

/IN LOOKING NOR THE TROUBLE tK& IS NO- 
frfiEiREl SORT ON A CASE OE THE LITTLE MEN 
mo WEREN’T THERE. THAT IS, THEY VZERE...
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PROLOGUE

rilnf ?? the Space Patrol"—that’s what they call the Depart-
lactic Survey. Officers and Patrolmen alike live theirPdavs 

and thev0^^1 of &W when re-assignment orders will arrive 
and tney, too, must say farewell to their loved ones and ship out for 
the longest, dullest cruises taimen by men. P

Literally, it’s a DOGS life.

S ‘St “A-
* *

nn°5™+? wa« kij6 on the Survey Ship Anubis and the wan Ennui,mov
ing on footsore feet, was his consort.

Jive Terran years before, the Anubis had blasted away from the 
frosty globe of Titania, fourth moon of Uranus and Prime Base of the 
Department Of Galactic Survey.

. J0? Naturally--five years later and the Anubis’ prow.
S c^Jless collisions with interstellar flotsam, sniffed am- 

which were faint traces on plates from the strongest teles
copes back in the big observatories on Terra’s Luna,

GAYN KRUSNETT, 
CAPTAIN, SP/DOGS

They hadn’t touched a planet 
in five years, for their mission 
was to keep an eye well-peeled for 
interstellar vessels of other cul
tures, So far, they hadn’t seen 
one. Business was slow.

They were fed-up-—fed-up with 
the set-up,

Goshwell beat his head against 
the wall. He always beat it at the 
same place and, in five years, he 
had succeeded in wearing the paint 
away in that spot. He was proud of 
this.

Captain Gayn Krusnett spoke, 
sharply,

"Goshwell, for mercy’s sake, 
stop beating your ruttin’ head on 
that wall!"

Goshwell looked sheepish,wiped 
a few smears of bloody scalp away 
with his red bandanna handkerchief 
and shambled away, He always sham
bled, did Goshwell, which is"~wh y 
they hated him, But they hated ev
erybody else, too, for one reason 
or.another.

"Cap’n Krusnett, sir, I wanna 
nicecreamconej" It was little 
Ocelot MoBrochle, sixty-three pounds 
of nine-yeax'-oldL, run»y-no«<»drras—
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py- voiced, weasel-faced Problem Child, Sixty-three pounds of Utter 
Brat.

Wat’s that? You say a nine-year old child has no place on a Ga
lactic Patrol Vessel? You’re SO right, and the crew of the Anubis ag
rees with you to a man. ----------

Ocelot kas smuggled herself aboard, a brattish four-year-old a t 
the time, thinking it was an excursion vessel which was going to take 
a l°ad of youngsters to Terra to see a Hoparound Casserole TV-cast.She 
haan t made her appearance until they were into duperdrive and loafing 
along at a liesurely trillion parsecs an hour. By then, it was too late 
to turn back and they had taken her along as the only alternative.

« crevmen &ad suggested another alternative for disposing
exoelliS^ie??  ̂ as topping into the fuel-bins or
■hSn 1+ K® through one of the space-torpedo tubes. So far, there 
hadn t been enough of a majority to take any ppsitive action.

Gayn was about to kick her across the bridge with a well-nlaced space-boot when something tripped the alarms. wen-placed
The designers of a Galactic Survey Vessel take no chances on an 

flX fuS nets^the* foreign object wanders into the f a r-
bo^pose^es! ’ ^towatch sets off stimuli for evexy sense the 

gen horns blow, sirens keen, tanks of compressed hydro-
Wip is air-ducts» every metal object hi the

P a %d sparks jump to unwary parts of the anatomy.
a sighting-alarm is a difficult thing to ignore

men as^hev^hedX^ the fueds and animosities between the
fudarmanf or fudar room and pleaded with von Schnorken, the
bfiStXS S J ey ?^ed ^out the fudarscope, lacklustre eyes 

rising, chatoyant scintillae of renascent in-mer right! flickering across their faces like heat lightning of a X 

should so Uate’ eTen held Ooelot 0,11113

as i/sSrfedforth fron^bl teul?nio» Phlegmatic, over the taped data

«Lh ?a .removed pipe from mouth aS sS. '
Ach ja -ein schipp she iss. Loogks like a maybe passenger liner.

SCIE1® BUmBTWS story Recommendations (concluded from

bima^k o ' ~r * _ — IC1 IOj)T. •AprilCOWM by ?hUip ..................
SOiDIER BOY by Michael Shaara..............Vat^yv FIGTI01h • June
SiUdE ALIKE by Jerome Bixbv and^TAl^* EICUOE.. JulyTHE WHDIHG by dich^fd Mathe^n ^ASY. .July
MISSION Ok GiUVITY (parts 1-4) b^’wnikiCHOIM. JulyVparts 1-4; by Hal Clement .. .ASTOUHDIHG SCMCE
SETTLE TO OiE by Charles uv? and ‘April-May-June-July
THE ALT AMD THE EYE by Chad Oliver^ 11 81111 tXI« •nUTOUMDIMG Sk. .April

■ «...A© * STAR TO STEER S BY" ^7 XX 7Sk..April 
JUPITER PIVE by Arthur C. ClSke? G°rrey • AST OU UDI EG Sk • • Ju ne 
SJAhBAK by Jack Vance../.. ‘wXXi’XX’A;’?? Worlds of Sk. .May
BIGHIMARE PLAHET by Murrlv 77^1/ kiction. . July
SPACEBREB GEMERATTOMS by Clifford n*’/* ^l^nCE kICTIOiT PLUS, .June

(we won*t choose a "best- story, since nw^dbS-yS^0^

16)
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ar-

o i out 01 Uumtankomurao for GilpherattzS Ynsk a of '"e“1“ Her Captain's name
"What’s ’urrgack’’?" eight crewmen interrupted in chorus.

ound him H^rk?D backtracked down the tape, .-which was piling up 
ound him like a Laocooman serpent. .

"It doesn’dt say." he announced. •: 
d.hope maybe ^theygotta nicecreamcone!" squeaked little Uiss 

ucBrochle, wiping her sticky fingers on Bufferdisk’s hair.

<w.' . * *

Krusnett, . through the duroplas .of his headpiece at the oth-
^/q!H + rS S? 1116 b°arding-party, clumsy and monstrous in their board- 

. His steely-grey eyes glinted at them like 
a^eLtnLabb\?»^ Hi« weli-chiseled nose twitched like
ThroSh^th^inL^B^ S ^hing and he could no longer scratch it. 
„ the intersuit annunciator, his voice sounded thin, forlorn and 
scratchy, like a tomcat in a well.
‘Phia men—I say, quiet back there! This.is important.
de^taeS^/SS  ̂ the first vessel in the history of the
Department Of Galactic Survey to actually sight an alien shin! whv wa ?«rl™ ^xp tha/we ^‘bj^
i ff * 1 Y111 be appointing a prize crew if this is the
urtherei^wS^n™’'1? ?? ”e °n best behavior. Are you ready 
up weref very well. Let’s go, men!"

air llisaed out of the boarding-lock with a dismal 
u^eard ln tne vacuum^ The sally-port swung open on hinges 

+uo^e"USe?* ixi^ men flled- ouk to meet, the. passenger-liner, led b y 
tneir peerless, fearless Captain, who brought up the rear.
hAid 7hUnS in like a gargantuan sardine, firmly
held by the invisible iiassey-Harris tractor beams of the Anubis. T he 
men caught the ooarding line that had. been made fast to the liner and 
swung across, nand-over-hand.

around the entrance of the other ship like terriers 
S^Lck his to the fore and banged upon
me lock with me butt of his liontgomery.

KI,?^ in there—open in the name of the Space Patrol! « he bawled. 
The amplified bray in’the intersuif phones was enough to split an ear- to®, but toe fine theatrical effect of His words vS X-red by tTZ 
fact that his suit shot backwards, impelled by Hewton's remorseless 
law, and he hung, drifting slowly, halfway back to the Anubis.

iienl lou men up there!" he shouted, ."Somebody come and get me!"
Bunquill and Scaterson shoved off from. the. liner’s dead-black fhnk 

and, impelled by short bursts from their iiontgomerys, went to their in
trepid leader s rescue, As they came back, iiontgomerys blasting i n 
purplisn staccato, Krusnett sized up the situation with a steely glance 
and snapped an order, crisply. .

"Blast her open!" he snapped crisply.
Bunquill fumbled at the adjustment of his hontgomery with fingers 

made clumsy dy the heavy space-gloves of his space-suit. Finally h e 
got the weapon adjusted for minimum power. Carefully, he sighted it at ‘ 
the lock of the Arugbflytmkk and touched the. trigger for a quick burst.

- Great chunks of praseodymium obdurate vaporized and sloughed away. 
A gaping rent appeared in the side, of. the liner. A blast of the ship’s 
air,; quickly stopped by automatic aneroid valves, blew the boarding
party away like a charge of birdshot, tumbling grotesquely, like a 
troupe of Phoebean ballerinas. Finally, they made their epu-tt^rijag w^y
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* so what? -

back to the hole in the hull and entered, yzeapons at the ready.
.. to work the action of the inner airlock and tested

s was breathable, after a fashion. They trooped up
Stowanddow companionways like a pack of lost dogs in a meat- 
Sade he obS^atlXlnB°P’ UtUe 000kne!, ’“““d®*®  «f the ccBmode, 

1*11  1 1 Pl ^Y*  O r v> t 4*  Olx t 3 . . - *̂5^  on the whole b 1 o o dy,there eyen’t. She’s deserted, she is, A bloody space-derelict
Kettin»°out fFtn’ Rehman, she’s ’aunted, that’s wot she is! Oi’m 
gettin out of ere, that’s what oi am. Get outer me bloody way!" 

e & pell-mell retreat for the point of entry. The rest o iff 
thnnrf16^^0^0^! treading on each other’s space-booted heels They Se^^brouJ^,^ /he corridor like^ pj£ of ^S-Jansat 

”P sharply at the sight of their beloved leader, 
standing beside the entrance with a glint of hellfire in his steelvl 
blue eyes and a Montgomery in each space-mi ttened hand, 

Rotated by time-hallowed convention.
»w: S"’ “is^«
•‘Plumb vamoosed, Skipper!"
“Just faded away entire. Sir!”
“Like a .bunch of old soldiers, Suh!"

to sli?U™t\iim0Sel^ eyea in thought, A crewman tried
churned feverishly, like i* 1 tracks. His brain
nervously over the intprsnit »Pi stu$h in wigt clay. Somebody hiccuped 
coms, this h2 to be t £honeei ^ther belched-and over inter- 
eyes took on a look of sudden decision?*  ^^tt’s steely-brown 

het’s gp look at the Engine-Room," he cracked, "Lead the wav and
colOM^Siesel^ Wa?> We ariTC Teohs

»wiX/Xt liner
dershyde touched a space-glove t o 
his space-helmet in salute.

“Excellent!" snapped Krusnett, 
his steely-violet eyes glinting, "I 
will appoint volunteers to take it 
back to Terra. Sound off when I 
call your names—ErisqueJ ”

“Here, Sir!" ;
“Slenkinsppj "
“•Ere, Sor|“
"Abernathy— (Her-r-re, Sirs>r! L 

Kincannon— (here!), Zwilnik— (Here!), 
O’Hannahan—(Here I be, Cap’ nA ) , 
yells--(Hyeah, Suh!), Grennell— 
(Heresir!), and so on.•«...Krusnett 
told the men off, now and then sen
ding back to the Anubis for someone 
to fill a job beyond the capabilit
ies of any member of the boarding 
party.,

Soon they were lined up in the 
crew’s rec-room of the Anubis, eyes 
glued.to the quartz of the - space- McBRQCHLE
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the vanish through the dim starahine,bound
for distant Terra. Bunquill was swearing in a bitter monotone because 
Kincannon, tne ship’s dentist, had been picked for the trip and had 
lepk k1*!  seventy-eight credits lost over the chess table.

* from Hashi'eil Damme'tt, famed writer'of 20iih Century corpae-opavEtg.

the monotoi^ had helped. It was a full two weeks be
fore business got back to anything like normal in the Anubis*  disnen- 
sary, with split skulls to patch and broken noses to knead back into 
shape. Tempers began grating- and inflaming as before.

Bufferdisk had just come to see the Captain about a damaged trav- 
erse-gear in the ventral batteries and was leaning on the desk (much 

J s dl3fust) when suddenly, in the middle of a sentence, his 
voice died out and he became translucent, then transparent and disap- 

cer °f bakelite» he summoned the ship’s medical offi-

The

and

ute Buffed 1,1 Can,t understand it. One min-
4? * disk was standing there, just as solid as you are now.

next instant, he—he—he--just faded away!11 
tnnk iTa absently at Krusnett’s breath, grimaced,
took his pulse. His expression was one of polite skepticism.

Captain, I’ve warned you about those little experiments in zyma- 
turgy that you conduct. Lay off that stuff, it’ll kill you."

hrusne-ct s steely-pink eyes glinted truculently.
i $ bri^ you UP &ere to listen to listen to any unprintable

1 tel1 you> Bufferdisk faded out of sight and vanished, right before my eyes!" &
n-i ^!*+^ Gt°nupeere^ ?ie eyes in ciuestion and made a little mcue 

of distaste: Have you had them checked lately?" he asked.
Krusnett sputtered like the fuse of a hand-grenade.

9 Berndt! —I’m asking you—is there any disease you know 
of that makes a victim just up and vanish like that?”

Doctor Berndt gasped with a noise like the last sip through t he 
straw in a chocolate-malt. His jaw dropped and a horrified look came 
to his brassy-yellow eyes. "0H| ” he said, "Oh, mercy-me! Can it be? 
No—it can’t be’ IT CAN’T BE, I TELL YOU’"

"Can’t be wot?" queried Krusnett, crisply, alarmed at Berndt’s di
splay of emotion.

"Eph^ierLtis intangibilia—a little-known virus from lialphthu,the 
dark companion of Algol--1lie most dreaded disease in the entire univ
erse. That ship must have been contaminated! And we’ve sent the dead
ly thing back to Terra!” With an inarticulate sob, the medic flung 
himself on Gayn’s neck and sobbed as. if his heart would break.

With a vicious curse, Krusnett brained the moaning physician with 
an. osmium paperweight from his desk and barked, flaccidly, into the 
ship’s public address system, "All hands assemble in the main auditor
ium for an important message from the Captain!"

* * *
"...and that, gentlemen, is the story, fortunately, we needn’t be 

alarmed about the danger to Terra’s teeming billions. The crew will be 
gone, long before they get there, and with Grennell navigating,they’ll 
miss the Solar System by a passel of parsecs. Our primary concern, is 
for ourselves. We have all been exposed to the virus by now. This... 
means... we....... "

Krusnett’s crisp voice trailed off and vanished. So, for that 
matter, did Captain Gayn Krusnett, Space Patrol, Dept. Of Galac. Surv.

"Does this mean I’ll never getta nicecreamcone?" Ocelot ilcBrochle 
asked of nobody in particular. THE END



organization waE born» its founders had no idea of 
J-ttf™ "J°7h?i H!re’ Wen» is a narrative of the general 
pattern it followed m the year following its conception in 

late 1951,

IT READ;-
from unknown sources, and

Ronnie Poland
— "•believe that the ’saucers’ come

only the Army knows what they are..." nonnie roian
quired re“i^ ''Ihe
quireu reading lor social studies students *
boy attended, r *

_ * • • • 2? © —
ThiR w-c. +1 « 1 ~T—rH a^ ^ie Sc^°°l the interested„ ... . ftw<iS the chance he had wanted.

erate^^thS fn-J^ Ron5ie Poland, the Loy proposed that the two coop- 
? of an organisation for the study of "f lying

Ster f no SUCh organisations.
. r interuuttent periods of correspondence, the bov who mp de th a
original proposal initiated the formation of a local branch of • the 
IzatSn^fro® ®Onathplleyi h the “terrestrial liesearch Orgln- 
of eight nwoie nr±,°°^’ S?°"y morni“6 Of Hoveaber 18, 1951,a group 
urb ofClewl^a ffao^oally strangers, aet in Lakewood, Ohio, a tub? 
^fatS® ’ °" ba3i° polioies Rwly-foraei or-

fictiS6 6ih»v d»^?J°Vre<i tilat they w®e a11 readers of science-

It was thought, and'now seems to be true, that the ranks of soi- 
ence-fiction would be a "line of least resistance" for expansion.

... k°y Y*10 *irst contacted Ronnie Poland, was appointed to draw 
up the governing charter, the Basics For Regulation, Although ' there 

°?^ec’Glons to this charter, it set the pace for the lat
er decline of tne organization.

Correspondence with Ronnie Roland, who had by then formed his own 
iinAh^ a ta pnviwmyr? ar»4*a j . i bbing. % ihe original two vereunable to communicate enougn to decide on programming, etc,, so the 
Lakewood boy decided to plunge into the mess.himself, letting Ronnie 
take part as he chose. , '
h„iioJ-' an organization of any size, it had to have a
bulletin to- distribute among the members,

ETRO also needed m<5neyi
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Turning to the ogre of dues, it was decided that 25/ per month 
would be a suitable sum. That rate was kept constant for a year,

What shouts of glee there were v^en they received their first out- 
of-state member! ETRO, they exclaimed, was going national! Spirits 
ran high m those beginning days.
wnron iiow c011^ get more members? That was the most simple problem 
AMAZIN^STOrte^0 h01^ h b0?e mem1:)ers had a score old issues o f 
AUAZING STORIES, handed down from neighbors. Lists of names filled 
pages of their notebooks; hand-written letters were sent out.

And the replies came.. .New York, Georgia, Texas.. .California! And 
duH +« £lee* letter of "The Aristocrat" were pro-
U.UUX leSUluSf y

A+hAt?^S^S1 whe difcoyey these remarkable enterprises solved an
other problem. Here, to later regret, was found the pattern for the So rolled out to Taurasi, Johnson, 

*abun, Hoffman, Pope, HacAuley and others, and the exam- 
pies rolled in. Pleas for material were sent to the members, and 
----- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ they responded. Soon

there was enough mater- 
ial to fill the prop
osed 50 pages. Fiction 
and articles were ab
out equal in volume.

February w a s 
"mailing day" for. .ET
RON, the propaganda 
sheet of the organiza
tion. So ETRON 
out...four months 
er.

came 
lat-

itsBut ETRO had 
bulletin.

News of new groups 
with purposes similar

(, , . to those of ETRO reached
their ears, io date taere are seven national organizations devoted 
solely to disc study* And ETRO bogged down.

Operations of all sorts became increasingly difficult. The elec- 
^^cer8 was a fiasco. ETRO wasn’ t doing any actual research; 

it didn t even have a real file of "saucer" clippings, liembers hadn’t 
enough idea of what was going on to have any true interest in ETRO.

ETRON,number two came out...one month behind schedule. At the 
time of this ^writing ETRON number three is two months overdue.

True, E1R0 had its application blanks, forms for "disc" sightings, 
form letters for prospective members, and ballots, and Basics.but most 
of them gathered dust in a seldom-opened drawer.

The accomplishments of ETRO totaled;
(1) iwo behind-schedule issues of its publication, which can hard— 

ly be distinguished from a regular science-fiction fanzine.
>2) A membership list of 117 names.
,3, The purchase of a very satisfactory mimeograph machine- yj -L m X- »J ——   J — « u . —•„„ • Contacts with various groups and individuals interested in the 

flyingsaucer" question. It was a rather bleak picture for an or
ganization with the motto: "Research.. .The Road To Truth."

ibis meaningless existence continued for one year, which brings us 
almost up to the present time. Three days before the first anni
versary of the Extra-Terrestrial Research Organization, the entire sys
tem of organization was scrapped and forgotten. • ETRO established a

concluded, bottom of next page)
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Since the originator of this column,Barc
lay Johnson, has seen fit to withdraw from 
fandom for an indefinite period of' time, 
I invited myself to take over this column, 
so to speak, as best I can.
me.....friends

So bear with.

PRO MAGAZINES:
’ 'There will be 

more pro mags to make their
at least four 
appearance be*

for the year is up. All four will be o f 
digest size, most probably, although there 
could be a pulp among them.

At least two of the current 
year is out. One will be SPACE STORIES and 
STORIES. One of the del Hey Jobs looks like 
most likely one is SCIENCE FICTION ADVENTURES, 

that mor™ _~1~ Y111 Probably see no more than 12 issues, ifthat many, and will meet with rough travelling, for the simple reason 
that not every Tom, Dick and Harry have the equivalent of a^PheD.

mags will fold, before the 
the other might be PLANET 
it might topple also* The 

SCIENCE FICTION PLUS

PANDOMi
Fandom will start within a year. The leaders ofvhich 

GreLell^hn^^ J°hn L* Norman G. Browne and Dean A.
Grennell, who will soon appear as the leading fan of 1953. plus a f e w 
others who are Just recently coming into the proverbial limelight The 

.beginning of Seventh Pandoa will bring to an end the Jong «iXof Lee 
loifman as number 1 femfan, largely because she doesn't care to be 51. 
of the 1’aBV"i6ty Enterprises, will steal most

spotlight as far as fan projects go. The leader will be Venable.
CONVENTIONS;

h If ^^isco, or some other West Coast city, does not set form a “World” C^v^tiol
il heldb iWe Same tiBe that ^rld Convention
is held. In short, fandom will be split in two groups, (see p. 3S)

FIRST IBAN by Jim Schreiber (concluded from preceding page) " * 

5®??^ ^ organization that eliminated officers, committees, c omplex 
£s“: S SSASS.465™46' dUeS (whioh«« irregular, at 

_ ?J°?e tiie “aj°r.weakness of ETHO was its inability to keen offic* 
a way to overcome this fault wasPneeded. 

corp nfWf?^ organization conducts all its original functions through a 
bSsineCZiJ +?!rS°niS Wh° meet weekly in L^ewood, Ohio to conduct the 

{ *1 week. A way was devised to use the capabilities o f 
the individual, instead of those of inefficient groups.

But that is another story, another year.
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EDITOR’S ROTE: though it 
has been our practice in 
SEBUUETID never to re
print material run dn any 
other publication, we’ve 
committed ourselves t o 
running the following in 
the string of highly ma
ture articles by Red d 
Boggs, even though it saw 
print first in the EABA 
magazine of Van Spl awn’s 
PRQLETHEUS. The reasons 
ure (1) PAPA has a very 
small membership, about 
one-fifth of the readers 
of.STS, (2) Redd wanted 
tills article in a general 
circulation mag, (3) the 
article was highly recom
mended from various re
liable sourCSS;and (4) I 
wrote an editorial two 
issues ago because of an 
insinuation by a reader 
of SEB that both SEB and 
Harlan Ellison were being 
refered to, in this art
icle. As you can see, 
this is one of the most 
controversial articles we

-he
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CUT OB TBIT PAUS wish, consciously or subconsciously,-that they 
were John W. Campbell or H.L. Gold. At. lAsst swan m + np.--- ----- y« Campbell or H.L. Gold. At least seven out of ten fan ed
itors think they are Campbell or Gold -- or a reasonable junior iacsim- 
ilie thereof. You can easily deduce this by casting a t h oughtful 
glance at the current fan magazines. Many of these fanzines are all 
too obviously amateur Astoundings and non-profit Galaays.
homir>^ i® probably safe to say that virtually all new fanzines are 
begun as imitation prozines, rather than as imitations of other f a n- 

hnv s?rPrise<i look at Quandry may have inspired young Joe 
Pann to buy his junior Speed-O-Print in the first place, thus founding 
Pon i *0. *4- — ■ — . _ . ’ - . „ „ ^*n tl e 1 ir s t premature issue o^f

teud but once he gets Me first stencil rolled into the ^!„ri.
f°e ^aDn s emry of Campbell and Gold aseerts itself and Pan 

' ^rnS out to 136 just another fannish version of Astounding.
cour?® you can’t remain a fanzine editor very long before you 

■? t0 ^alize, if you are reasonably intelligent, that fanzines need- 
auteur prozines after all. Within two or three issues the av- 

e gseudo-btprtling either quietly folds up or transforms into a 
’ Usually they fold up. It’s too bad more fanzines don’t 

t(? ®v°lve» but maybe we should be thankful that more 
of them don u persist.longer as amateur prozines. A few fanzines re- 
le^n^UVenile for Fears and years. Some fan editors never

commerci al- 
color and

fanziSeWisn»t°a ^aJ®ur M^und^ng? Well, of course the
vivid im^Lat?n  ̂ °f the prozin® except in the fan editor’s

-ly by LS at kefroS “vcr“ pr°Zlne C“ eaSlly be

T*®1? P^ozine’s front cover alwgys features a - 
a lo£o and an illustration that, in

executed, might appear on Planet Stories. And the co- 
body^ov^Soo^it^o??'3 liS?ed fl^reS so no-
oooy can overlook it. Often it has a legend above the title logo* “All 
hIsrhAi/T+h* Stories Complete in This Issue ’ “ Sometimes it

contents page sprawling across the bottom of the cover 
noJlces HiIew Article by Pred Ploopgruber In This Issue’” customers°US *° ^P^er’s nam^draw more flie^Xn

idenrp thnt&+Sf the contents page of many a fanzine, you find more ev- 
th considers himself a teen-age Tony Boucher Con-

" +h?S -^esabi ranges of unconscious humor. A pure specimen of
i^oz«£

zine which „• tCbbun postage"; I even remember one fan-

rfidnn- ^i-rrc or planned to take against offenders. Probablv hedidn t give a damn whether anybody reprinted his material or not* 
admonition sounded pretentious and professional so he stuck it in.* 
^ud has. takenVg^\t°&

™ 0°rf ss
to be. It will feature a significant story by Bred Bloopgruber and a
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Senc^ouMtiL« ^newcoMr> f.jSnaae,.and a brand new department of 
this pLS enis « »* other surprises. Of course
wide-OM^fo^Lt.^*?1 ™ely’ Ylth adsiission that next issue is
somethin? “a?"**3- 'rill somebody please send

j VS*™ SWi S!
by th^il^^erv^v18! of.oourse< "full of fiction, written mostly 

novelette"*1* r

nil tallment of. this great new science serial!” Blurbs makeSei^^yeS-^ ^h^Or? 80Un? "^o'iehed^
and U sJS referred t^L^1®^*1 aB ;another E<taond Hamilton" 
fessional digzdty. * n°°I«ru1’er» “ in keeping with pro-
boners?* m'of“s were°ruiltv of editor eommits such

lorn C^sidv dhSS.!P in regalia and play they are HopaZ 
“S—sxn 

aJaa 'gW

Se’^o^wS ^l^ms^Hke Stree^and 8^

cleavage between prozine and fan
zine, and I suppose we’ll always 
have with us those fanzines that 
attempt to bridge the gap. Sit once 
the fan editor faces up to the fact 
that amateur prozines are not only 
sterile but ridiculous and worth— 
less, he may also- begin to see that 
J?er! advantage residing in 
the fanzine-prozine dichotonoy.

Consider the fan editor! H o 
other editor in the world, except 
other amateur editors of various ' 
breeds, is more fortunate. Campbel 1 
i.nd Browne pull down good salaries, 
iio doubt, while Joe Eann loses his> 

1 lard-earned money on his publishing 
venture. But look' at the p r i c e 
Campbell and Browne have to bay for
tneir jobs, They must keep their magazines selling — or else! Thw 
are at*the mercy of the front office, it may cost them their
W a two-letter word to the publishers »ho.“ They must never
their advertisers. They must never offend anv r offend™VeaderS- “st listen *• SWS ineSndte! 
tributing company say about cover foxmat and display problemsmag editor.c freedom to do as hie editorial ine?^ teJte
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ly limited. , . ... ,
On the other hand, the fan ^editor .is free -to do as he wants,- a s 

long as he keeps his magazine within the. bounds of good taste* He is 
free to publish as often or as seldom as he likes, or to discontinue 
the magazine if he feels like it,. He is. free to publish what he chbos- 
es, and to use any format within the realm of practicability. Eis read
ers, if any, may protest at his unorthodoxy or eccentricity, but-act
ually a fanzine’s readers are a minor factor in shaping any fanzine’s 
policy. The subscribers nickels and dimes at best only partially sup- 
port a fanzinej their opinions are good for little more than egoboo to 
the editor. The ability of a, fanzine to please its readers only a c - 
counts for part of its populariijy; its ability to insult and infuriate 
its readers -may account for more. Furthermore, there are always fans 
who will buy . a fanzine,, no matter how bad it is, merely to complete 
their files or because it was reviewed in Imagination, And if a fan
zine really lacks readers because of its eccentric policy, the editor 
can always take it into one of the “apas" and circulate it there.

i®» ■faj? editors have a great opportunity for publishing 
unusual, higaly individual magazines which are as important in their 
own way as Astounding is in its way, "There are party politics and big 
business for the man seeking power," wrote James Guinane in his fine 
amateur magazine Churinga, “mothers’ clubs and repertory groups for 
those after applause, and vegetarianism and the Ku Klux Klan for people 
wanting to indulge in fanaticism. But for the few who are anxious to 
write and to publish magazines free from ary control but their own ge
nius there is only amateur journalism." Since fan publishing is a 
branch of amateur journalism, we find this rare opportunity, given 
few men, within- the reach of most of us. But how many of us seize 
lor every max Keasler, Lee Hoffman, and Arthur H, Rapp there are a'doz- 
en fan editors slavishly grinding out their inept imitations of the

a
to 

it?

I speak here for complete freedom in fan publishing. For that 
1 ^eQa^nizQ the fanzine editor*s right to be a junior Campbell 

?ut 1 believe that» if paused and took stock of 
the average fan editor would not want to be. 

loo■mazy fans edit their puerile Planets without realizing that by fol- 
a £01iCy W ^selves conceived, they might establish a pub

lication tnat could become more famous in the microcosm than Planet it- 
°f bllfdly taking over commercial-type gimmicks merely

P??S USS the £aja should borrow only toe nec
essary. is it useful? Do I need it in my fanzine?” should be the 
questions he asks himself.

Once he takes this objective viewpoint, the fan editor will prob- 
he followed a wrong approach to fan publishing, after all, he will say to himself, “TVS and ASF publish as 

tSf116!?’ + publls11 a$ a hobby, Why should I burden Fan Krud with a ' 
1 * JS useless to an amateur publication?"

Why, indeed. lake that cover pic showing the musclebound bum res
cuing’ tae well-undressed babe from the slavering 1W, The pro zines 

f°r yeaXS on the so^ theory that it a?trac?scuJ 
m^rs idly canvassing the newsstand for something to read. Will the same cover illustration attract customers .to buy a f^i^? How m^k 

°n new^tand?? Anyway, most, fans hate the bum-babe^- 
coverj they buy a publication in spite of the picture, not because _

___ dSj fa^in®*s Price appear on the cover? a few fanzines
are displayed and sold at conventions, but normally the reader of a 
fanzine never sees the cover till after he has paid for the daaue^ He
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proc ably paid for it months ago when he subscribed at two issues for 
He s not interested in the fact that the issue costs 15<2f per cony? 

he knows it already. He’s more interested in what the next issue will 
cost, in case his subscription has run out. And what fanzine puts that 
vital information on the front cover?

similar reasons, fancy come-ons like "All Stories hew” o r 
"Fred Floopgruber Article In 'This Issue" are useless on a fanzine cov
er. The prozines put such things there to lure the eye of the casual 
newsstand shoppers. Fanzines are seldom displayed for sale: by the 
time the fanzine reader sets eyes on the issue he has already been 
rooked out of his dime. When he pries out the staples and unfolds the 
fanzine to behold "Fred Floopgruber Article In This Issue,” his only 
reaction can be a brightening of the eye or a gnashing of the 
depending on wnether he has read a Floogruber article before. 
^Krud is sold at a convention, it isn’t likely to sell more 
because of that cover blurb, host bylines bannered on fanzine 
have absolutely no name value, except to their mothers.

Boes the cover title have to be in big letters? Ko reader must 
out of a newsstand display full of similarly titled 
y°U placed We in small letters at the bottom 

perhaps you could run a bigger and better cover picture, 
issue of Odd with the Hay Nelson cover in which "Odd" was

C^Se elite type on a tiny sign held by a large e-t? An 
iaea like tnac, poison to prozines, is sirloin in the fan field, it’s 
a gag you’ll remember longer than the best litho cover Odd ever used 

Why should a fanzine have a front cover at all, except that G.N. 
lf it doesn’t have? Remember the time W. Max Keasler 

on Of ^variety? His experiment didn’twork, but at least he wasn’t afraid to trv somethin^ besides t.he 

teeth. 
Even if

copies 
covers

afraid to try something besides the ster-eo typed pulp format.
The contents page? One 

may prove useful to fanzines of the few cliches from the prozines that 
is the one disclaiming responsability for 
that notice may save you from an argumentstatements made by writers.

sometime. Otherwise — do you really mean all manuscripts must be ac- 
stanped envelopes — or is that there only 

JfL If Jafk Williamson sent you an article, would you refuse to 
read it because he neglected to include return postage?
. Above all, why should a fanzine load its pages with amateur fict
ion? Oh yes, fanzines give fledgling writers a place to try their 
wings; they can profit from the constructive criticism they receive 
from keen-minded fans. But fan writers can strengthen their wings just 
as easily by trying to write to sell direct to the pros, and they can 
obtain better criticism from pro editors’ letters of rejection. I think 
most fanzines publish fan fiction merely because the prozines publish 
it, A fanzine full of s-f stories more closely resembles a prozine 
than does a fanzine full of articles and fannish satire. This is the 
reason that most fanzines start out heavily weighted with fan fiction 
and, as they mature, soon publish very little fiction.

Jack Speer said once, “I simply do not agree that the ideal fan 
magazine should carry material of the newsstand magazine type. If we 
don’t have anything the pulps haven’t got, we might just about as well 
close up shop.” I don’t see why we should expect anybody to read a n 
amateur Galaxy when they can buy the real Galaxy at any newsstand. Why 
should we look at amateur artwork that could appear in Planet if it was 
better drawnj and why should we read commercial*type amateur fiction 
that could appear in Other Worlds if it was better written?

Surely there is just as much glory in editing a fine amateur mag
azine as there is in editing a promag. When someone asked F, Towner
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Laney why lie doesn t write for the pros, he replied that he’d much ra
ther write for a good magazine like Masque or Burblings than for 
cheap pro zine he could think of. Breathes there a fan with soul 
dead who hasn’t tossed TVS into a

any

corner when the postman shambled w, 
bringing the latest Quandiy?

Publish q or Opus or -Oopslal 
professionally and stack them on a 
newsstand for sale and they would 
probably crumble to dust before any- 
bodybou^ht them. But they 

published for the general * ___  
Eans don’t buy them because they 
contain stories and artwork 
like the stuff in prozines, 
cause they reprint suitable cliches 
stolen from prozine covers and con
tents pages. They buy them because 
they publish humor and satire and 
critical articles unlike anything in 
the prozines. Opus isn’t quite so 
neat as Fantastic, but then Browne’s 
prozine has never published a n y — 
thing as wackily wonderful as Bich- 
ard Elsberry’s "The Sportsmen,« either. 

pros would profit immeasurably if they would recn^. 
that and professional magazines are distinct sne-

cies. As horses somewhat resemble cattle, fanzines bear some
Fr02i^®3» But they shouldn’t be measured by the same stand- 

3X1 Arabian stallion should be judged by standards 
Holsteins. Prozine reviewers like Jerome Bixby and Sam 

Merwin, Jr. ranted a lot about fannish criticism of Startling, scoring 
viewed ‘f^nes^3^ unbusinesslike, but they went right ahead and r^ 
viewed lanzines as if they were merely junior promags. The traditional 
procedure, founded by Merwin, of rating a fanzine by riffling through 

the pretty pictures and classy headings is obviously^ nS0 
more legitimate than a letterhack’s rating TVS only two Xeno lugs be
cause it dropped Captain Future. J e 8
eriti^LUS edi5ors not afraid to buck such ill-shaped
Sta 5^ LhaVe fan edltors who follow their own artistic id- 
?Swers Let u? complaints of misguided readers and re
viewers. Lei us have fan editors who strike toward new frontiers ra- 

^Th^n^^h the safe Path3 worn nen who dared nothing 
new. ihen we shall have no more amateur Astoundings and fannish Fant- 

?ut °hly fanzines, unique and personal and unfettered, that can- 
not be described m terms applicable to ary other sort of magazine and 

be1n^a?UI'ed standards except those for fanzines them
selves. ihe fans who edit these fan magazines will be remembered iom- 
er than John Campbell or H.L. Gold.

aren’t
public.

almost 
or be-

THE EBB

HEBXGATIOE: a? follot/ in the noble footsteps 
of Bob Silverberg, .and devote the purpose of thia entire 
xssuo to tne man idio will undoubtedly be the Biggest Kame 
Fan in years? a fogbow with on unmatched sense of humour, 
fabulous intellect and ribald goodwill. LEAS' A. GTEEHBiLL
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EDITOR’S BOTE: it’s been a good six months since we last ran reviews of 
science fantasy motion pictures. The primary -reason being that there 

* ‘ ‘ ' last threeweren’t very many stfilms of any ‘significance. But in the 
months we have been deluged with the “things1* to the. point

heading illustration by RAY GIBSON

NUISANCE!DAMN

where we had 
to latch on
to a movie 
editor, name 
of Bill Big- 
nin, who, in 
addition to 
doing some 
superlative 
arid snidely 
cutting rev
iews, c o n t- 
ributes more 
than a few of 
his wondrous 
cartoons a s 
accompanying 
clarifiers.

Your reac
tions to our 
movie review 
column is of 
primary imp
ortance t o 
us, as we’ve 
tried a new 
idea in our 
reviews. Our 
thanks go to 
the staff and 
management of

Cleveland’s Hippodrome, Allen, State and Palace Theatres, for their 
invaluable aid in allowing us to preview these pictures for you......he 

reviews of THE HAGHETIC HOHSTER and THE .PHAHTCLi ERai SPACE by Paul Schupp

The vampire complained about the bright light, so the werewolf ob
ligingly flicked off” the switch. A violent argument had preceded the 
werewolf’s eventual persuasion of the vampire to attend a moyie with 

instead of sitting home with a can of blood and watching teley- 
ision. And now they were confronted by a young fellow who wanted their 
opinions of the two science fiction pictures they had seen.

“Both pictures were a slight rise from the Saturday afternoon ser
ial, “ commented the vampire, imbued with the importance of being inter
viewed. “Very slight,” muttered the werewolf, who, somehow felt he had 
been duped by the vampire, who had given in too easily in the argument.

“The ’magnetic Lions tercontinued the vampire in a tone of modest 
self-importance, “for those fortunate enough to have missed the picture, 
concerned itself chiefly with an unstable element that sucked up energy 
like..." he looked around coyly, “...like, well, a vampire sucks blood, 
and created matter. However, the manner in which the concept was pres
ented was exceptionally poor. You might think they’d take time to make 
a worthwhile picture, “ He nodded His head as if to indicate assurance.

“Tell him about the other one," mumbled the werewolfi, obviously in 
a state of boredom with the entire conversational trends.
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"Well, *• resumed the vampire, casting an eye alternately at the 
countenance. of the werewolf and the throat of the interviewer, Mwe had 
come in during the middle of *Ihe Phantom From Space* and thought for a 
moment that somehow we had mistaken the show and were seeing the *Retum 
of the Invisible Man*, but no, it was just the story of an alien who 
landed on Earth and who was invisible without his spacesuit. It seems 
this poor dumb slob wanted off Earth, but the local yokels were bent up- 
on racking him up thoroughly,”

The interviewer asked them for one statement that they thought t o 
sum up the whole tiling, “Stunk|" exclaimed the werewolfi, sjill in his 
poor humour, “hmmm,11 muttered the vampire, casting a disparaging glance 

companion, “I would advise the populace to save their money. ”
The.movie critic thanked them politely and was about io leave when 

the vampire asxed politely, “You never did tell us what magazine you
J16 said, conjuring up visions of The New Yorker and Saturday 

FANTASY BULLETIN,11 replied the young man cheerfully. After they had ripped him apart Ind eaten him, the vampire 
the werewolf disappeared, one as a bat, the other a wolf again. And 

there was only the softest hint of someone saying, "The audacity,.,”

INVABERS FROL MAtiS reviewed by William S. Lignin, movie editor SEB

The other night there was flashed upon a motion picture screen in 
this town, without a doubt one of the most sickening examples of the 
senile cinema ever to disgrace a hunk of celluloid.

The plot (such as it is laughingly refered to) revolves about the 
young scientist of about twelve who sees a (foregone conclusion)flying 
soup-plate plow Vp a sandpit behind his house, Various people, in-

SllGHTiy
CWKfO

\ /'I

illustrations this 
page are artists* concept
ion of scenes, from the 20th 
Century-Fox film “Invaders 
From Kars1’ and were drawn 
by Bill Lignin to accom
pany the above review.
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eluding his parents, upon investigating, disappear into the pit to re
appear as alien-controlled puppets, ready to destroy sundry atomic "en
ergy plants, rocket projects, etc, on the notice of a moment or two, 

Meanwhile, the boy, who is being madly hunted by these remote-con- 
trolled stooges as he is the only one who knows about the Saucer and 
still retains his own mind, has succeeded in reaching a scientist who 

believes his story, for some ephe
meral* reason or other, not noted, 

Now you must realize that this 
is* no ordinary brilliant scientist. 
This character is a combination be
ing composed of equal parts of Al
bert Einstein, Fermi, Jomny Cross, 
and select pinches of Gilbert Goss- 
eyn thrown in for the beck of it.

Despite the fact that the exi
stence of the aliens on Earth h as 
not even been proven, this brilliant, 
brilliant, BRILLIANT specimen o f 
the trained scientific mind immedi
ately formulates the following theo
ries, every one of which proves to 
be correct:; (lithe El's are'fr oin 
Mars, (2)these Martians are a deg
enerate race, ergo (3) they have as 
aides de camp to do their dirty work 
a created race of androids, (4) the 
androids have come to Earth in the 
saucer and (i) they have harnessed 
infra-red rays which they use t 0 
melt through solid rock. And, won
der of all wonders, he even knows 
why they are here! To keep us out 
of space, natchurly, EVERT ONE OF 
THESE FACTS WAS FORMULATED OUT 0 F

THIN AIK;' OUT OF WOLE CLOTH, WITH NO GROUNDS WHATSOEVER OR FACTS 0 N 
WHICH TO BASE ANY ONE OF THEM! Extraordinary, eh wot?

And the mutants (pronounced mew-taaants by the imbeciles in the 
picture)! Gahhhhh! Huge green hulks that look like decadent frogs, 
and trot along in a stiff-legged, side-to-side gait that makes them 
look, in the words of editor Ellison, “Constipated!”

Another nauseating example of the pinch-penny methods employed in 
the filming of this monster, and the obvious regard in which the pro
ducers hold the intelligence of the average American, is the constant 
re-use of scenes, I counted at least five scenes, used an average of
•three times each throughout the film. One particularly lucid example
is the scene in which the androids go gaily tromping through an under
ground passage. This scene was used SEVEN (count 'em), YES, SEVEN (7)
TIMES! ' And the constant use of hoary old cliches such as the bumbling
little boy who somehow uncovers the dastardly plot, a flying saucer, 
and this bit of idiotic persiflage; America's top atomic scientist, a 
high-ranking general, two policemen, the police chief, a little girl, 
^nd sundry others have all been abducted, but no one is flustered. As 
we enter, however, an average marine sergeant has been added to the 
list, and his commanding officer is white with fear and anger.

“No...no! Not Snodgrass? I must go after him!!* blurts the C Oa 
spreading tears about like confetti, 

“Not you sir, you're too valuable."
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"But--»but.. .he’a been under me for twenty years!” 
Heed I go on?
And now, brace yourselves; feet on the ground, chin up, the worst 

(yes, there can be worse!) is yet to come. We now have the grand fin
ale, the coup de grace, They are about to demolish the saucer, sol di er a 
and civilians are streaming away from the scene at a prodigious rate, 
the wounded being carried, some limping, some crawling. The little bey 
is having chaotic flashbacks of the entire affair. The saucer blowsun 
.........The BOY WES UP’’!’’ (vomit) ■

THE WHOIE GRUESOME, HORRIiilE MISH-MOSH WAS ALL A BAD BREAM, the 
oldest, corniest, most hokey gambit in the book.,.and they used it!

This is a movie that shouldn’t have to wait twenty years to be 
shown on television!

review of THE BEAST FROM 20,000. EATHOS and IT CAdE PROM OUTER SPACE as 
reviewed by William S. Dignin, movie editor SIB

. _ partially recovering from the effects of "Invaders”. I am
able, with extreme relief, to present two GOOD motion pictures.

a? J5eSe fiJmS were scriPted science fiction’s own R a y 
Bradbury, of the poetic pen. And of the two, the "Bradbury touch” is 
most pointedly felt in IT CAME ERGi OUTER SPACE (to be hereafter ref- 
ferred to as TCPQS) during the scenes on the bleak Arizona desert.

in iGWb, the first science fiction picture to be rendered in 3D. 
an entirely new concept (insofar as movie SF is concerned) is tried on 

WSn 011611 spaceship is forced to land on Earth for major 
allens» a inalleable race, assume the shapes of captured 

humans and ransack a number of electrical warehouses, etc, to obtain 
nee?*. Once the Populace becomes aware of theETsin 

tllfi time-honored fashion of people who are 
to de0broy them. A writer of science articles, who 

S^trS^t?^^ S1hP When landed» Sains their confidence
ana cries to lorestall the mobs vengeance.

The photographic effects are exceptionally well done and in one or 
two instances verge upon the classic; and the plot of the picture’ i^ 

one ins‘fca^oe, sacrificed for 3-D effects, such as knives fists 
311 °"The BeStjn ^e. viewer’s face as they are wont to do. 
with itq n0^ 111 3*1*’ 16 no less powerful a production

a.skillfully expanded version of Bradbury’s Saturday Ev
ening Post short story of the same title. The plot is simply that of a 
tremendously ancient prehistoric amphibian, most impost ng to ‘View i f stiited in its ^ogresj^hich is fXi fSm ' its 

^eep freeze by an atom bomb, being tested in the Arc
tic. The thing advances down the Eastern coast, gaily tromping on an 
unusually motley assortment of lighthouses, fishing boats, et al tillY2rk City rea3on being’that itf testers had lived 

where some of the finest crowd scenes V©f 
place. The beast is finally subdued, after spreading a 

virulent disease from a wound inflicted upon it earlier. It dies^i n 
^oS^neve^ld?? bv°SC of a ^gotten age, thrown into a 

^ade 111611 who eventually brought about his death
or of ignominious manner. There are elements of stark terr-
or, of biting pathos, of deep sorrow, in this picture, it is unniiAwf.- 
lonably recommended to all those who seek more than amateur SE movies.

YCUR OPIHIOHS OP COR "STB CIPEMA SCEHE" WIJX UUIDRECE THEIB RE-USE
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lywood’s enemy, teevee: a 
this is being written fearu* 
29) we have an advance re
lease from the DuMont net-

J/1 by HAL

Qs “And why do you publish an 
SF magazine, sir? “

As “Well, I’m in it mainly for 
the fun, you see, “ 

EDITOR’S HOLE; word came in today that 
Hal Shapiro was married to Miss Nancy 
Moore on Monday, July 20, 1953 by fan 
Darrell c, Richardson, Our scoop, and 
our heartiest congrats to two nice kids I

back, a nd 
Ellison’s wearing it* So is 
Will McGivern for that mat
ter. This popular stf wri
ter’s non-stf yarn, THE BIG 
HEAT, which he sold to the 
SatEvePost for a check 
counted with five figures 
was also sold to Hollywood. 
Glenn Ford will star.lt was 
scripted in ftar weeks, one 
'of the fastest Jobs on rec
ord. Swinging to Hol

work which brings promi ee of 
a truly adult stf show.It’5 

combination of puppets and 
live talent. About a jani
tor in a teevee station who 
wants to be a director and 
spends all of his off time 
in the control room of the 
station after the crew haw 
knocked off for the day. One 
night, while playing w i th 
the dials, he accidently 
contacts the planet Jupiter 
setting off a series of TV
scenes which contrast 
way of life on the two 

the 
pla* 
are
the

nets. The Jupiterians 
played by puppets. By __  
time you read this it; may 
already be on your set, ,,, 
The Hew York Times recently 
ran an article stating that 
more energy was expended in

star.lt
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reading a book than it was worth. Something about the information that 
is gained not being worth the energy expended, I’m skeptical ,.* This 
is 1953, the year experts claim the atomic submarine will be launched, 
..•Looks like Palmer is growing up. The yarn, MYSHKIH, in the April 
OTdER WOHLDS was one of the first he »s ever presented which almost de
served its advance publicity. After reading THE THIHG THAT MADE LOVE, 
also by deed, -I was sure that MYSHKin would’be another stinking sex—sf 
plot by David V, Heed. However, I was pleasantly surprised, ,,, The 
first Italian 3-D film to be made, will star Kirk Douglas. Written by 
Hen Hecht,'.^o has turned out some excellent fantasy, it has the high
ly provocative title'of ODYSSEY OF ULYSSES. ho more info available, I

••• I‘wonder how many fans will howl at the April 
1953 COROHET1 a article, ROCIsET GEKIUS WITH DIG IDEAS which lists John 
Shesta of Reaction Motors, Inc.,. as "America’s foremost rocket expert? »

Ley 13 tiie ido1 °~ in this respect, ,,, Don Tord i s
S53>3 fponser of a ,,BrinS A Foreign Pan To The Con” drive. This year 
the victim is Korman Ashfield, English B®. The campaign will rot" b e 

a® WITH THE CREW IK ’52, but will have an auction and other 
V th! 1)011 Pordf 129 Avenue, Sharonville. 0.

has f?na?^?°r 3 Association of the World, dissolved in Eeiruaty, 
°£ the ^°hey left in its treasury. Same went as a J0^1?11 to 3 ...A Harvard Observatory doc claims that., con-

opinion, there is an atmosphere on the moon. Sayeth 
Seems3?^? Sfpley> the air would not be very "sanitaiy" to breathe. 
dS compo?ed largely of Argon, which comes from radioactive
bSrtoen/ * J? isotope in rocks brought to the surface by meteor 

bGlence again catches up with stf. A Cornell U. prof
T+?ed a ^thod whereby three dimensional "maps1’ can be made by 

radar. It’s an adaptation of .the usual radar set and Incorporated ini 
di pictee^th^  ̂ the sound waves w*11 ^ild atri-
ui picture oi the landscape, more fun. ... Then too. some researohAf«?

VeXy S°Und WaV®S can ,age whlsW« I don’t know what 
shrill feminine shrieks do to liquor at a cocktail party, but they can 
curl hair all the way across a crowded room. ... Getting back toHblly- 
J?®d a whilea Elaine' Stewart will play the -only female in TAKE THE 
HIGH GKOUKD, a dramatization of the training of atomic age soMfers, Un
derstand will be something like EIVE, ... An article in the March 
edition of the SCIEKCE DIGEST quotes George 0, Onith, described a s a 
radio research engineer,•• with no reference to his stf writing, a s 

stating that radio. communications with other planets in this solar 
a wave length about an inch long is used.Says

take a 7,o.ocr watt transmitter to get to Mars, and 75/- 
*° Fluto, ... It’s no secret that there are some 

no£ Particularly .enamoured, of the baby giant, television.lt is 
also true that there are more features about TV which discourage view- 

are encouraging same. However, there i s
J °d P02:11^ about teevee which seems to have been overlooked. Some

where ,arouna LA a 3-a--year-old toddled .up to the desk in a public lib- 
^einarid.e<l a card., saying he wanted to read a book. When a d - 

vised thau cards were issued only to persons who could read and write, 
he promptly passed all qualifying tests. Asked how he had acquired the 
proficiency at such an early age, he explained that TV reception was 
so ragged where he lived, that he gave it up and took up reading and 
writing as an antidote. So, it was television which made the child a 
prodigy, or something. This is also an example of the resourcefulness 
which has .made America/great. Here is proof that rugged individualism 
and the pioneer, spirit still blooms among us. If driven to it, the 
younger generation will read a book. ... That the Arr-y is cool tea

television.lt
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S taf^^up US even stf wri-

BOVie six-shooter which fires 44 times 'withnut3^^1^ °f the Westsr» 
MM": UMXXM ~ F

Ms s-^arxsnrs mu “s “■head garage door. ... Most of t dl and g01n® UP with the over, 
lighted his fans with Dumbo.*th? fJi^ elSMsme3r de* 
has gone him one better* A suDerf^t^iT^f^ .Wel1? the ^ce 
field in Japan sighted* at BOO^foof Ringing his plane into atoward them* HlvT^e^- S object ^oatinj

turned out to^oe nothin? saucer,« ran through 
erfort banked to avoid hittim hi? ^S8 ? than a horse. The sup- 
and continued on its way. Thf tSl^?J?? horse seemed to nod his head 
lot called the tower aS reported was a B°at« ae Pl-
ground it was apparent that’the obieot However, seen from the
had broken loose from its mooring adJertising balloon which
tradict* ... Getting back t? S^ientl^ ±/°r£eaI1S wisil to el
ector of the British Astronomic?! fJ ’ Wilki^» dir-
that he knew what was on the^ther^id? ?f th ^lunar se°tion), stated; 
WWEB OJJ THE MOON, it isn’t a Sovietise ^t?100^ contrary to 
done is to draw a topographic?! X of ^f11^ Monomer Wilkins h®
ters, mountains, and vllleys he issSreS?? 311 the c^*
map, incidently, has been published^? th? «° 4 °f sight. His 
erplanetary Society, and h? claims^h?/?? Journal of the British Int- 
along, they wiU find it “more^ 1S? P1????rf take Ms
I see it. ... in addition th? I?1 Relieve it ^ien
Korea are also being issued buUet2£o?f St? tr°°ps 1 n
four pounds and prompt the ouin tin? wei gh
now help some GIs explain the lead iJthM? only things that will 
ly stf Cons. They’re gettin? P^ts. ... in re the year
hosts of uninformed newSf ?tS?ach°?2if? rIf is done, the
heep it in the same section of th^^ 17111 ™t? * 0
be two separate fandoms, one Bast and * ®JjntualOy. there willsolution, rns was proposal OTior^ ls> however, a
was never brought to a vote. W mt SrtS M 1949’ But 14
10US geographical areas and rotate the continent into var-
years pass? Only clubs in on? SL to as t h e
con. If no club or city bid fo^e^on in ^811^^ to bid for * h e 
would be by-passed, and not get a eLn?? + yea? Pr°P°sed, they 
tation brought their turn L-fund £rain r®^1^3**8
concrete plan worked out in time to 1 e^ect to have aphia Convention this Labor B?? * ^^™en^osal at PhLladel-
impetus to the pun that he sho<rid*bp1^i?I^«20$^ Sax R°hmer is 
Plot and writing/ but^e^al SeX Hoblller8 Sood
derstand that A few KIKD^B low4 ve»y.poorly handled. ... Un.
out fantart, despite the titled.! 5?p5“™ ia an oathand-
Bocbester (M) Medical School ha?*deraLS^ movies, the U. of
tion pictures^" Can’t you just ?ee Sa^
a pic like THE INVISIBLE MAM? I £sed ln a regular theater ontos not so round and™ m^X“t^ite^^^^^ I’d prefer the ac- 
come. Meaning, of course, books f 1 h ... And still they
of Charles (OBXGIN OP THE SPECKS) h?r^^ afford. The grandson
come out with THE HEXT MILLION Charles Darwin, hasinto the future andfindsit ? Doubleday. Anyway, he looks
that man will la^aSSr mifonXS^^ faot he ^ts 
Uxinh 1 will. Bringing up
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Ography-type tomes titled SCIENTIFIC TERMINOLOGY, which is just what 
the title implies, a textbook and reference work for the science stud
ent, and THE PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE* This second 'volnme is better? for 
the layman vixen it explains how to understand scientists, especially 
when they use familiar terms in new and strange ways* Both recommend
ed. ... What’s coming next to the Ziff-Davis stf twins, AMAZING STOR
IES and FANTASTIC? A story co-authored by Ersk'ihe Caldwell and Jack 
Woodford, layed in Southern Hew Yor^? Or will they bring Shaver back 
again, and put AS and FANTASTIC in the bedroom* Only time will tell. 
But the minute hand is pointing the direction clearly, even as this $6 
written, . ., A lad named II, G, Kendall, who happens to be a British psy
chologist, stated recently that a good dose of nonsense every now and 
™r\nwPL+!°Ph^ accurately. He said that, "The scientist 
not only gets pleasure out of good thorough-going nonsense: he gets 
profit aa well.” Well, if he seys so... ... Oh yes, BIRDBATHS* L e t 

issue of CONFUSION. (Shelby Vick, Box 4 9 3, 
£dorida) who said, about a recent visit of this writer* *We

4 P13?13? 0X1 our harid3’ we also had Birdbaths... We /dis- 
? La?S' 5° Cm IK THE THE CHINESE BIRhBATH,

THE BIRDBAiHLboS eAN, and then, somehow THE RED BIRDBATH* That was 
HoSLY6 ar® ^artlessf you are repressors of little Bix^

thotlessly been keeping them from fandom. Why, if it 
i? be?n £or ^Nat chance remark in lynn Haven, Fandom would never 

SPaS^t*^™ BX™ATH or THE VOYAGE OF
p oi NUIL-BIRDBATH or those great songs, LOCKor BI™ATH>S IS A^CCMIN1 • • * and ther^are-lit-

T vrao^ Ten baok t0 Shakespeare,with his 
XMXtoiiAEi Ui BlhjlbAlH.u *** Just want to. add to Shelby’s na-rtiaT list 

ML11”ms “ BA3!HEEHAtt,1te 
Bven oharles might have list-ea the tailing of Birdbaths from the sky* In any event, this column 

times BirdNaths of history and m odern
MT understand that a new guided missile in the US is so fast it 

tiie it becomes obsolete. .... Was surprisedat
io» ^ths ago, encouraged seventh grade

play pos,fc office. What was even more suprising was played!^ ^Sneaki to e*P^inNow the gX was
TtFii>o*+' P °£ Charles Fort, which I was a few paragraphs ago 

a letter fraD1 Noul Anderson, “I remember one story 
sitting taik^ ^ons?^ about a strongly anti-Fortean friend.They were 
sitting talking when it started to rain. The other guy leaned u n 
WaS^i^fs^ * &iickr Somebody Call the Fortean Society!

from sky!’ M TV by magnetic tape is propounded
S / a recent issue of SCIENCE NEWS LETTER. If allt h e 

and this tape comes into general use, I wonder 
P be on ‘the tape recording industry. Especially as 

it applies to fan taperespondents. ... With that item, we draw in the 
xxalo and close another column. See you all neSt is^ w!th wre^ .J.!

we haTe a new Nostradamus on our hands.I 
NYdahl, editor of VEGA, to take over PREDICTIONS (pege 

^5 this issue) with the hopes he could- do a good lob. but after 
® I,U ^daNbergasted* The column was handed
X late February and held till now, before any of the

-Cte Came true’ Buti the 4 promags he predict-
' did^ r^l ^elr SPACE STORIES did fold, 7th Fardom

yesterday I got a form letter telling me a 
timeSthat Up a "rump conTention« in Texas at the same
time that the Philly group is holding the World Con. Hmmm.... he



C ARMFUL, BOYS—THIS IS K g 
iW BHD’

"United we stand, divided...” 
Perhaps I should have titled this 
particular column ’The Salt Lake 
Story.1 Why? Because I’m going to 
take a little space to tell you sane 
important things about Salt ‘Lake 
City—and, incidentally, OQBSLAJ, 
and the Utah Science P i c t i o n 
League.

Some time ago, 
a group of interes
ted persons got to
gether and formed 
the Utah S c i e nee 
fiction League. W e 
held bull sessions, 
talked about build
ing a rocket and 
holding a Convent
ion, and generally 
had- a good time.And 
I published OOPSLA!
on a more-or-less (mostly lass) re
gular basis.

That was the 1 Old Empire1 per
iod of Salt Lake City, Then came 
the Bark Ages. OOPSLAJ b e c am e 
highly irregular and defunct, almost 
in the same breath.Calkins dropped 
almost 90% out of fandom, and al
most out entirely.

HOSE: since mid-May, Gregg I 
i has been in the U.S. Marine !

Corps, and has stopped all ■ 
fan activities. But,-for i 
the immediate relief of all I 
those who are enamoured of i 
JABBERWOCKY, we can assure ! 
you that Gregg has premised I 
to continue thi s column no | 
matter what happens.....he I

Then, as it comes in all Bark 
Ages, came the Renaissance. The 
Utah Science-fiction League came 
alive and formed a constitution— 
we got the club really on its feet. 
The first move of the club was t o 
provide for a club-sponsored mag
azine, the first issue of which 
will be out soon. And Calkins,for 
better or for worse, became reint

erested in fandom.
And so I am 

the bearer o f 
tidings—glad, im
portant, sad o r 
great, you decide 
on the adjective. 
The way things 
now stand, I am 
the editor o f 
OOPSLAI, still, 
only OOPS will be 
a club sponsored 
zine. The zine 

will have no major changes, and 
probably only a few minor ones, if 
any. Just remember the sponser- 
ship—we want the name of the USIL 
to be publicised.

Wby? Ah, that’ s the rub...Ev
er hear of the West~Coast’s region
al convention? Well, we’d like to 
hold one. Any comments?
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$JOTES OUT OF SaOiTHING-O R — 
OTHER

*" (Mari on Bradley commenting on 
sex in s-f in a recent THRILLING 
WOLTER STOxUES) "I fail to see why 
I should have to -wade through poor 
science in order to enjoy sex fic
tion...” (From SPACE EIW1SIQNS 
#4, an ill© showing.-a very naked , 
very obvious female—and definitely 
mammalian—in the door of pome, 
ship) “He jumped hastily back into 
the time machine.“ (SI Carr, 
commenting on Hen
ry Burwell’s res
ignation from fan
dom) %. .resigning 
from fandom, .sounds 
difficult, like re
signing from polio
myelitis. ” (From 
SLANT - the most

* earth-s h a k i n g 
statement of the 
year) ”...SLAN T 
will be going fre-

* quent...and.,.the 
deadline for the 
next issue is the 
■end off April. • • ”

Huh, firs t 
thing you know,we
’ll have a monthly . 
WOKJER STOUT AHN- 
UAL, too.

MASH NOTES
(The following 

is a letter recei
ved April 3 from a 
certain Colorado 
femme fan whom w e 
shall call “X”) Bear Greggj Here I 
am again, but. I will say this..you 
are a very impolite fellow. I have 
asked you very nicely to send 0O&3& 
pics ((this reference is to conven
tion photos I took in Chicago and 
offered for sale in OOPSLA!)) and 
that happens? You ignore my lett
ers and the money I have sent. I 
will wait until May first, then I 
will turn the matter over to t he 
postal authorities to attend to. I 
believe that a fraud will exist by 
then.. .you take my money but you 
don’t send what is supposed to be 
sent,... ... This is the last let

HBABLIhndS IN THE ISSUE—

Report On Seventh Fandom by 
Charles Wells

The Inside Story Of The Harold 
Shea Novels by Fletcher Pratt

♦

Falcons Of Narabedla (part 1)
• by Marion Zimmer Bradley

The Sun Shines At Midnight by 
Charles U. Ryan

The Bill Lignin Art Folio and 
The Noreen Falasca Poetry Fo
lio --- in several colors]

The Midwestcon Storys 1953 by 
Norm Browne, Ian MacAuley,Ken 
Krueger, John Magnus, and he!

A BIG ISSUE? Mmmm, YES, 
YOU Ml^xT S.Y TH.T. YOU 
MIGxiT S^Y FIFTY P.^GES...

ter I will send you, you have had 
fair warning of what I intend to do 
... Sincerely, X”

What Was that remark I made a- 
bout three paragraphs back that our 
friend Ellison has cut? About not 
receiving a threatening letter for 
such a long time.... Hah. This gal 
has fire in her eye. (Just kidding, 
of course. Obviously, from her le
tter, she is a very sweet kid, with 
a loving heart and just loads o f 
patience.)

I shall comp
ose an answer.Bear 
X; Love and kiss
es, and thanks for 
your kind • in11ries 
about the state of 
my heal tli. .1 am 
deeply touched by 
your evident con
cern for me,- In-re
gards your* tender 
Questions about my 
OOPS arid y oar con
vention pics,may I 
offer some slight 
defense? The neg
atives for the pi
ctures were out of 
tow until the mi
ddle of liar oh, and 
so could not poss
ibly have b -e e n 
printed until that 
date. Another is
sue of OOPSLA! is 
being assembled,but 
is not yetprinted. 
However, I shall be 
glad to send you a 

copy of the present unprinted issue 
by air mail, and it will arrive yes
terday, 'Hoping you are the same.,, 
sincerely, Gregg Calkins,

PS— Sorry I haven’t answered 
any of your magnificent letters,but 
really, dear, that perfume.,., .What 
would my girlfriend say?

TIE MAIN SPRING « ’ ” ’ ’ " ~ 
Subtitles "This winds this up 

for now," With which I’ll quit, 
leaving you with only the philoso
phical— “Old faneds never die,they 
just propellor-beanie away.” Alas, 
is there no more originality in the 
world? - ------ GREGG GATJCIHS
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TWO STOKES WILL KILL A BLEW FASTER THAN ROLLING IT IN MOSS

upon a time, there was a man named Harry D, Mauschnee whose 
life was ruled by two passions, these "being* in random order* (a) 

His girl* Flo Harder* and* (B) His fan magazine* Tale pf Horror* 0 r 
maybe I’ve got those names reversed, I’m not sure* and whcTcSes^ realty?

Aryway* Harry dated Ho for many years* and* for an equally long 
time, cranked out issues of TOH during the day. He loved Flo, and he 
loved TOH. There was nothing else in all the world for him. Andit was 
there that the trouble lay* for he could not choose between them* nor 
could he truly decide Aether he could be a BNF and a married man a t 
the same time.

mm F 1 J1® ^9^ say 10 in the cold morning hours* 
"Will-I eyer find.time to put out TOH? And* if I ditch Flo into some 
flowing ditch* thus devoting myself to TOH exclusively, will I not* in 
so doing* lose the wellspring of inspiration that has kept TOH hot?"

(dichotomy* he remained on tenterhooks for years, 
until his tender problem was solved for him in a startling and unusual 
manner, and he was finally hooked,

. ™°ne while spinning Flo around the countryside in his maroon 
55 Maimon* Harry, in a burst of frenzy and passion, lost control o f 

nis vehicle, and the car smashed into a tree* impaling Flo on the steea> 
ing wheel, and thus excising her stomach entirely,

Flo was rushed to the nearest hospital, where the surgeons immed
iately saw that nothing could be done. Flo was doomed—unless.>.

One of the surgeons, a former DuPont employee* seized a coil o f 
neoprene tubing, a vinyl bag that had originally been intended for the 

°f soup greens, and, working at top speed* constructed an 
artificial stomach and intestines for Flo, Lo| Flo’s flaccid face 
flushed, and life returned to her anguished body.

“Amazing! “ the other doctors trie d, 
“Fantastic! " a hanger-on added in a Ziff-Davis 
voice, “We must keep abreast of this incred
ible developement! Quickly, Jorgenson* you 
must think of a way in which we can continue 
to observe the operations of this miracle!"

"Nothing simpler," Jorgenson said. With 
lightning speed, he ran a forty watt bulb in
to Flo’s stomach, bored a hole for a plug-in 
cord* added a switch* and then* rather than 
graft skin over the gaping cavity in Flo,heat 
welded a plate of glass over her new stomach 
and* finished, stepped back proudly, "Nothing 
to it* gentlemen*" he said casually. “Whenev
er you wish to examine the young lady’s in
sides, you have but to turn the light on."

When told of this, Mauschn.ee ’ s reaction 
was electric. Rushing to Flo’s bedside, he 
flung himself to his laiees^ Tears of joy ran 
down his face, His problem was solved! ""Dar
ling Flo!" he cried, “Marry me I

“Be my mirnftoaconel" —A.J. Budrys.,

Mauschn.ee
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SCIENCE WHILE YOU WAIT 
by Garth Bentley ‘ '

The scientific hero of the science magazines 
Each month works mighty miracles by superhuman 
means;

He rises to defend us when all other hopes 
have fled;

A hundred thousand formulae he carries in 
his head;

And if he needs equations which are undiscovered 
yet.

He punches out some new ones on his cybernetic 
pet.

When he is faced with awful odds, our hero 
does not quit

But finds a brand new element and conquers 
all with itl

* * *

A thousand lesser men might spend their life
times on a chore -

He solves the problem in mere days and bounces 
back for more;

And graybeards who have swum in sweat to find a grain of 
v£U wl

Are put to shame by our brave boy, though yet a beardless 
you viij

will!* t^^be and retort, he tackles every task; 
He 11 build a super Atom-bomb within a two-ounce flask.

Analyses which once took weeks, he’ll instantly prepare.
He 11 save a gal or save a world with equal savoir faire.

* * *

He’ll build a spaceship in a month or shut off gravity 
ur else concoct a serum which gives immortality;

And if a planet earns his ire or shows a bit of fight, 
blasts it with a gadget that he whips up overnightl 

Perhaps, our future may produce such ultra-brainy gents 
io save our culture and our earth from threatening events;

But rather, I’m inclined to think, that in these supermen. 
The spirit of Paul Bunyan has come up for air againl

WALT KELLY-TYPE POEM THIEGr • 

by Bill Lignin

I have a funny little 

Who’s froth ’an’ 

How far flung beatron

I never wash, do

friend, 

froozly, too 

is he.

you? b.d,



AD

heading by 
RAY GIBSON

“Your books, sir.”

departuent

SPREAD ANY good BOOKS LATELY?

a column of intelligent book reviews

WORLDS OP TOMORROW edited by August Derleth 
(Pellegrini & Cudahy—351 pp.—$3.95)

reviewed by NOREEN KANE PALASCA

And still they emerge! . When you think 
every story except Richard Shaver’s Lemuria 
series have been anthologized, yet another 
collection appears. The seemingly inexhaus
tible Mrj Derleth has coms up with a group 
of what Jie. terms "off-trail” science fictior" 
stories in his latest anthology. There are" 
nineteen stories in ally of which eleven or 
better than half can claim an A rating,Some 
of these, however, such as BEAUTIPULJ BBAU-

better wt ++ n TIULJ BEAUi’ILULI and STRANGE HARVEST were 
superior quality of LINE TO TOWOR--nd th^ MOiiCW (inspired by TO WALK THE HIGHT

udthe little. Bradbuiy chillef THE SMILE, make this 
after^avii^L^nF^ ^h^Sether a sucessful "idea" collection 
a. r having a few that were listlessly below par in the filled field.

perhaps?) — 
make this one at least worth

OiKCK UPON A STAR by Kendall Poster Crossen (Holt—237pp.— $2.95)
reviewed by PAUL SCHUPP 

four 
Pret- 
putt-

o fthe cld school as .regards

re-
e^TSd Se EegaI Th- Polluxian
? 1 r °aphian Caper), i-ir. Crossen has succeeded noblv in
ing across an air ox insane waggishness, His protagonist, a rake u a

ST with head
as a sharp, cookie as regards insurance sneakies,is
as u-lightful a personage as science fiction has yet disgorged And inoften supremely adroit footnotes, Crossen m^es to eSe*and in- 
to-cicate you with an air of futuristic abandon. Though the book servos 
the purpose of momentarily alleviating the problem of where your next

w.oonxng from, it bears little more thought 01 wnere your next 
oil-trail anaesthetic for your troubles It is strictly a n 

Can’t ask much more,can you?

WINE OP WONDER by Lilith Lorraine (Book Craft— 53pp.—$2. 00)
reviewed by BOB SILVERBERG

Lilith Lorraine has been well-known•uixxvxi norrame nas been well-known in both ani anno -p-; „+ r j 
etry circles for over twenty years now, editing a top-flight °"l??t£“ 
magazine for many years on the one hand and oontributt^ a number o f 
stories to the professional s-t mags on the other. In her bJL
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WIEE OB WOltBElL sho 
a.oolien t1e n of her 

WIKE GF WOHLER
has merged both of these fields and has come up with 
science fiction poetry.

job of book-making;,accenting 
quantity, it contains 77 of her poems, mazy new but 
such varied sources as The Arkansas Gazette and Sup-

quality r than
some reprinted from

gi&£ies. _
u ci lyrical quality about these neems which is absent f r n mHD10d^n" po«^. ius^Lorraine is ob?iousiy a be-

101’ this iSd ldea P°etIy Sll0Uld eo“' and

hA«v Pcems of science fiction and fantasy contain complete
nove? a feW lines’ as 1 «ad I M

co-stanuiy amazed and even astounded at the richness of Kiss Lorraine’s 
o™ Xe PWer ^VT^8’ aV811 “
SefZ +-+ Tbe book only contains some sixty pages, and i n
aVtrtctl? limit^eX^ psrh?pa ceems ^g^priced. It is,however, 

a work whlch no doubt become a primer' ion Swxcnce licnon poets to come, 
but Just that: an utilitarian wrapper listing nothing

WT^np wnwSi publl8ner- But without benefit of fancy trim- 
01 stands out as a definitive text of an art practiced

ox ten by otners, but rarely with as much skills science fiction poetry.

A BOG’S HEAB by Jean Butoiird (Simon and Schuster—150pp.—$3,00) 
reviewed by HOKEY WOOD 

brevi^ is the epitome of effectiveness, the 
sat??e on llfe 1138 refrained from utilizing two 

across his concepts. And in so doing has richlyen- 
.cXv^tn^ English language with a fantasy as powerful as it is pathetic. 
o was thf misfortune of Edmond Bu Chaillu to be born with
a pe^fuctiy proportioned and healthy body save for one disturbing di s- 
orepaicy; he had the head of a spaniel. The annals of his life, and its 
iueer paths due to the way people treat him because of his oddity, makes 

u3usual and stimulating a volume as this year has produced. For 
f Edmond grew older, his Bog’s Head forced him to decide whether to go 

through life as a dog-headed man, or revert to canineity altogether. And 
puzzle confronting him, the author swiftly marries off Edmond 

burnishes us-with a singularly thought-provoking last line. Here is ' 
? book that. will make you laugh in spots, and cry in others. It is safe 
vo call it a real ’discovery",* and wholly enchanting.

THE SPACE hERCHAMS by Frederik Pohl and C<H. Kornbluth (Ballantine—— 
179pp.,—35/ paperbound and VI. 50 hardcover)

’ reviewed by E.J. Burden
S n?vei bad been written, let us assume, in 1900 or 1902, be- 

..°re the advent of Teddy Roosevelt’s '‘trust-busting" orgies, it would 
indeed have been.an outstanding and logical extrapolation of the current 

. trend, at that time. But, in the possible Worlds of If whose roadways 
we might have traversed, it has passed its peak of perfection and is

Y^’d-eveloped* theme of today’s imaginative fiction.
mtshell Courtenay, Copy smith Star Class, one of the "ruling aris

tocracy" of the Huckster’s Utopia of 2200 AB, finds, through a series 
of weakly lifeless machinations, that all is not the bed of roses h e 
had conceived it to be. Because of efforts on the part of competitors, 
Courtenay is thrown out of his soft situation into one on the seamier
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side of his civilization* Pohl and Kornbluth have here strung out one 
idea, that of the advertising cartels taking over,. and hung upon that 
lune concept a series of unoriginal and somewhat pointless incidents.

Instead of developing more staunchly the very skeleton of their cul
ture (such as in.one or. two places where,"for instance^ one character 
ooj.ls another that, they should meet in the Art Xhuseum^ in front of t he 
Haideufurm Bra ad displays) and presenting the al ways fascinating every- 
day mimtiae of such a life, they went roaring off to the Hoon and other 
comparatively uninteresting haunts. A somewhat flaccid job, in all.

THE SOPERKAiURAL READER edited by Groff and Lucy Conklin (Lippincott— 
34tfppo — M>3 . 9 5)

• ' reviewed by ANDRE KORTOK

During the past few years the name "Conklin" has become the trade
mark x or excellent anthologies,- While "The Supernatural Reader" explores 
a new channel--that of the ghost-fantasy story—it is as well-selected- 
ana .edited as its predecessors in the science fiction field,

Gf. tne twenty-seven stories included, a few have been issued i n
Sturgeon, Collier, James and

4.’ + o^ers are new and -range- from guardian angels throughordin- 
..ghosts, uo startling modern vampires and devils. * If you are addicted 

it might not be wise to read that little gem, 
Qne bt the best-adaptations of black magic to 

die machine age. which tnis reader has ever had thrust into willing hands.
.An outstanding ana anything but hackneyed collection.

THE.LEGIOK OB. TIME by Jack Williamson (Bantagy Press—252pp.—$3.00) 
reviewed by HOREEK KAKE BALASCA

TIME' Sd^l^ of -tWo long novelettes, THE LEGIOK 0 B
imm. ana AU ..WORLD’S EKD, both written by Jack Williamson in the Tp+p thirties, .revised, and brought up to date. Their felf^e^on for exis! 
tence, as far as this reviewer can detect, is to show just how much Mr. 
Williamson has matured since writing them0 In point of fact, it isal-

pac operas c^ld, t a few years, come up with the fine DRAGONS ISL- 
\ these two yarns, are very minor Williamson, Both crammed 

™\'LnC"PJi°le unbelievable heroics, and pseudo-scientific
?!are ^standingly mediocre. THE IBGIOK OB TIl-IE concerns 
.vt s^f wi th two possible worlds of the future, one good and one evil 
young man irom our time becomes involved in their struggle, the fip-ht ofbeC°“e men and beautifS

©Id college cheers ' per- vade Jae atmosphere. AFTER WORLD’S EKD is another of the "one man ag -
wortd^S series. While LEGIOK OB TIME nay hold your interest, 

ABIEh. WORLD b ni© never could. Only recommended to died-in-the-w o o 1 
space opera fans, whose jets have been thoroughly stripped.

3

A

ICEWOKLD by Hal Clement (Gnome Press—216pp*—$2.50)
reviewed by HARLAH ELLISOK

That competent practicioner of the-art of alidn characterization « 
..ellow named Clement, has, once again come-up -wi^ ’in

:ns arm-long List of ET delineations;
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considerably lower than his monumental NEEDLE and far,-far beneath the ^’SL^T" (WA will, ^.rtioaehy”,in bird
covus shortly), still, his tale of the Sarri.an,£allmn Kenn^ inhabitant 
°i a planet where his nomal breathing habits include a fair •rmiwrU in 
of sulfur, has qualities of innovation that cannot be overlooked,.”

Perhaps this reviewer’s, outlook is clouded over with visions of the 
the alien’s oharcterizatiohy Undoubtedly it could have been better. And 
there are spots taut ,would please even Gernsbach in this yai”1, fo^ the 
science becomes top-hba.v "arid ail-too-obvious* But withawl/the "double 
plots of the alien narco tip? smugglers trading gold and platinum for no
thing less than, ‘’tofacod' bri the, to them, freezing planet of Earth, and 
the. subtly interwoven *stoi^ and his family and their relations, ‘
sprigatiy as they are/ with the inhabitants of the planet of Sar^s wake 
for unusual reading, if not completely satisfying. Tempraments

MODERN SCIENCE I'ICTION; • ItbMeaning And Its Nature edited by Regin al d 
Bretnor (Coward-McCann— 294pp.~ ^3,75) j^,bx^xu.

reviewed by E.J, BURDEN '

. . Even in the field of imaginative fiction, there are "off-trails" to 
be explored, and it has'f allen "to C0ward-Mo6aim to present the first real 
symposium on the- genre, with the definitions and explanations of what SB 
is by leading writers- and editors in the field itself-

. And, being all writers or editors, each has his or her own axe 
grind, and are . sold,- -sometimes too much so? on the fact that the new 

^aginative fiction is Mie- end-dll of fiction itself* Since we have, 
T jay Messrs. Campbell/-^ijaraiy^^ shot our wad in the line

naturalistic writing, as typified by Zola, the only possible path to 
th&t of the •-unfettered imagination. To this I can only say, 

"Rubbiehl" . .

to 
im- 
s o 
o f 
b e

4.x, fted,. (in .the -last few years, the bulk of our literary giants in 
. of naturalistic :writing have been "roaring and roaring? over 

the same barren ground, trying tc drat/ forth some original substance,ev
en so, it is sheer folly.-t# state t hat 

r 11 other forms- of literature will'-1'come
to a dead end, completely-.degenerate,and 
leave the door wide.open for the.science 
licticnist.

r Ihilip Wie, .one, of the-few legit- 
miatb litorariea, .points out. that- though 
the stf writer bears. an-.-.accurate sense of

- the Scientific aspect?.■ of...hiq tale, • h e
fails completely in .adult , c.^
tons and therein lies the -reason, -for his
vcrchlessnes'^ as a writer of true liter-
aturec _ «u. ' •

The remainder of the contributors—
. ill seven of them—appeared to know

thereof they spoke, and ^thoughacvfcawhat 
exuberant in tJieir effort^, to - propound 

- rheir Cause/gave, an overall e.ffeet that
YMHL

“GOOD 
US

HEAVENS J THIS WILL PUT 
OUT ON BUSINESS^...”

'ciewe fiction writing gives us the re-
.Disation of fantasy. which. we all-,- a t

. various times, share.,;,

THE dONTINENT MAKERS ’ and, other .tales by
L. Sprague de Camp . (TWay^^
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Those who have been reading Agjpunding for tl;e past .few years are 
already well-acquainted with that zany future presided. aver by "Viags.^ 
Int.erplanetarias% the parentalistlc travel agency and civilizing organs 
ization ruling (whether they will or no) the planets of the galaxy under 
the dominion of a Brazilian-ruled Terra.

Tn?.Ei collection does not include the novels of that series, such as 
THb^HANO OF ZEI, and is the weaker for that omission, since de Camp i s 
decidedly better in the novelette or full-length novel* There is a cer
tain sameness of level to these storia»—they lack that tongue~in«“t h e » 
cheek satire-cum-action which enlighten the longer tales* Adequate but 
not as brilliant as the master of supposititious folk lore can be at his 
^esz» (preceding review by ANDRE NORTON)

SENTINELS BROM SPACE by Eric Prank Russell (Bouregy & Curl—256pp~$2*75) 
reviewed by THURMON GARSTON

. Picture a humanity twisted by years of exposure to cosmic radiation 
xtself distinct mutated types* Picture a n 

.nterpa^x.vari battle being waged silently between Bloaters, Pvrotios...
dozens of others, each capable of one weird idiosyn-Ivri a Pot^ S’? With M3 Power, anfi sZid

?at’ y°u‘ve laid the same groundwork the greatest 
writer of our day has laid in plotting his finest novel 

iussell, Mie master that produced SINISTER BARRIER and DREADW SANCTUfti "b™%: hiS of "“watchS±
wd in it brought to a sparkling acme his multitudinous writing talents.

FLYING SAUCERS by Donald H. Menzel (Harvard U. Press— 319pp; —$4.75)
reviewed by E.J. Burden

-^sn2ei has put forth a most erudite work on mirages.refraction, 
and ail phenomena. This book would be most interesting, were it

^opotitiousj however, as it stands, it is highly informative, and 
.0 We student a valuable source of knowledge, since it presents the 
?tiier side of the oft-told "saucer story".

But as to explaining the "saucers" I am sorry I cannot accept Dr . 
lenzel a glib answers which appear to this reviewer as a series of "ifs. “ 

If the air was ^ust so cold, and if the observer was standing just 
.'ight, and i£. the formation of the terrain was just so, and if there was 
. c<%r travelling on just a certain road, and if there was a certain am— 
'un<* of moisture, and if the angle of his lights was precise, then w e 
light have a mirage and see a flying saucer. ------ -

I repeat that I am sorry I cannot agree with Dr. Menzel.
J ’

..HE BEST BROM PANTASY AND SCIENCE BICTION, Second Series edited by An- 
!/hory Boucher and J. Brancis McComas (Little, Brown— 270pp.—$3.00) 

reviewed by HARLAN ELLISON

Blatly, here is the. best of the bestest. Boucher and McComas have 
lone science fiction many services in their three year stint at the helm 
if the most literate prozine in the field. But none greater than intro- 
lucing to. those who missed last year’s volume, who have not been indoct
rinated with stf, i h hi r second tcme of high-grade science fantasy.

Of the tales nerein included, I can find only five of the ei^h±©«n.
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HsSUlCK Vman that.1>?llad'Bll®er in
: Jota jyndtam, hy. the hoSS £ JS? R

bright, ani all the, other S
terniyi^ chax^ters
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and 
b e.

b y 
e a -

often
*.*•■•••' •--- ■ ■■ . .1. „ .

. * CHILDKEU or W01MSR elite! by WUlan Tenn (Shook* Schust«~336pp.-t3j"
-■ ■ reviewed by ADDRE hortoh “

Bnfl. collection of twenty-one stories concerning children either noss-Xis^s ^?i^v0Wer\°V* demon children S that.
Se bSoklwct^f Juvenile ahou t

with 1 a™ le^d? of;f with-a thought-provoking introduction de ling :
. ^o^tv1^ be.required reading'for t ht

mto seven, divisions of stories^
^-d (modern children of superhuman talents), "The Childadult fzorld and; dcinl

'•Eerrni Tn '^ (the awful power of juvenile .imagination),
J r Ti e T^sery" (dempnaic children), “Alien Brothers” (children ”Little Superman”, “Wat low?" (children of h^m o

superior j s and- In Times To,.Come” .(children Of .thefuture), 
of book is.; a dark and pespimistic one. Most

?rats frankly horrifying creatures, for he includes' s uch
SCStrsS 0£1 3™* B0W 0P 1W anti THE IDOL

' sitS be put- ^.o: the. hands , of a baby-

THE DEMOLISHED MAH by . Alfred Bester (Shasta—-250pp.-.-$3*00)
reviewed by Harlan KELT .sew

- Possibilities, of Extra-Sensory Perception, and, more specif!ca- 
for works of Various li^»

orked andP^tty. much .decided, the subject had been 
h th^ akin to. an Artesian Well on the Sahara.

- + S unt11 Alfred Bester, a most perspicacious writer by a n y
S™/? UP of Ben Reich, Lincoln Powell,‘and t h e

f®st of _a weird conglomeration of exotically fascinating charact- 
^s^.^ijg^science-mysteiy-fiction story of this or any other 

' ? a of 365 days marked by outstanding work from all corn-
DiEhOLISHED MAH. stands forth as the best. There 

.s little doubt.but that this will become one of the standard~volumes of 
..he science fiction library .of even the. most neo of fans. It has,in the 
nort time since its appearance, caused such, a tremor, that it seems safe 
,o compare its importance favor ably with that of Doc Smith's Lensman se— 

" /ies and van Vogt's SLO,< both cornerstones of ary stf library. Even the
*©—writing which deleted the corruptbn of personal names and high tens the 
■lotting immeasurably can serve to alter the fact that this story, wi th

• Sts continually twisting plot (and sub-plot) ((and sub-sub-plot)’) is as 
ig a value as you’ll ever get for your three bucks. To be blunt, and I 
.se the words of Esper Powell, '’Rebus, anyone?” in short, the book is so 
'.raugnt with social significance^ and .such a puzzle...yet wholly enter
taining. • .you are a talking peeper if you don't snag onto a soan.
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WEST OF THE SUN by Edgar Pangborn (Doubleday—219pp.— $2.75)
reviewed by ANDRE NORTON

Five intergalactic explorers, three men and two women, are sh ip- 
wrecked on an earth-type planet eleven years* travel from Terra. They 
name the new world "Lucifer" and. the planet proceeds to live up to that 
morally ambiguous name, - Two native races, the placid friendly white 
giants who prefer solitude, and the pugnacious red pygmies who live bv a 
strict matriarchal system, inhabit the forests and plains. The Terrans, ' 
against their will, are drawn into a vicious pygmy war and their final 
escape must mean also a complete withdrawal. How this withdrawal affects 
the explorers themselves, as well as the natives of -both types who accom
pany them into voluntary exile, is the main theme of the book.

The battle scenes, the epic retreat of the conquered pygmy nation, 
the final showdown between one.weiy of life and another, are vividly and 
realistically described. Where Pangborn fails is in his inability to de
cide Just what type of a book he is writing. His action is overlaid with 
moralizing, and both the action and the "message" suffer by the imoroner 
mixture. The end of the book is especially weak in this respect. P 

. however, he has created an exciting picture of an’alien world a n d 
Jie iirst two-^hirds of the book leave the reader breathless with sheer ' 
excitemen^ If the desire to preach brotherly love (which has its place, 
out net served up in such large, cold slabs), had been curbed or handled 
witn more sub^ety, this would have been one of the big novels of the 
/ear. Incidentally, it is the April choice of the new SF Book Club.

JO PLACE LIKE EARTH edited by Job® Carnell (Boardman & Son, Lmtd»> Lon- 
ion, England—255pp.—10 shillings 6 pense)

reviewed by E.J.. Burden

Another anthology, this one from across the ocean, and significant, 
/s f ar as this reviewer can tell, in but one respect: the stories, all 
top-flight, are by English authors. However, if you were expecting dry 

‘typical of much British work, you did not contend 
with the fact, that each of these practicioners of the fine art of stf-itr 
nas been writing for the American public long enough that they have: ad
justed to a more pleasing tempo. Accelerated is the verb, I believe.

13 edited by Carnell, editor of England* s fine 
WORLDS magazine, and contains ten stories, following no specific id- 

;a pattern, as has. been the recent trend* Mary of them have been pub
lished in American magazines, either original or reprint.

Such top-draweb authors as Arthur Clarke, John vyndham, Peter Phil
ips, J.T, 11*Intosh, John Christopher and John Beynon range their tales 
.n a sufficiently pleasing buffet, dealing with such varied topics a s 
he last people.alive in THE TWO SHADOWS by William F. Temple/' problem- 
olving vegetation in CHEMICAL PLAM'by Ian Williamson and cast away in 
ime as well, as space in. the story CASTAWAY by Georgy Whit ley.

A pleasing anthology, but nothing to do nip-ups over, methinks.

ill© AROUND THE SUN by Clifford D. Simak (Simon & Schuster—242pp-$2,75) 
reviewed by THURMON GARSTON

It is annoying to think that a man of the genius-calibre of Simak, 
urning out as belqw-par a novel as this. RING is decidedly persiflage, 
he concept of multiple worlds, each one just a "toy top’s spin" away is 
;o« a new one, buu you’d think that with Simak’s talent there would be a 
.wist or two introduced. Unfortunately, the chronicle of Jay Vickers, a 
ingularly poor delineated character, by the way, prompts little .but yawns.



illustration by Michael Prazier

THE ROCKET SHIP LAY ON its side in the sand box, A few of the members 
of the crew, repulsive slug-like creatures, were analysing the mineral 
content of the sand. They were completely unprepared.

The children came running around the corner of ’Che house. They stopped 
■when they saw the sleek, silver rocket in the sand box. They held . a 
noisy council, finally one ai^proached the box. "Hey," he said, his 
voice muted with awe, "there’s a bunch of little worms in there.11 The 
others came and looked.

The crew of the rocket did not detect their coming.

"Wat* 11 we do with them?” asked one. "Kill them!" the others chorused. 
They connected the garden hose, and brought the nozzle as close as they 
dared. The water, of course, killed the aliens.

The children scooped up the dead creatures with a rusty sand shovel and 
gave them an ignominious burial in a garbage can. The rocket ship fol
lowed soon; it had been the subject of a brief debate as to ownership, 
the loser of which had accidently smashed it with a stone. Its delic
ate workings mixed shortly thereafter with potato peelings and stale 
beans.

The children soon abandoned the sand box; they had found -a robin* 
full of delicate blue eggs with which to play.
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art by BRAN A, GBEKNELL

HB> CENTAURS

(featured, column

We’re somewhat at a.loss to ex
plain the deluge of inquiries about 
centaurs this time* They have been 
the subject of 146 questions at the 
moment of this writing. So we’ll try 
to answer as many as space permi tn.

Where do centaurs come from? 0- ' 
riginally, from the Centaurus sys
tems, where they run wild—and we do 
mean wild—on both alpha-C en taurus 
IV, or Pimlikko as its called on the 
charts, and beta-Centaurus VII (Hya 
Xi© ©lx} •

lour common, or garden-variety 
centaur is properly termed an alpha 
centaur and comes from Pimlikko.These 
have a human format to about the 
Gi^teus medius and are definitely e- 
quine from their back to the fetlock. 
I'irst recorded mention of them is in 
the poems of the Gigantomachia b y 
Pergamus, They are also by
Pindar and Homer, But a drawing of 
a centaur, as we know it today, was 
used by the Phoenicians to denote the 
constellation Sagittarius as early as 
the Uth century, B,C,

An old Pompeian painting shows 
the centaur Chiron with cloven hoofs 
although most authorities agree that 
the alpha-centaur belongs to that 
branch of the ungulates whose hooves 
are not bifurcated. Probably it was 
not drawn from life and the artist 
added this detail in the belief that 
there was some connection between the 
centaur and the satyr. Since satyrs 
are half-go at (usually the bottom 
half), their hooves are cloven.

•or youfl
a column of spurious reconditeness

JOHNNY LEI — heading by Margaret Bond nick



SOR YOUR INEBiilATION "by Dean A. Grennell (continued)

will be glad to explain; or see THE 
de Camp (ASP July »49, p. 67-84).

A word of reassurance to Miss B,P,T, of Muskegon—No. the female 
of the species no longer follows rhe Cretan-Balinese custom as .regards 
to pectoral habiliments. We understand that both Jantzen and Cole o f 
California have teams of engineers on Pimlikko designing swim-suits for 
centaurs. Ho small .task,, that.

A* uigyill e Ky, t Suggest you try putting chlor-
ophyllm in your husband* a oats or else persuade him to mingle with a 
horsey set where it won’t be so noticeable. Sorry---we can't mention 
the title of your forthcoming book here, but we're definitely going to 
get a copy!

Mo, you should definitely build a sta
ble—and in your locale, you should provide for heating. Neither . o f 
the places you suggest would be suitable. They are notoriously hard to 
housebreak and the special plumbing would ruin you financially. But let 
us know how you come out, eh?

Tourists are cautioned against visiting Pimlikko during the period 
of special activity on the part of the natives, Exact reasons cannot be 
givenhere, but your travel-agent 
ANIMAL. CRACKER PLOT by L. Sprague 

The other type of centaur 
is very rarely seen here—only 
four specimens being listed in 
the 1953 Horse-Breeder’s Gaz- 
ette. This is largely due to 
the freakish twist of the 
space-warp which prevents opea> 
ation of the Terra-Hya L e e h 
matter transmitter except dur
ing the neap cycle of Whitsun
tide. Besides, there is a ri
gidly-enforced immigration 
quota.

The Beta-Centaur is the 
precise reverse of the Alpha, 
as described previously. They 
have a conventional horse’s 
head, forelegs and thorax fcs- 
ually piebald or pinto) coup
led to a human-type transmis
sion and landing-gear. The 
nether extremity is excaudate 
and hairless. In the free state, they favor 
al climate. a warm temperate to tropic-

The only mention of the beta-centaur is to be found in Vedic myth- 
ol°gy as the Kinnara--a class of spirits who were followers of Kubera. as 
were the k^mpurusha (the Hindu term for the alpha-centaur). The.Kinnara. 
however, were nor true beta-centaurs as we know them today, but “had---- a 
man s complete body with a horse’s head. This gave them the appearance 

Shakespearian player made-up to play Bottom in Midsummer 
Night's Dream--only more horsey than assey, if you know what we mean.

Chief employment of beta-centaurs today is in the alcoholic wards of 
mental institutions as a last resort. When other treatments fail, a beta 
centaur is sent in to canter around the patient’s bed for a few fast 
laps. This either the alcoholic to foreswear the stuff for all time, or 
drives him into an advanced case of schizoid plutomania with a side-ord
er of dementia praecox, which then responds readily to the conventional 
course of Anamn. treatments.

Pqr further dataF see page 15 of the June-July AMAZING STORIES and 
WILD HALP-ANIMALS I HAVE KNOWN by Robert Bloch.

And now to the rest of the questions;



NOR YOUR INCAPACITATION by Dean A* Grennell (continued)

Q. CAN YOU GIVE ME THE LAST WORDS OF SEAN O*GRONNELL, THE IRISH PATRIOT? 
a , —Alex Magsuder, Ft, Stockton Texas*
A* dre^^6^ y130 hanged for his part in the Easter Rebellion, ad* 

Poule 0 fdressed his last words to his executioner. 
Lower Epiglottis-On-The-Borborygmous,» Cornwall 
you, Mister Boule!" ,

a Mr,. Snedric
They were, "Bad Cess to

Q. DOBS THE SPEARMINT REALLY LOSE ITS FLAVOR ON THE BEDPOST OVERNIGHT?
a if a- j . —Joel Nydahl, Marquette, MichiganA, Not if previously dipped m varnish, cut half-and-half with fish-gLe.

Q* CARE TO JOIN ME IN A SHORT BEER? 
A? Mercy no—can’t swim!A. -Wayne McAlpin, Corinth, Miss

S S^201110 ALDEHYDE OF MOLYBDENUM AND WHERE DO DEY GET

Q-

A,

Venusi^r Weeber-bird 
can hover of fly straiht 

up

1 71 "Pi
.—Roderiq O’Glonski, Wo'olworth~51 Tenn.

A, Sulphonic aldehyde of molybdenum (called 
’’SAM" for short) is a very non-frangib 1 e 
substance with which they face the harnmers 
and anvils used in smashing atoms. It is 
dug out of SAM mines.

IS THERE ANY BIRD WHICH CAN ELY STRAIGHT UP?
--James T, Wells, Mendota. Illinois. 

Yes, the Venusian Weeber has this ability. 
It can also hover for extended periods o f 
time. See illustration to left.

MARY, MARY, QUITE BINARY, HOW DO YOU R 
STOCKINGS RUN? —Melvin Goombah, NYC,NY 

Being of Chinese descent, ny stockings run 
from left to right.

HOW IN BLUE TU1-IKET DO I GET OUT OF HERE?
—Robert Bloch, Milwaukie, Oregon 

Down the corridor, third door to your left. 
Mind the first step though—it*s 32 stor
ies with a surprise ending.

Q« HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT WRITING THIS COLUMN?

A. Reluctantly --Morbid Lee Curious, Lima, 0

A*

XT THERE ARE THREE IN SEVEN, THEN WEYFOR ART THOU? ROMEO?
TT . --Dick Clarkson, Yale University
^o»^ lun6“fish have no sleeves. How brown thou frown,

HOW MANY EGGS DOES A FLOUNDER PRODUCE AT ONE TIME?
_ . . ' —Norman G. Browne, -Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada 
That depends on the gender of the flounder.

Q. WHAT DOES MARILYN MONROE WEAR TO BED?
A. Chanel #5. —J. DiMaggio, NYC, NY

0* -WHAT DONE .DICED CHEADLE TASTE LIKE?—Bill Dignin, Cleve land..l_arohi n.
A. Never tried it, but I understand it’s sort of like cold frottl* d 

greaps, only more so.



PQH YOUR INTENSIFICATION by Dean A. Creadl^ (concluded)

Qi WHY IS IS?
A. Due to the- whichness of the why. -*Bill Dignin, Cleveland 12,

Q» GJURMKI SiBGRT JGU?
A. Mortu kepi, ertok flage J —Bill Dignin, Cleveland 12, 

(Especially on Wednesdays.)
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Ohio

Ohio

Q« WHAT WILL BE THE OVERALL EFFECT OF SCIENCE 
FICTION PLUS UPON FANDOM AS A GROUP?--

—Grugo Cornshock, NYC. 
A, Soporific.

Q. DO YOU THINK LUCKY STRIKE GREEN WILL EVER 
GET BACK FROM THE WAR?
—Arthur Gadfly, % Colbee's Restaurant,NYC 

A. Careful, churn—that question dates you' No
it doesn't seem likely. But here's hoping 
Ducky Strike White never has to go I

Q. WHAT IS ECTOPLASM?
--Kudzu Okepui, Hokkaido, Japan.

A. Ectoplasm is 60^ gray neutral spirits. -See 
illustration to right. !

Q. DO YOU MIND IF 1 SMOKE?
--Georgi Malenkov, Kremlin, Moscow. 

A. Frankly—we don't, care if you burn!

Q. DO YCU EVER THINK WE'LL MEET THOMAS C. PACE? 
— “Anxious”, no address given.

• A. See page 162, this issue.

-Q. WILL YOU SETTLE A BET FOR US? MY FRIEND SAYS I'M CRAZY AND I SAY 
HE'S CRAZY. WHO WINS? — - • ‘

—Napoleon Bonaparte & Julius Ceaser, Bellevue.
A. This is obviously a matter for an alienist. But I'll be glad to hdLd 

stakes.•

Q. HOW LaRGE is THE UNIVERSE? —Harlan Ellison, Esseffbee, Ohio.
A. First issue ran 128 pages,- not counting the covers.

Q. HOW DO YOU SPELL "ANTIDISESTABLISHMENTARIAIMSM? «
\ —Hari Eller, Cleveland, Ohio.

A. I avoids it—try “cranky”...,,

Q, IF I WENT -BACK IN TIME AND KILLED MY GREAT-GREAT-GRANDFATHER. WHAT 
■WOULD HAPPEN TO THE SALES OF HALIBUT IN SWEDEN?

—Milton MiShigina, Upper Fleshpot, Tasmania..
A. A positive answer is difficult, however, I believe it would throw the 

market into.a panic, forcing King Gustav to Sweden the kitty, jus t 
for the ahlibut,- of course.,. .besides, what did the old boy ever do 
to you? ■.

EDITORIAL NOTATION; Dr. Lei, well-known Hawaiin-born rocket expert and 
authority on safe-cracking and advanced herpatology at Poupon U., West 
Poupcn, Wisconsin, is direly in need of your questions. Please send as 
mahy as you choose (on any s-f or related subject), though only five to 
a postcard, please, tos SCIENCE FANTASY BULLETIN, Harlan Ellison? editor, 
12701 Shaser Blvds, Apt. #616, Cleveland 20, Ohio and we will forward 
them to Dean A, Grennell, who is, as you know, Johnny Lei. Do iti
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MUBY.

. AU6-I5

OVER ZEN YEARS AGO, JOHN V. Campbell summed it all up better than T ran 
joker^e^omewhatat^ Science fiction^ it er? se?m a
zy. And science fiction editors? Well?U? obviously

■T"eS:"“£;r“ 
s’?s «« e^e^r16 °n
Ah well, I’m an older and a sadder man, gentlemen, 
e^.s .Ln hand—each with its private cane 
stained beard of fading whit

I now take my fing-
_ . . . s of course—shove aside the tea> 

syamea oeard oi fading white, and do penance make hereby unto the pas- 
?iTe °A ye faithfulle Groma typewriter. An’ by gum, if this ain’t the arteekle I was a-goin’ to write, it’s all in th/d^^^

* ’-----~ ~ ■■ ”—— , add CZlOpped"” —WOO^OS ’ L Aw. ilQll YinAfQ

^fow now $hat z‘ve finally tpken Campbell’s advice to Heart, 
and vnat I in not a science fiction editor any more, in fact, some of 
you wrote me to tell me so quite a while ago, but we won’t go into that. 
Anynow, it’s official now. I never heard what ex-science-fiction edit
ors were—though you can guess from the above—but I’m it.

p— artwork by a I gi s b u d rys
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' How, looking back on; it from « r»„trai
little boy who fell into the cement ?orner» 1 can 8ay with the
not without its enviable peaks, too I Seht^add3 ex^eriencei And one 
er editor who ever edited m^azines fhat mv C you name -oth
er appeared? Can you name one who edited so many 
magazines uhat came out monthly every three months?
Or one who had simultaneously so many different 
names under which he edited? nierent
more suspect I ’learned 'more m the past fifteen months than in any other ‘ 
five years in science, fiction. ° 1 ®r-

The whole affair was an accident, I drobned 
ip to see a brand new publisher to sell him t S e 

°£ $ story (which was sold to him, ‘ incid- 
^rai^9 b^ure 1 became editor; thus 
vny Pursuit was in the first issue of SPACE). I 
;..ound him completely snowed-under in manuscri ‘ ‘ 

^n° exPerience in either the science fiot- 
.on field or even the straight fiction magazine 
,;ield. So I wasted a day trying to tell him what 
a good science fiction story is, as: best suci a 
thing can be told. The result was that I suddenly 
found myself in the middle as editor, ....

Simple enough--a part-time job, no. trouble at 
-11« Have fun, make money, be an editor. All of 
d sudden, look at all the friends who.' s e ash tly 

gloved me all along. Why, doggone it, somb even 
.ent,to the trouble of digging up stories they’d 

I ever been willing to show generally; but to a man 
<f my discerning taste...I And just because these 
’ere about six hundred manuscripts on my desk when 
j first went there, I’d read their story at once, 
Wouldn’t I? You know, be a pity to have it get 
jost among all those others...

. As I said, it was an experience. Forrest J, 
experience, to add to it. The first ten pounds of 
^ckerman scripts arrived at my previous personal 
(ddress. The next twenty came to the office,along 
with a note wondering, why I wasn’t at the address, 
where I didn’t live, ,and telling me I was forgiv
en. ; People are so nice to editors (for a time). 
And then came the delude. Ackerman scripts to the 
right,, to the left, airmail,- special delivery—ev- 
eri from other editors, who told me they’d been in
structed to. pass ’em. on^ and would I please send 
over the truck. That man had more manuscripts.,,! 
it’s educational, just to find how many people 
write science fiction; if a tenth of them would 
read it, the ajagazines would get rich!

. It’s also educational seeing the history o f 
writing, reflected in some of them. The papyrus,the 
Kelumv that beautiful illumination. There was one 
I wanted to keep; probably a fine science fiction 
story., but I guess it must have been in upper Mar
tian. It began with something about ’‘Cinzia gallia 
in tres, partes di visa, est," and had a 
that looked something like Jules Geezer, 

The publisher took a look at What we called 
our West Coast Agent Table and remarked that the



5© AND EDITORS? .WELL*..! by Lester del Rey (continued)

supply obviously exceeded demand,, and why was I kidding him that we had 
to pay so much for scripts? I tried to explain things, suggesting he 
read some of them, while I -frantically hunted out and concealed the 
accompanying letter that told me ary price I wanted to pay was okay. 
But somehow, from then on, there was always a bitter look in the pub
lisher’s eyes when I suggested premium prices (as we defined them).

But somehow, we got out a magazine. Then we got together another, 
which was the first issue of ROCKET STORIES. That’s so rare now that 
nobody has a copy. I suppose the fact that we never sent it to the 
printers has something to do with its rarity. We decided to bring out 
a detective magazine and a fantasy magazine, instead. Ackerman heard 
about the fantasy. I guess he mi,Bread it. After all, frenesy might 
look a little the same. So I got frenetic submissions, I don’t know 
what I’d have done without those little jokes he threw in by .himself. 
Who was that ghost I seen you with? That was no ghost, that was aliveJ 
I often wonder if the others were as good, but somehow I was out sick 
three weeks after that, and in no mood for such levity when I retimed.

I moved out of the little editorial room I had, and we labelled it 
the West Coast Agent Annex. Never did get the detective magazine made 
up, but otherwise working in the hall wasn’t too bad. We put together 
a fantasy magazine with almost no trouble, except when the manuscripts 
got lost (writers need more typing practice, anyhow), or when the pub
lisher told me I had a great magazine there, but why didn’t I take out 
those things I was running over the fillers and replace them with some
thing else. And by the way, he’d decided to do SCIENCE FICTION ADVEN
TURES first, so would I bring it in tomorrow?

But he was nice about it. I’d been complaining that I needed an 
assistant, so he let me hire Philip St. John. I never met the man,my
self, but'people insist he looks just like me, so I figured he could 
wear the same suit of armor I wore when the mailman came.

Somehow, I took time off to go to the Convention, It was worth 
it, I reckon. Ackerman met me and told me he still loved me, t hough 
why didn’t I buy his manuscripts? I tried to tell him I had to r e ad 
before buying, and he looked shocked and annoyed. For a second, I 
thought he was unhappy. But finally he nodded, and suggested I read 
them at once, then, since he had sent them in before aryone else.

Fair is fair, and anyone who’s seen Ackerman knows that he’s a 
very fair man. So what could I do? I started reading them. But just 
as I began, the mailman came stomping in to announce that it had happ
ened again, and why the heck didn’t I do something, and would I get a 
crew downstairs to haul ’em up? I guessed at once who’d sent me more 
stories, and I was so right. •

So the publisher decided we’d better get new and larger quarters. 
Moving is such fun. Always full of such delightful surprises. Just 
think of the excitement of lifting a bos of returned Photo Arts magaz
ines to find unexpected manuscripts under it I Or think of the joyful 
reunion when you find the'manuscripts you had mailed back turning u p 
in a file drawer—

Charles lye was hired to bring out ROCKET STORIES. I a lw a y s 
thought he was my friend, too—but he up and quit after only a month. 
Of course, I’d offered him a chance to look over our West Coast Agency 
Building, but I don’t really think that had anything to do with it. I- 
’ve always suspected him of being chicken, and his turning to a soft 
job doing overtime typing a mere twenty hours a day can^t be entirely 
excused by the fact that he’d sprained his backl

So I hired Wade Kaempfart to help me edit ROCKET— and oddly, I’ve 
never met him either. But I’m assured be looks just like me, so he de
served the job*

SPACE and SCIENCE FICTION ADVENTURES had gone monthly, of oourse,
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~ serials tor Jham. The’post Office took a vexy snide attl-
tede, X ve always thought, in wondering vhy we brought out a- monthly 
magazine every eight or nine weeks. Obviously, they don’t understand “ 311 IS®*?

co^^ence in readers...at least it had something to dp 
with selling more copies by printing less.or—oh, darn it, I never 
was good at this stuff. G0 ask, Sam Mines. I’
waVt, ^^ovr» 1 fed my wife and a good friend named Algis Budrys to 

e°Lcu’\ German .manuscripts. We had to, sinceit be
gan to loo.i as n ne ,d changed his mind about moving East and didn’t 
tefXilT K6St fr9Bt we'd talked the city into

-0-- t-i®,^rP.lua. I.understand that the price of paper wentup 
atuer i bought ^enough envelopes .to carry the scripts, > Which reminds me 
that I’ve got to check up on what caused the envelope shortage out 
west, anynow, .

Zhe rumors that my wife.left me are untrue. It’s true that Budrys 
gave up editing immediately afterwards, but she came back the third 

ber 1 Promised never to mention a certain name again.
. ti_±, I wasn’t sore at anyoneu I wrote a nice accompanying let-
f 1 e^^-ned that I found at least one promising script
I or each 2o in the slush, and an even better percentage from other ag- 

prejudice, but EinW that would giake it impos- 
sioie J or me to read another few million, words without finding arrtlring 

inJe?eSt J realized i t was nice of him- to send me a novelette 
submitted by another agent in full b o b k 

?+\I/iU?fOrtun^tely sot horribly confused'by the situation.,and 
any now, it hadn t saved me time-«as I’m sure he meant, I even said it 
WSSn Case closing the market to him—just that I couldn’t read 
e erything personally, and so on, I told him'my opinion of running re- 
his^kind^suggStion* 6Ven read,ers ^Sht not”know it, in spite of

,, bnxortunately, I never heard from him directly again, (Aside to 
secret is for sale, hut only to the highest bidder J) 

but ait ,r a few more weeks of reading about how he was going to h^tng 
pressure to bear (I always thought bear-pressing was an almost forgot
ten sportj last man I know who tried hugging a bear wound un as a man- 
s^m rug J, I saw by the FANTASY-TIMES that he’d gotten the % baMptw 
back. Somebody called Mr. Science Fiction wrote it up. I hope t hat 
part of the column was true, at least.

My publisher wanted to sue, for a time, after hearing from a num- 
?+ sources that a West Coast Agent was circulating rumors that we 

didn t pay. But this all cleared up. I knew it couldn’t be Ackerman, 
J16 x busy sorting mail. Anyhow, if it were, the rumors

would be true to the best of his knowledge. We’d never paid him, j 
suppose that was because we didn't buy anything from him, but one has 
to be fair about things.

I

Well, things quieted down then. There was almost nothing to d &. 
There were only four magazines coming out, two in the works, and three • 
others being discussed and prepared. Ziff-Davis didn’t like our using 
the word "Fantasy", which I learned was their exclusive property, be- 
cause they were the only ones with wit enough to discover the adjective 

in bhe dictionary, naturally, since no one else had ever 
used anything like it, we changed title and logo; though since w e 
weren’t publishing Spillane stories, and since our detective title was 
PRIVATE EYE, it shouldn’t have caused too much confusion, Columbia 
Publications decided that the term "Science Fiction" belonged to them, 
after Gernsback got back in the field by adding a single-cross, to the 
name, and threatened suit.
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were 
once

But I guess it was too placid* So early this summer, when things 
so dead we were only thinking of bringing out a few quarterlies 
a year, I quit.
Under the logic of publishing, of course, this meant that I imme

diately got better rates for the magazines and myself. Also, I was 
Tc c fA o ttp c t j — , _ , Y to do ROCKET STORIES while the publisher had a perfectly good editor in the of
fice who might like it. (Harry Harrison, as an old s-f reader and wri
ter, was naturally hired to do a sea-story magazine.)
. _ Bu3 even then, it was dull. The publisher did all he could t o 

^eed to give me fewer magazines, so I could concentrate 
better. But seeing me m the office only four days a .week instead of 
five, he realized things were going stale. It was obvious I was sleep
ing twice a week. Writing a few books, articles, and other things on 
SCIEN^ElcS So +e decided w'd Put out a companion t o
thi^thereT^ ? W magazine, and didn’t I
speStus for another m°?e like S0<W and where was the pro
spectus lor another fantasy magazine complete with title?
that the^oSJle^s^S He che?ked over ^aget and decided 

I was paying too much for stories.which made ij easy to get material, and took the zest out of things? sThe d^l!

C0V6X*Se Xn at* I* ri ki H 4* *F , go to tteree-ccuorCd Sn lCkiS 40 “°6t °f t110 inside illustrations. He
oided C>d th! new “asazines corking out, and had de
cided we'd have to make the oute in order to raise our standards to com-

erence 1 d?g UP figures which showed that the diff-
■hundr^rt a n °P quality prices and mediocre ones was only shout five2600 COpleB extra soKS pa” 
uava, +_ * ? ,s f1 sllghi profit. I even considered arguing that enters J °n thls’ 1 knew that tradition was tie stromly^Xet 
“'eat M haVe aSk6d ?S 1 thought
write-S whla good answer. And when I thought of some other 
XI ShXi 5 “alto’-ously submit stories to top market " a-5 
make it tougher forme to sell ^stories... Well, I knew heart was- 
n i in ix. So I quit. I stayed out of the office fo^ tl ' e ?
I^had ^uitr and^t^+^f 11 d you know what he did? He decided
i 3U ■’ ikat it was time to get a new editor. So cs nf t h p 
present moment, Harry Harrison is somewhat busy. i figure it like 
thi^k writers crazy, and editors—well!..........then
think of the advantage I5ve. got. I’m tetched-crazy-huhl And with. a 
winning personality like that, I should get rich. ~ a
a wa/LVits^1^ ®verYo^ go out and try the same.In
ket edlUa£ a n3™» struggling magazine in a glutted mar
ket is fun. Editing x-number of them must be more fun 

o f And there’s noway
reaching the 
same degree o f 
incoherence.You 
see what I mean 
—or if you 
don’t, from all 
the above, then 
you’re qualified 
to be an editor, 
yourself.

Incidentally, 
at the moment , 
and sub j ect t o

maintaing the 
current bud
get, I’mstalL 
editing FAN- 
TASY FICTION. 
Editors, a s 
John W. Cam
pbell rightly 
said, are---  
well J And 
not only that 
—they’re in
curable!
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YOU SHOULD LIV'S >50 LONG ] 
BY NOREEN KANE FALASCA

Some sweet day before I die.

Some sweet day in the by and by,

1*11 be walking down the street

When a friend or neighbor 1*11 chance to meet.

Tucked away beneath my arm,

Cut cf sight of* tha world* & iglary?,

Will be an SF book from Frederick Fr] 1 
A .. ..

Or a zine with a cover by Bonestell. .

And the friend I meet won’t say to me 
In a scornful voice “all full of glee, 

“WhatJ You mean to say you read that junk? 
"I tried it once and found it punk.

“It’s only for kids, or morons or jerks 
“Or people with strangely mental * quirks.

“If you read that you’re soft in the head, 
“Besides, when it happens,you*21 be 

deadj"

Ko, he won’t say these words to me...

If I can only last till five thousand A.d,

Of Science Fiction Writers — John L. Magnus

They weave the golden yarn of time

On treasured looms of thought

To make the precious cloth of wonder...

higodl What hath God wrought?
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' ' SEQTION
It gives us great pleasure to "be able to say that 
ad space in SEBULLETIN is now at a premium, W e 
will, henceforth, have a maximum of five pages of 
ads, and no more will be accepted after the quota 
has been filled each issue, Any others will be a 
hold-over till the following issue, so if you are 
anxious to share in the profits SEBads bring, may 
we humbly suggest you note our new ad rates and 
get with it. Closing date for ads for Convention 
Ifigue-dU-agound... august first,____________________

rates

$1.50 fuli 
page

•75 half 
page

M amaXlfir ndn

"MARTIAN trader
A fanzine which is devoted to, among other tilings, the buying, selling 
and trading of fantastic magazines, books, etc. " Distributed to a n 
absolute minimum of 500 people all over the world, the ad rates are: 

^lff ^0—iull page ^*75—half page $« 50 4 page and
smaller ads, Our subscription rates are as follows:*

6 for 50/ 12 for ^1,00 complimentary copy 10/

WAwTED; WILL PAY CASH FOR THE FQT.T.QWTMH WANTED:
Articles on or about science fiction and/or fantasy by known or iirkroww 

writers for a special Convention Issue of my fanzine—MARTIAN 
i-KADER, Send manuscripts and I will return as soon as possible with an 
offer. Return postage is not necessary. Examples: biographies cf fam
ous science fiction or fantasy authors, studies of science fiction o r 
fantasy types, lists of compiled works of well-known authors, etc.

Stories by known or unknown fans or writers. Same conditions as 
above. Poetry by known or unknown fans or writers. Same conditions.

Artwork: would like artist preferably experienced to work on a 
cover for special Convention Issue. Send sample of work. Same condi
tions. All of the above must be of a fantastic nature. Reprints

welcomed.

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES:

1 have over 1,000 magazines in my collection which I am going to 
dispose of. Send me your want lists and I will reply immediately. Or 
subscribe to the MARTIAN TRADER and find hundreds of bargains. Also 
many iantasy and/or science fiction books, ACT HOW!

Send all requests, manuscripts, and/or subscriptions to:

■ Thomas Carrigan
179 Sydney Street
Dorchester 25, Mass,

WE APPRECIATE ANY MENTION OF SFBUUETIN WHEN YOU ANSWER OUR ADVERTS «.U



Never go places_without

• Travel anywhere on the 
globe... by any means of 
transportation: licensed 
plane, train, car, bus, boat, 
mule train or camel car
avan! You are insured 
against accidents Twenty- 
four hours a day. ALL 
accidents are covered ... 
anywhere in the world.

GEORGE

New York 19,

World wide cov
erage for travel 
and all other acci
dents 1

DON’T TAKE A TRIP 
unless you have

Trip Accident
Insurance

NIMS RAYBIN
BROKER - CONSULTANT

39 West 52nd Street
New York

s5,000 Death and Dismemberment Benefit 
s250 Accident Medical Expense Benefit

up fo

-25,000 Death and Dismemberment Benet
S1,250 Accident Medical Expense Benefit

Wherever you go . . .
whatever you do, get the

AMERICAN TRIPMASTER POLICY
Going places? Don’t start until you have arranged for an American 
Casualty Company Tripmaster Policy. Covers not only travel acci
dents on land, sea or in the air, but any and all accidents (even at 
home! which occur while the policy is in force. Big amounts of pro
tection—low rates! Check the kind and amount of protection you 
want—then mail the convenient application.

DEATH AND DISMEMBERMENT BENEFIT Pays—the 
PRINCIPAL SUM for loss of life; or lots of both hands, 
both feet, sight of both eyes; one hand and one foot, one 
hand and sight of one eye, one foot and sight of one eye. 
PAYS ONE HALF the PRINCIPAL SUM for loss of one 
hand, or one foot or sight of one eye.

RATE SCHEDULE FOR AMERICAN TRIPMASTER POLICY
3 to 180 Days 

etc Ann

Period

$5000 
Principal Sum 
$250 Medical 

Expense

$10,000 
Principal Sum 
$500 Medical 

Expense

$15,000 
Principal Sum 
$750 Medical 

Expense

$20,000 
Principal Sum 
$1000 Medical 

Expense

$25,000 
Principal Sum 
£1250 Medical

Expense

4>3,UUU
Death and 

Dismemberment 
/ Benefit

3 Days $ 1.10 $ 2.20 $ 3.30 $ 4.40 $ 5.50 with
7 Days 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 y $250

10 Days 2.70 5.40 8.10 10.80 13.50 Accident Medica

14 Days 3.35 6.70 10.05 13.40 16.75 Expense Benefit

17 Days 3.80 7.60 11.40 15.20 19.00 up to
24 Days 4.50 9.00 13.50 18.00 22.50 $25,000
31 Days 5.40 10.80 16.20 21.60 27.00 Death and
60 Days 8.10 16.20 24.30 32.40 40.50 Dismemberment 

Benefit 
with 

$1,250 
Accident Medical 
Expense Benefit

90 Days 10.80 21.60 32.40 43.20 54.00
120 Days 13.50 27.00 40.50 54.00 67.50
150 Days 16.25 32.50 48.75 65.00 81.25
180 Days 18.95 37.90 56.85 75.80 94.75

MEDICAL EXPENSE BENEFIT Pays—(within 26 weeks) 
ALL hospital, medical, nurse, surgical and other expenses 
incidental to an accident up to the limit named in the 
policy. This benefit is paid IN ADDITION to. the Death 
& Dismemberment Benefit.
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MAGAZINES NOR SALE... .WRITE TO VEE HAMPTON... .4245 ALCOTT. .DENVER,CQL

Nov52-25/

EUTURE-L5/
Mar51
Jul 51
Nov51

Dec52 Apr53 ju£52
^an53

June53
May53

Jun52
Jul 52 
Au£52
0ot52

DYNAMIC SF-1Q/
Dec52
Apr53

OT^. ,WR^^^ Feb53
J 3X151 Mar53
May 51

Apr 53
Jwi53

W-Ws-w
SLAN
Spr52 
Jan53-20/

SUPER SF STORIES 
J an49-’ 20/
Apr 5.1-15/

Mar52 
Apr52 
Jun52-l^f 
Jul52
Aa<52 
Ncv52-10/ 
Dec52
Jau53
Feb53
Mar 53
Apr 53 
May53

May53
Jun53

0ct51-10/ 
Dec<51*10/ 
Eeb52 
Jun52 
Aug52 
Oct52 
Nov52 
Jan53 
Mar53 
Apr 53 
May53 
Jun53

Nbv4M^ 
May46*20/ 
Jul4?«.l^ 
Sep4^*l^ 
Apr46*2^? 
Jun48* 30/ 
0ct46—25/

Jun4^»2^ 
Jul49«2^ 
Sep49-2t/ 
Sep50^25/ 
Mar51-2f/ 
Juxi5VJ,5/ 
Max53*2^2f 
Apr53^25/
Ma^r53r-2^'

TVS
Fe 1)42-50/ 
Oet^^SO/

। De c4 2* 50/ 
PaM3»24^ 
Apr43«50/ 

,JUX?43»5O/ 
A»^43>40/ 
Efell4^’50/ 
£5P?>4’j~4O/ 
M144-.40/ 
Wirrt4-4®40/

SrX14o--> 40/ 
W1^^45“’4O/

0^5 i-N’.i®^40/
De

MTASTIC NOVELS-30/ 
THE SECOND DELUGE 
THE TORCH
SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO ISATAN

SE. ADVENTURES-30/
Nov52 Mar53
Eeb53 May53

gA^ ADVENTURES-15/ 
0ct45-20/ ”
Mar 43
Aug4S 
00X49

Sep 50 
OctSO 
Dec50 
Octsi

GALAXY NOVELS-25^ 
WORLD BELOW"— 
THE AT,TEN
THE AMPHIBIANS 
PEBBLE IN THE SKY 
PRELUDE TO SPACE

Jul46*10/
JU147-20/
Jul4S-20/ 
Jan49^.2O/
Mar49*20/ 
Ju.149^20/
Alls49«20/ 
Dea^S-lO/ ■
0*^49-$Lt 00

Jun^ 30/

Tan53
*ar$3 
’.Lay 53 
3U153

POCKETBOOKS
EIRST HE DIED- 20/ 
TUNNY SIDE UP-20/ 
SHIP OP ISHTAR-10/ 
BURN WITCH BURN-10/' 
THE NEW SATEDL1TE-.20/ 
SPACE ON MY HANDS-20/ 
WAR OP THE WORLDS-2^ 
STAR SE ST0RIES-3E/

Sep 50tx? .20/ 
Janol*20/ 
EeL51-20/ 
Mar5L»20/ 
Apr51™20/ 
Sep51«20/ 
Nov51«20/ 
Eeb52-20/ 
ApxvW-53-2^ 
Jui>>Jx?.153-25/

Deo^^O/ 
AX)ji?4i>M20/ 
JuiR^20/ 
Au^t^-SO/ 
EeM£'*20/ 
Aue;49~20/ 
Deo49-2Q/ 
ifebSC»20/ 
A’2g50'»20/ 
0ot50«20/ 
Oct51-20/ 
Dec 5.1» 20/ 
Neb 52-20/ 
Jun52-20/ 
Jun53-20/ 
ANN53-2^

STAR

ipr53-lst issue!
PATE-20^
Dec 52 
Jan53

Se^W 
Sep^G^SO/

Mar42»50/ 
May 42*-50/

STORIES
Fall45-40/
Wint45*40/

; A MENTION OE SE 
WHEN YOU RESPON

LJETIN 
TO OUR

1 ADVERTISEMENTS IS MUCH 
i APPRECIATED Nbv52«20/

Jun53-20/

Noy42»5O/ 
Jar43»40/ 
Mar4R-40/ 
JfeUMO^ 
Wia43»50/ 
Sv^44<»40/

Jan4?-20/ 
Ma;r4?-20/ 
M^48-20/ 
Juu.48—• 20/ 
SenA9-20/ 
MarCl-20/ 
May31-20/ 
Sep51-20/ 
Nc'Slil-20/ 
Maa53-2Q/
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cartoon by 
DIGIO

We really are hustlers. Wc*re trying to sell you 
an article, and if you haven’t seen it, you’re really 
missing something. Our product is the best available 
professional and amateur Science Fiction material. 
Just for the sake of convention, we adopted the brand 
name of DESTINY, TALES OF SCIENCE AND FANTASY.

We aren’t offering you inferior material, only 
the best. We aren’t off ering you that much promised, 
“one-shot—to—end—all—one shots.11 But we do promise to 

... “showcase” the material in the best possible li^it. Our 
photo-offset process makes many effects possible i n 
DESTINY that cannot be achieved with any other print
ing medium. Our digest-sized format is easy to handle 
and presents a most striking appearance. ...

„ a+ A the more impressive stories and articles in i h e
pasu, and for future issues should convince you that you should be a 
subscriber to DESTINY. As tantalizing bait, we offer you some of the 
Sitz Bok»-Willy Ley, Don Day, Arthur C. (Darke,
p?itz Leiber, Robert Bloch, Ralph Rayburn Phillips, P.H. E conemou, Vernell Cor^eill Lloyd SS 

^611ex>» Ed-Wood, Sam Moskowitz? George Wetzel, Rob
ert Johnson aaid Fred L. Whipple. Regular features are WHO^S WHO IN 

general information, and WHY CONQUER SPACE? for the «iocket“ 
enthusiast and space-station constructors. ' -

If this doesn’t convince you that you are missing something by 
Our a 4 a rm. r know what would do the trick.Our issue #8 is now being mailed. No. 9 will be the Phil a. de inhla 
ceive^ateur^lbiie 1̂,12^ a needed reprimand to those who$ re* 

P^^^tions, neglect to acknowledge receipt of same, 
aetoX! “°t t0 the“ in circulation

not as yet convinced, we suggest that you 
*^■250 a copy to either of the addresses below. Be sure 

iS^Ue yoj^ant, as there are NO copies available o f 
% Four copy subscriptions are only $1.00. Please do not wake your 
checks payable to DESTINY; make them payable to one of the editors.

fnr information of possible advertisers, please contact us
°^r circulation is 500 and our rates are more than 

i ?e feature classified ads for the trader-on-a-small-bud-
column inch. Our “showcase” policy offers much

to the amateur author, artist, poet or article writer. We encourage 
You to send us your material.

send moneys to;
Earl Ken©

3477 N. Clark St.
_______ Chicago 13, Ill,

Malcolm Willits 
11848 SB Powell Blvd. 
Portland 56, Oregon

SUBSCRIBERS CANNOT HOPE TO KEEP SEB IN THE BLAO&—USE QUR ADS AND 
HELP KEEP YOUR PAVONITE MAGAZINE COMINGS
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Lon^r^Se line liMt set at around five lines.
be P^^ed so don’t hold back anytnxng that you think we might be interested in because of length.

s^e Pick a®co^amed? wherever possible, by the author’s name and 
ence ^bu/tell aS yoU can "rom ^^ines and correspond-
*22’ nJ vil° wrote 11 and in what medium it
eared. Use following format for listing of bylines app-

^seJ4”! e^le> picking his nose continuously into a copy 
Si 1 ilke t0 merL a fa^ine- and some of thX really d

uee Hoffman, Joel Wdahl, Hal Shapiro, Harlan Ellison, Gregg
Bines, Walt Kelly, Milton Berle, Paul Cox, 

Marion Cox, Redd Boggs, Dave Ish, Rich Eisber- 
AnJii ^die Murphy, Bob Hope, Dick Ryan,
an^all Garrett, Daye Kyle, Evelyn Gold, Bob Silverberg, Oscar Wilde, 
stc., etc., etc., etc., and more!!’

ILL these people will have material in PILLER!
■ IDLER will contain over 450 items!

PILLER will be a massive 48 standard size pages in bulk!
PILLER will have a photo-offset cover by Jack Harness!

d© IT WILL ONLY SELL POR 25£ - 25^ - 25/ - 250 • 25/ - 25/ - 250 - 250

Order now from either of its co-editors:V •

W1 recommend the damned thing!”
-—Harlan Ellison

*’• - Dave Kyle; KidWestCon #3

of 
0

fairly cdean in thought content and not necessarily o f
iJth^least SZub* th0Se types axe desired. If y^uare

1 aoubu, send the items in and we will gladly tell 
which ones we can use and which ones we can’t. you

S™ all material to Norman G. Browne, 13906 - 101A Avenue, 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

Norman G. Browne .Art Wesley 
13906 - IOLA Ave.s 402 Maple 
Edmonton, Alberta, | Roni du Lac 
Canada | Wj sconsin
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A NEW GROUP has been formed in science fiction circles, 
and QUALITY of material are the bywords of the 

new publishing grou^r- - ■ %

THE PURPOSE of Tesseract Publications is to -produce the 
aenith of 'amateur science fiction publications. No higher 
standards exist in science fiction fanzine publishing.

... . y $ '

The Tesseract Publicat
ion Group is new, but it is 
experienced at the publica
tion of amateur s c i e nee 
fiction-magazines. Both the 
works Of its- authors, and 
the quality of its previous 
publications have b e e n 
called ’professional* by va
rious fan and. professional 
critio.s.

TESSERACT PUBLICATIONS will not be issued on a period
ical basis. Quality will never be sacrificed to meet a dead
line. J " ”” .......

fifty pages of careful work will mark the efforts of -the 
Tesseract Publication Group...fifty pages for 25c? through 

fthe mail, 20/ direct. ' ’

for CRAPTShANSHJJP end QUALITY in amateur science-fiction
publications, keep your eye for

^ublioatians



i > J B ACiVAKi ...
by Harlan Ellison ’. .

fiction magazines which multiply in

S™?® US’Sit: SOS ~ <x=."u-^“

coni

T K E ISTICAL ANGLES
Henry - Moskowitz

Sp^S of 1926—issuedated April—the first of 
th larg^size science fiction magazines made its app* 
earance^zlt else happened to be the very first science 
fiction;^agazins, Its name was: AIIAZING STORIES.

^ORZB?1,? STOiiXsg, It merged with AIR WOlfflER
STORIES, begun in 1929—issue dated July—to become WON-

■fiUGK)GE^ Old Man In A New Whirl
$ by Richard Elsberry

';"I Ct''tt i science*
a nd ■>/ .a new science fiction magazine.

EICTION PLUS, a Slick version 
EICTIQN,.•_is decked..out in a nice 

an^’ 01<i 1936 stories. It is also 
replete ^v^th ^explanatory footnotes, Paul illustrations, 

italics, and Gemsbaok. Most ly
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THE BIG STEP BACKWARD by Harlan Ellison (concluded) •■

ing the tremendous- strides he has attempted in the following four o r 
so issues, one is confronted with the. problem of whether or not to buy 
the magazine, or Junk its commanding bulk entirely in lieu of the more 
safe bets now extant*

It is a fact much too well-known to gloss over that Sam Moskowitz 
is little more than a figurehead in the SEPLUS offices, th era mainly to 
placate the fans. It is also evident that Hugo still feels he can do 
a good Job in the field with the same tools he used in ’26. Whether a 
magazine of the sort Grego has introduced can succeed in this age o f 
the fastrplotted, deeply-sociological and literary tale, is a matter I 
dare not conjecture upon, for it is a situation as basically insecure 
as a blind, man climbing the Empire State TV antenna.

However, here is the fact upon which this article was written: It 
has come to the attention of your author (and this is an unimpeachable 

we sawr one J) that STILUS is selling ONLY BETWEEN 23^ ,Qg yoiR^RINT ORDERS J| This means that they are not doing a
business yhich might be termed “earth-shaking”. Eor to even make a n 
even break, they mu^ sell at least 82# of their original print order.

The ergo, ergo bit. I will let you fathom for yourselves.
On the other hand, regurgitated as I was by that odious first is- 

jue, seemingly designed to alienate not only fans, but people who could 
^ken aback at first, and then quietly pleased to see 

bubgerks had amended his policies and was now beginning to 
publish good science fiction.

SENSITIVE, RETROGRADE EVOLUTION, WORLDS IN BALANCE 
PLANET, not to mention the first of a series, SPACEBRED 
shows reasonably acceptable proof that Hilo Grosbeak re

ed out’wit^ a i°??.Pure Policy of 1926ism such as he start-
18 but perhaps by the time this reaches

you, STILUS will be. an extinct relic of the past. Nor with the trem- 
0Terkead Nago Gashbuck has, and with newsdealers stacking the

POLICE GAZETTE and others of its ilk, there 
is a good chance the misplaced thing will fold at any time. Already. thiaSyt^coSe^^ haVB to Skip one iasue» perhaps a sign ^of

UU VVAUtJjl

were witten immediately after the ap
pearance of SEELUS, and are quite pointed in their opinions. They are 

as when they were originally written, but nonetheless 
of feelings of fandom toward Greno Gashbuck*s

author can not make any predictions at this point—they would 
stand a of. being incorrect. But all I can do is tostand here and gaze at this bit of time-warped science fiction.

Like some prehistoric animal thrown into Times Square.

THE STATISTICAL ANGLES by Henry Koskowitx (continued)

HER STORIES—issue dated June 1930
May—the fourth large-size science fiction mag

azine made its. appearance, Its name was EANTASTIG ADVENTURES. -
1942—issue dated January— the fifth large-size science fict-ien 

magazine _made its appearance. • Its name was ASTOUNDING SCIENCE EICTION. 
fwnwT^? '“agazine thdt should be mentioned is UNKNOWN 
(WORLDS). But this magazine was fantasy, so it has no rah^ ir? ■tWy- , 

Ln 1947—issue numbered Vol. 1, No. Lj no date nthm? than yom-
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sixth science fiction magazine in large-size made its appearance. Par
adoxically t it® name was FANTASY BOOK. It contained both science fic
tion and fantasy, thereby making it under the wire, A tight squeeze.

In 1952—issue dated August—the seventh large-size science fic
tion magazine made its appearance. By this time I had come upon the 
science fiction scene, and on the twelfth of June, I dropped a quarter 
on the counter in payment for JOTASTIC SCIENCE FICTION.

JU- v v, vvm vvvMvwwM *

And that brings us up to date.
Well, almost, .

Circumstances forced me to journey to New York City on the thirty- 
first of January. After attending to the business at hand, ay wander
ings through that jungle of steel and stone finally brought me down to 
the corner of Fourth Avenue, and ninth Street—as per usual.

There were quite a few dummied books in the store windows with 
nice covers—and some glaring ones, too. So I knew that Stephen’s Book 
Service was still in existence. Hanging from clips were science fict
ion magazines: SCIENCE FICTION ADVENTUBES, GALAXY SCIENCE FICTION, NEW 
WOBLDS^ etc. '■ ; . ' ' - ’

And to the right was something eye-catching. On the cover of this 
magazine, against a solid white background, were the red .letters ’’SCI
ENCE FICTION PIUS.n , ...

And from somewhere, out of the dim, distant, hazy past, I heard a 
voice, ”A large-size magazine ••• Schomburg, cover ,.. Out in January 
• • • 3^,” . .

Now that the heart-thumping wonder of it all has slowed down aht 
I can sit back and light up the Old Briar and, mull it all over.

The cover itself was quite informative, aside from the attractive 
—not up to Schomburg’s best—cover painting. .There was the date o f 
the issue—March 1953—and the sub-titie—preview of the future—and a 
list of the authors within—Eando Binder, Hugo Gernsback, Philip Jose 
Farmer, John Scott Campbell, Dr, Donald H, Menzel, And most important 
of all was-—Hugo Gernsback, Editor.

On page .3 were two words that made me happier still—SAM MOSKOW
ITZ, It would take an article unto itself to explain the ^ing 
sentence, so I won’t try, -

In essence, it all boils down to thist Hugo Gernsback has r e- 
turned to science fiction. He is the editor and publisher of a monthly 
large-size slick magazine. The second-guessing, on assumption, is done 
by Sam Moskowitz, well-known fan. The magazine itself has both front 
and back covers and colored interior illustrations, not just black and 
white.

Most of us know—either through experience or through acquisition 
from other sources—that Gernsback started science fiction and favors 
agieffge. fiction. This favoritism has already shown itself dearly in 
the very first issue, but that is no surprise, since the magazine was 
founded to carry stories with a stronger scientific basis,

Witness John Scott Campbell’s UTOPIA (The title was deliberately 
printed upside down in the magazine.). The story is marked with the 
symbol showing that it contains Ma serious scientific-technical trend. •* 
All well and good. But,,,,,

But,■•..the story itself—the fiction content—is nothing new. And 
I further believe that no other science fiction magazine would have 
bought it. The author has sacrificed ary and all literary license for 
sci-tech, Even the sometimes very teohnidal ASF has ever gone thia fer.
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to my knowledge•
tech toea*s the 8t^^~globe marker of soi-
tongue ®y®^> I wonder if Gernsback wrote thia with a bit of

11 as shooking to note that he had made a graie aLip 
r describes the. male Martian f see Etank
Xqt t depiction on page 4) as having a greatly enlarged

e<lually enlarged lungs which are necessary for the said Martian tp breath incites* rarified atmosphere. Ior We
theiAssAtion S ^ters make this same mistake. It is

that enlarged lungs, would bO natural, ]fot sol That 
““llieKti“ that it iB Earth lunge transported to 

fnr born a^d bred to Mars, would have a normal chest size-but^S °h ^°e-. Xf ^rtfa^are humanoid
larger Af A ln height— their chests and lungs would b e
average for their race A S°n* But wouXd be larger than the

al^fiianF W< atmosphere would not be rare,

is ia reoo-end^. Xt

of sorts to his VIA stories would like to see a sequel
Oils., or possibly more of'JrtonYork Pen-nane of Gordon A.
goodl^X^Se^nn^Vh^*^ X find that only three of them are 
ClhlKm^ THE BIOLOGICAL REVOLT, THE TIME

run in SClERCESJAi(T^^ A?Ko\Cili0ag0 Convention l^tw
an editorial, iA^iASx BULLETIN (October 1952), and here reprinted as 

rockot^StT^^ Srtel^ °VW° EngUsh

eood4^K^OS^^ *“e UBUal "tMs«book.is.

-v.^/ry v v y ,y v v w v A <v A A A A a A A A

SCIENCE BICTIOIT PLUS is nXM, an unknown quantity—that goes for 
quality, too, to some extent. -

point, and by subtle nuances that indicate future tacks, ’ 
SE PLUS.'Is ostensibly one of the better science fiction magazines oUt|/ 
nowever, it has a more precarious balance than ary other magazine which 
chanced to emerge in 19 52— or 1953.

If it uses too much science, it is in grave danger of failing.
If it sacrifices fictional quality1 for science—for example, t he 

people, in UTOPIA were stock figures, moving, as it were, in a dream — 
it is calBo in grave danger. < ....

- And if it should do both in one story, there will be some ; little 
hell to .pay. • ■ ■■ ...

There can he no answer given that will satisfy. ..but the answer of 
time itself. -r;: : .■ v - ' ■ ■
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HUGO GERNSBACht Old. Man In A New Whirl by Richard Elsberry,

Erankly, I was underwhelmed.
Hugo has been told so frequently that he is “the great white fa

ther” that he has come to believe it. The initial issue has Gernsbach’s 
name,on the cover twice, an editorial by Mr. Gernsbach, a - supposedly 
humorous novelette by Mr. Gernsbach, a cover story under the thin 
pseudonym Greno Gashbuck, a feature by Mr. Gernsbach on the Bohu»» 
yucca, a long editorial note pointing out that Mr. Gernsbach first in
troduced the concept of ’’space sickness,” and a promise that Mr. Gerns
bach would appear in the next issue with.an “amazing history of. the 
next world war...presented in fascinating, scientific detail.“ It would 
also be unfair to Mr. Gernsbach not to mention that John Scott Camp 
bell sold his first story tb Mr.” Gernsbach, as pointed out in Campbell’s 
author sketch.

But the rest of the issue, fully half of it, is devoted to “other 
stories and articles by outstanding authors and scientists in the 
field." These outstanding men include Philip Parmer, Dr. Donald Men
zel, Mando Binder, John Scott Campbell, Dr. Gustav Albrecht, Lesli e 
Shepherd, and A.V. Cleaver. I’m sure you have all heard, of them, and 
realize that they are'all outstanding authors and scientists. Some of 
them, certainly, must almost be as good as Mr. Gernsbach.

It is not clear to me why Mr. Gernsbach has started this new mag
azine, Aside from the obvious delusions of grandeur, perhaps he has 
decided to publish the magazine so that he could use the emblem he pre
sented to the science fiction world at the Chicago convention last 
years a star on top of a globe with the letters s-f inside. Gernsbach 
explained that this emblem is used "with all stories of a serious sci
entific technical trend." Gernsbach uses the symbol four times in this 
issue--twice on his stories, and on the Campbell and Menzel stories • 
It was significant to me that these were the poorest stories in the 
magazine. The two best stories—-by Parmer and Binder—are by no 
means good, but they are the best in the issue, and they didn’t rate 
the Gernsbach symbol. It may well he in the future that this emblem 
will distinguish which stories are readable and which are not.

The first thing you will probably notice about the magazine i s 
that it is only 66 pages long, This issue of SEBULLETIN is longer. 
Secondly, you will notice that it has no advertising. Unless Gernsbach 
introduces some advertising he is likely cutting his own throat. And 
more likely than not, the lack of advertising accounts for the 3^ ask
ing price, which I consider ridiculous for the size and quality of the 
magazine.

Gernsbach sub-titles his magazine "preview of the future," but I 
found it more of a hearkening back to the past. Hugo left the field in 
1936, and How 17 years later he returns, along with his old cohort, 
piank R. Paul. But nothing has changed, least of all Gernsbach and 
Pavil, They take up right where they left off, and the stories and il
lustrations in SCIENCE EICTION PLUS are the same type of stories that 
would have gone over big in 1936.

Of the fictional hash, "Exploration of Mars," by Gernsbach is re
printed from that venerable’s 1949 Christmas booklet, QUIP. His cover 
story looks new, but that’s about all that can be said for it. Camp
bell’s story reads like it was written for a *36 WONDER STORIES, and 
Menzel’s story could have been written at that time for all of me. Mr- 
mey and Binder provide new stories, but both are so tritely plotted and 
written that they must have reminded Hugo of the good old days and in
duced him to buy them.



Gernsback has always been heavy on accurate science, and I c a n 
see no reason except egoboo for publishing "Exploration of Mars.” I t 
is, I suspect, a satire. Gernsback has a passion for adjectives, and 
a noun without an adjective in front of it is unthinkable to him. The 
first three or four paragraphs of this epic drama provide such death
less expressions as; “lonely fastness,” “historic undertaking,” “great 
importance, toiled valiently.." “secrecy-sworn band,” “atomic space 
pioneers, ‘intrepid explorer,“."atom-powered space flyer,“ “memorable 
day,” and "world-famous physicist-inventor.« I realize that it is hard 
to believe,that so much triteness could be packed into just four para
graphs, but Gernsback is no ordinaxy man. He also manages, probably 
through sheer grit and determination, to work in the old chestnut; “...I 
have only now been permitted to tell the full facts to the- w orld . « 
Gernsback explains they have been witheld for "obvious security reas
ons. Obvious, I fear, only to Mr, Gernsback*s superior intellect.

. very time I read something like “new and revolutionary space fly- 
"What ever happened to the old and unrevolutionary, 

Mr..Gernsback doesn’t choose to answer that, so I guess 
we 11 forever remain in the dark. Personally, the suspense is killing 

Ttn would. take more room than I have here to analyze each story.so 
hai1 °Zer ^^P Jose Parmer’s "The Biological Revolt." Farmer
fiction 1 A^d *° aB ‘,the sreat white h°PeM of 0 oience

since the story was new, I thought it might be good.but 
was revoltim^ Grit+i1 f°U”+ biol°^ wasn’t the only thing that 
was revolting# Gritting teethf I drove headfirst through the starv*

CL€■ 3b"could possibly be considered as a^replacement for even John Russell Hearn. . •
tj r 18 a fanzihe editor’s dream, and would have drivenH.C. Koenig, Redd Boggs, or Korman Browne wild with delight.

fault-finder from ’way back, would probably comment on 
S wSes- SST* ^thOr arWst- See 28,
the trunk*« a C1®ar 111 k*8 mouth and blew smoke-rings throughSot^^ih^K? ^ver, wouldn’t think of reading the sto^y, a nd 
And^later^nn^nn^1^^1^ a C1^arette stuck in the end of his^trurik? 

?? Parmer writes; “Ogtate burst out laughing andS^ent^f fee a doz®n ^xes, all I hX CoS-

“U.S“ •h •a necktie hnS °f man was obvious--a shirt and
reined i^fee The of P^e ^a^
havers, had leftdanced at the door where, the man,

“fee General’s eyes went over her shoulder. Sie didn’t turn
around, for she knew by the oriental aroma of cigarette 
that Tom Travers had come into the room.”

smoke
P» 22

JUST LET THE SMOKE 0 OMIAgain, under the heading BOK’T IMALE, 
THROUGH YOUR HOSE, you’d probably find;

“Smoke blew around her face.” p. 23
"»•.Xewlis stuck the cigar between his thick lips, lit up and drew 

in and puffed out smoke- through his nostrils like a virgin-eating dra- 
g^,11 p. 23

."She relished the smoke a second and let it float, genie-li k e , 
from her lovely mouth." p. 23

•’He stuck a cigar in his. mouth and. blew smoke-rings through t he 
trunk...” p. 28
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11 Smith expelled more smoke through his waving proboscis.p. 28.

And, possibly, under I’M BEGINNING TO BELIEVE it, you»d findi
buU he 80

Ma “““ • He «« “ore * 

breathing like a foundered

ular pop-
take^a^SJ^n^ Government has been shipping me women. They 
d?ed « pc P stay overnight, and leave. I’ve hadahun- 
oxeu. p. dv
youT^iSn?^1 W°“e“? WiU 0167 ”ake W difference in 

^’YewlissT*^^ say historical novels—pure. *

9*Yes. and several others.*
?’What about me?*
‘-’’Too short an acquaintance.*” p. 29

Respite the sex, science, and satire of the stories. I felt was entertaSnenU *
Iv i should send Mr. Gernsback a bottle of Serutan and polite
ly inform this grey-bearded ’‘father of science fiction” that thine a 
have changed Just a little since 1936. His infant science 
gazine, his i^st in nearly 25 years, has turned out to be a microcepi£ 
alic idiot. Perhaps some skillful therapy by book reviewer and third 
assistant office boy .Sam Moskowitz can cure the mat ady, but I’m i n- 
clined to believe that the only sure cure is to have Poppa Gernsback 
promptly dispatched to Wake Island, or maybe Thaesa, Tibet, by slow 
bananna boat. A one-way ticket, too. '

Gernsback doesn’t seem to have any idea on how to bring up his 
in world. He is still living in the past, and i t

won’t be long before someone points out to him—probably through circ- 
ulation figures—that 15-year old pulp writings in today’s science fic
tion magazines are as out of date as knickers and middy blouses. But, 
as long as Gernsback sets the pace, his authors will have to keep sho- 

to throw out the characterization, 
and make certain that the Earth is saved at least once each issue. We 
have to keep Mr. Gernsback happy. *

After all, he is “the father of science fiction.”

EDITOR’S WEB; _the preceding was the first of a proposed group of s-f 
6°^ng be attempted* Your opinions on the 

success of this initial experiment are greatly to be desired, I h e re; 
Are more than a few tremendously potential concepts for more of these 

®ecJ,lons> but they will not be attempted, as the effort that is
Jput into them far exceeds the vociferous response thus far. uni ess a 
substantial proportion of the readers of this periodical take the time 
to respond in particular. Your co-operation is not only requested, W 
,1s herewith begged,..borrowed,,.stolen,..and any other method, fair or 
■ill-smelling that will draw forth your opinions. In short, HEBEI •♦he
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COLUMN OF QUIXOTIC
COMMENT BY THE EDITOR

&

screaming loudly that I and hid

Mickey

YOU WILL PLEASE TO NOTE that the title of this 
column is no longer "Burblings", but is, as it 
is stated above, you clods, “Voice From The 
Styx", which has several clever meanings if you 
can take time off from your 3—D comic book to 
trace them. The reason for change is that the 
title "Burblings" is, in some sketchy and, t o 
me, totally incomprehensible manner, the sole 
propert of a lout name of Charles Burbee who 
claims to have invented Lewis Carroll. Too many 
of the readers of this august column wrote in, 

- was a f£>ul plagerist, so I quickly ran 
my crimson countenance ’neath the above title. Happy now?

ihere is a lot of TREMENDOUS news to get off to you, this times I 
have only one page to do it in, also, so read the whole damned tiling I 

You, io it with a will, laddies! ... Did you know that Mickey 
Spillane s opus in FANTASTIC, “The Veiled Woman" was not written by mr 
addition S?hi3^ complete work of Howard Browne? ...Vn

fiasco in the first ish of AMAZING STORTEs 
toward Browne, with Lait and his cohort only 

• Of tlleir names? ••• missed a date on one of
their early issues, so, collectors, your numbering is all screwed up, ^P^apsyour filing system is wrong,- and your collSti^ Xow- 

Christopher" is dead. Because he pulled 
Lf book * J?12 in ^eQment with the review that panned an

Sa^i^e> ••••pity us poor slobs that have to write that crap!-11 
b kas now had to,adopt the s-flly acceptable name of "William Vine".

■ J-??6 13 an imitator of MAD COMICS due soon name of WHACK! Ron for
famine1?sYCHn?Tr C5n*long nowa<lays. ... Dick Geis’ new
a^storv bri^test thing in years, even if it does run

• a story SEB rejected because it was too lewd. ... Y’know the novel Doc 
pi -eien ^^oo’ing in his mags, "The Duplicated Man" by Jim

-1/"J Michael Sherman"? Y’know who "Michael Sherman" is? That’s
right. Fella with initials Doc Lowndes. ... Y’know IP’s new cara? art- 

is* Jorgensen of Ziff-Davis fame is really
Z-D s managing ed, Paul Fairman. Knocked me for a loop. ... Went t o 
velyn Paige Gold s birthday party t’other week, just conf i rmi ng all 

person: H.L. and Evelyn are twj of the Most-
fte* +Love like °wn! ••• In response to the remark 

tlat you can t get away from those damned singing commercials,which’re 
iX1 s"f author ^is who was K at

l^nd?"16 °^?nT^ie-retOrted» “They Just discovering music in Cleve- 
in tn. Ve^y sickl ... First Rogers cover in years camein to,Campbell the other day---- and he’s rejecting it! Gawd! ... Joseph 
Semenovich is coming out with THE BALTIMORE lUli MYSTERIES, an aid 

want plots—write to him at: 2725 N. Pine Grove
no doubt heard the good news about OTH-- HR. WORLDS by now, so all I’ll say is, "Ya-hee-hool" and sign off. ...he



IB fiction short-short?

I oould see the postman coming so I ran out to the walk to save 
him the trip up to the house. He handed me the mail with the custoza- 
ary, "’Sa beautiful mornin’, ain’t it?” I voiced my affirmation and 
examined the mail. A few bills for Dad and a fanzine for me, I not
iced the mailman still standing there. Tor lack of anything more ex
citing to do, I smiled amiably.

”1 been noticin’ the kind of mail you get. Fanzines, ain’t it?”
Again I announced my affirmity. •
”1 been reading that scientifiction for twenty years now.”
A Gernsbaok man, I thought. This time I managed to get out an in

telligent, "Oh?"
"Yeah,” he continued, “I don’t exactly call myself a fan, but I 

like to read it, for sure. You must be a real"fan, huh?”
”0h, I like to consider myself one,” I replied, ”Have you reed any 

Bradbury?” This is my line with all fen.
"Oh/that guy I He writes too crazy. ..I can’t follow him. He’s al

ways blabbin’ about Mars. I like that Heinlein guy and that Anderson 
what writes for Planet,” . .

"Ph, you read the prozines?” I asked.
*em all, 1 gotta hide ’em though because my wife she 

don’t like me to spend so much money on that man from Mars stuff, she 
calls it. You must read that Astounding, huh?”

"It’s one of my favorites. Do you read it?”
L’God no. It’s too mary big words and philosophy and junk for me 

-° aih*t an intellectual* I hadda quit grammar school at the
fourth grade because.Dad died, I was real smart, though. The teachers 
said I was."

"That’s too bad, 1 suppose I should be grateful for my education,w 
"Hell, no. It’s normal for kids not to like school," 
"I’m happy to. know I’m normal, then," I replied.
”1 take a few of .them fanzines like Quandxy and Slant. That’s how 

I get-rid of those old magazines bn Slant. Quandry is about my favor
ite. It’s funny likb Hell.”

"Are you going to the Cbn/this year?" I asked,
-‘Aw no* I ain’t got enough money to- get there. Anyway, I don’t 

think,I’d fit very well. All’these fans are intellectuals. Like I 
said, I’m not an intellectual^ You must be. X notice you get all sorts 
of letters from a lot of those fans I heard of."

r. ;I tried my best to be modest, "Oh, I don’t know. I think I’m a 
little too young for anyone to tell whether or not I am." He seemed 
silent and sad for a minute, -He looked at the pavement carefully, 1 
knew what he was thinking. He could have been the intellectual he wan
ted to be. He was gently cursing-the string of fate that kept him 
from it. He sighed in sharply and jerked his head up.

"Well, I gotta be on my route, "Be out here sometimes when Y g o 
by and we can talk about S-F."

He swung the heavy leather bag over his shoulder and walked down 
the rest of the block, I found myself thinking about the mailman and 
his acute conciousness about intellectualism. I don’t know why, but I 
cried a little. Why the Hell should I cry?



whAn ??? S J® VER BEEN A MAGAZINE to match FAMOUS FANTASTIC MASTERIES
3 Xt Ever its debut at the endSf.v.

’ moat unpredictable of magazines# The latest antiav‘<
?" the current issue the April 1943 one-"«comes as no'-^3?prisA'X’‘
sho^to^to f^oiVthV^T^
snoc.s to me to und out that it’s gone back a decade.

• n t 4-2^1 S* in August 1939, when the Frank Jtose^hcwh?^
ir ASinrS-Ma pulp oh®in»

■ • . jt ' “ i-i-^t titles. to. a.t. numerous pulps. Arnnfai^ • * •was FAWSV#X^AB  ̂ which
• - Pcpulc^vof;.^ and shorV-stdil^

and pulp format••'ced^Ke stories^'^1^ and feat^<^TV>'<

:•:>;>^?ust EHi not to let?^asby’^rqv?hnder’’its feet whpn th#» 
the'the same, aside from enough, is still in ohaST 

.^e second issue,- November 1939, had trimmed edcea wni
X^s^d.as:^‘-monthly, and began a'reprint serial by A. Merritt# 11 C^on-. the Moon Pool," along withtte usual st o?^

• , ■‘•^•n^a went along quietly for four or fi^e issues and-'+hA
, x^e began serializing the Hall^Flint opus, "The BlindiSnot*'1 :'wi‘th +he 

S\o
, announced,. w&^ri§.'-HOVELS. ws

complete in one issue oy $A^
print^oSlfep^S^AT^^J^ ’̂ and a new Policy was announced: ‘ FJM would

ted used from



80 THE CONSISTENT PROZINE (continued)

Then set in a period of what can only be called dry rot. Editor 
Gnaedinger refrained from making ary startling changes for eight vd;ole 
months/ But the April 1542 issue started the whole works going again. 
The price was Jumped to 25^$ the nS^ber of pages increased sixteeii# the 
edges trimmed, and the mag went monthly again.

This idyllic setup—-144 pages a month— was too good to be true. 
The December 1942 issue saw the collapse of the Munsey empire,and EM, 
along with the numerous other titles in the Munsey/^hain/7 folded/

Xar Publications fought 
the big one, and E^M, and 
ation under a new ^ouse.
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gazine^s history^ The 
t the^ ‘ Mun-

it never
listed a tanta«

lizing lineup of future stories including such items as “The Ship 0 f 
Ishtar” and Leinster’s two “Mad Planet” stories, and now these would 
never be.

But the new quarterly EM offered good fare indeed, beginning with 
John Hawkin’s magnificent “Ark of fires1, It followed this with a suc
cession of book-1 ergthers by Tains, Haggard^ G.K. Chesterton, and oth
ers. Agitation began for a change cf title, to “Classics of Fantasy," 
but apparently Mrs. Gnaedinger had had her fill of changes*

Indeed, this was a remarkably stable period, throughout 1943,1944, 
and 1945. The magazine appeared faithfully every three months, except 
for one issue in 1943 which was skipped. The only change was a reduc
tion in the number of pages again, this time.to 130. But otherwise, 
all went along quietly until the February <1946 number, which bore the 
startling announcement that EM would Jump from quarterly to monthly— 
the' third time in its short history that it went monthly.

But this time it was really short—a span of no issues at all. The 
issue after that was dated April 1945 f was listed as a bi-monthly, and 
made no mention at all of the announcement in the previous issue about 
monthly publication. Apparently it was Just a. case of someone changing 
liis mind—"Let’s not make it monthly, after all."

Once again, all was quiet. No changes in format, policy,or price 
until the January 1951 issue. This was a real shocker, though. E O 
suddenly dropped it pulp format, shed sixteen pages and all its illus
trations, and appeared in a very much reduced ’quality* format, with a 
new logo and new makeup. It was virtually a new magazine.

But the people up at Popular Publications couldn’t resist meddling 
with their pet, and, after three issues in the small size, the magazine 
added a half-inch top and bottom, and announced that this slightly-



THE CONSISTENT EROE INE (concluded)

A larger page size was the one they intended to use for all eternity*

We got from there to eternity in a mighty short time. The next 
issue appeared after a three months’ delay, back in the old pulp size, 
again, though all of the new makeup (and reduction in pages) was wain., 
tamed. And the dear old magazine sailed onward all through 1952 with 
nary a change, and we began to feel it had fossilized.

* GnafdihSer, though, soon relieved the fans’ fears, The 
i953+jSeU^ dr°PRed high-class ’’slick" logo that had been 

adopted when the change to small size had been made, and installed a 
the editor announced, was more of a pulp logo, in keep

ing with the magazines present format. It would be used forever aS 
ever.

Now the April 1953 issue, the next one, is out. Much to everybo
dy s surprise, the damned magazine has come full circle and restored 
the sun-burst logo it used from 1941 through 1950. The contents-page 
logo is also the sun-burst one, and the contents-page makeup is the 
original one instead of the modern one used in recent years.

u6^0? +v-th? middl? of the page, in bold face, it says, "Ap
ril 1943. And this issue might well be a 1943 one, featuring, as i t 
does, a Haggard novel, and an old style Lawrence cover, and the old lo
go. I might be tempted to say that EAMOUS EANTASTIC MYSTERIES—which 
is consistently inconsistent—-has at last settled down in the niche 

to fe^» but such a statement would be downright foolhardy.
™S ^okably won’t see print for a few months, and by that time 
EBI might have gone mimeo or done some such thing.

But following EEK through its existence is fun. Magazines which 
stay in the same format all the time are spoil-sports, anywayi there’s 
no ?? adventure in them, I always enjoy spotting a copy of the
new EJM m the newsdealer’s window, and, before looking at it, I try 
X^reiiSS^ haS be??. changed th^ time. Anything complet-
aM«PrediCa^}etlsn * very exciting, and PEE is anything but predict- 
aoie, no, slrl —Bob siiv^rberg

EDITOR’S NOTE; Since this article came in. as indicated in the last 
’ several months ago, EAMOUS EANTASTIC MYSTERIES has at

the ultimate change. They have folded. The June 1953 iss-
E. HoSudWOH4S^F THEBARTh" t™®1* MBWiORPHOSIS, Robert

JAuwacus wuKtit> oh THE ibARTH plus three short stories and thedepartments and features. By the time you see iSrhowe^rtte^
03? SO1HS snr*ln A"i* Ionol- *■» ~ lllCG THE POLICE GA-

we have an accurate picture of one‘ SilvXber? y flSn 3 moa* unusal vacillating organs, thanks to Mr, 
Silverberg. — who, we sincerely hope, will be in SEB arain richt as
soon as he can whip us out another highly analytical article........he

0BTAI1®B A hANUSCRIPT WHICH WILLJia A XOIAL GASSERI A COMPLETELY GOME BIT OP WORK THAT th wit MOSEESTI HAS, IE YOU DOS'! DIG Poul todersSJs HBDTM 
OCMIHB TO SOON XN SEBuSfil, YOU
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rY Marion Zimmer Bradley

\ / art by ray nelson

EDITOR’S NOTEj to devote more time to her professional writings, Marion 
has broken my heart by informing me she will be forced to drop this au
gust column. However, next month brings the first installment of o u r 
ngX fanzine review column: KNOCKING ON WOOD by managing editoress Honey 
Wood. This means that all review copies must be sent directly to Mrs. 
Wood at: 13817 Woodworth, Cleveland 12, Ohio if they are to be commented 
upon in these pages. Do not confuse exchange copies of the fanzines in 
question, exchanged with this editor, with the review copies to be sent 
to Mrs. Wood. This switch in reviewers is effective at once, so better 
get a copy of your rag, clearly marked REVIEW COPY, to Honey now............he

Hello, you nice folks who sent me that three-foot stack of fanmags 
this month. I 11 try to get them all reviewed before Harlan shoves his 
foot in my typewriter.

The tears this month are shed over CAMEO, which is suspending, af
ter a single issue, due to Gene’s ill-health and Marie-Kouise’s impends 
ing marriage to a non-fan. Sympathy and felicitations are duly extend
ed, but we grieve for fandom’s one true literary effort. Will somebody 
please pick it up? w

Als®suspended» with #4, is Vic Waldrop’s ALIEN. This final issue 
is the only one we’ve seen, and judging from it alone—which is. o f 
course, unfair—we’d say it was a small loss.

x ?*e regulars are out in full force. OPERATION PANTAST drops a Hine 
that he has a new American address; Phil Rasch has finally given up his 
monumental task as O-E’s representative this side of the water. You oust 
now send ^1 OPERATION EANTAST money to j, Ben Stark, 290 Kenyon Avenue. • 
LSlfegliy 8,^C^lifbrnia. The latest OP is well worth your sub—
scription, being chock full of pro and semi-pro material from Over Tier e.

„ j _ Robert Peatrowsky, Box 634, Norfolk,Nebraska. 
How good can one fanmag get? This nicely-ditto’ed nint- 
sizer is vaulting over the shoulders of the veteran zines 
to step into the spot which has been empty since Lee Hoff
man lost interest in her zine. You simply can’t afford 
to miss #5, which is hilarious with takeoffs on Bradbury 
and Heinlein which are truly clever and not corxrir. Run,do 
not walk; the cost is only five cents; Less than th» co«t 
of a good candy bar.



CHIIN1 IN THE SINK (continued)

J S/Sgt Edwin Corley, Hq, Sq,Hq, AIMTC, 
Patrick AEB, Florida. Another half-size mag, dittoed, 
dedicated to the element of drama in fantasy* This is
sue, the first, contains three play scripts; one a dra
matization for radio of Poe’s THE BLACK CAT, and the 
others original. This should provide a fertile field 
for fan groups who wish to present playlets and skits, 
and will fill a need in the fantasy field, as yet uniat 
but none the less striking. This first issue also con
tains an article on the new tri-dim films, and the ui- 
ual first-issue plea for material. The cost is a dime, 
but don’t send him a dime; send him a quarter or more 
for three or six issues.

\ J jj i I joe Semenovich, 155-07 71st 
Avenue, flushing 67, N.I, Last CHIIN’, we gave this 
magazine a sharp slap across the pinkies for fuedin’and 
fightin’• We are happy to announce that this issue i s 
far more restrained in tone, and the ones slandered last 
issue have been given a chance to talk back to their de
tractors. All in all, this issue is quite an improve
ment over last time, and will interest most of those 
fanzine readers who take an active part in the oontrov* 
ersies which periodically devastate fandom. Construct
ive criticism: the margins are too narrow. The staples 
tear out. In' fact, half the fanzines this month suffer 
from some form or other of the Stapleitis virus, Sta- 
pleitis has three major forms: (a) staples too close to 
the left margin, (b) staples that are too small for a 
thick zine, and don’t penetrate the paper, and (c) sta
ples hacked in to close the zine shut, which tear u p 
half the reading-matter before you can get the blasted 
thing open. We are inclined to join a bran’new Staple 
War.

FAN-TO“* b £ .CLarry Touzinsky, 2911 Minnesota Av* 
enue, St. Louis 18, Missouri. This looks like the poor 
man’s Qpus, sorawly artwork and all. Material is mode
rately interesting, but top-heavy with letters and per
sonal data about people very few people know. Larry 
announces it will be irregular in the future. This one 
needs a few more issues before it shapes up into a ny - 
thing definite.

oJ L David Ish, 914 Hammond Road, Ridgewood, New
Jersey. 10^

As usual, the cover is beautiful.

U J J H joe Kinne, 255 South 6th Street,Eulton NI 
This odd little first issue, cut on an all-cap -typewri
ter, looks as if it might shape up into something orig
inal and entertaining, once editor Kinne stops apologi
zing for "hy complete lack of creative ability.” Come,

S3



64 CRYW IH THE SIM (continued)

Joej a little thing like that never stopped a fan^i ne 
editor yet.. There are some interesting discussion ideas 
tossed around, evidently seeking controversy and intel
ligent comment. Why not give it to him? One thin dime 
gets it.

J ) //'George J. Viksnins, 4152 Parkside Av*
enue, Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania. This emanation of 
the Beanie Brigade had us holding our sides and chuck
ling with nostalgic memory of the good old days when 

The column, PO- 
BQH S HIGHLIGHTS, is in the old, .almost-lost style o f 
George Caldwell। and no tang of modern cynicism and in
surgent what-the-hellishness penetrates these grand por
tals. STARMAG is a fanzine in the grand tradition o f 
SPACEWARP, LUKaCY, SPACETEERj the old guard will find it 
wonderfully reminiscent, and the neofan who got disgus
ted at SOL and similar dirty little rags, will find a 
lot of good clean fun in these pages. (EDITOR’S MOTE:it 
appears time to re-state that our opinions are not nec
essarily in agreement with Marion’s—honest Dave, bud
dy, honest I Put down that bronze bust of Balloo, Dave! 
I’m your en £appfi£t twin, ’member?...he) It’s the off
icial organ of something called THE STARMEM. and if i t 
wren >t for MWEBI and MM3, w<d probably'give it top 
billing, Hie content ie only so-soj but the attitude's 
top-notch. In case you haven’t guessed, we LOVED it. So 
will you.

nt g* 1 J J 3 r 7'' 1 ’ Lee Tremper, 1022 D. 
Tuxedo Street, Indianapolis, Indiana. We might have 
loved this one too if we could read it. The inking was 
so light that half the pages were one big blank spot. We 
suggest either using more ink—it’s expensive, but not 

expensive—or better stencil-cutting. What little 
of the material we could decipher, looked goodj fiction 
by some of the names made famous in PAD-FARE, and some 
amusing departments and poetry. In short, it looks good 
enough so that I’d like to see the reproduction improv
ed. Soigg. fanzines are better off with blank spots i n 
the inking} but we’d LIKE to read this one. Send her a 
subscription-fifty cents—and maybe she can afford sane 

/S. Front St. Marquette, Michi
gan. This one is so consistently good that we are go
ing to save space to pan some less fortunate ’zine, and 
Just recommend that you subscribe immediately .Of course 
11 you re a fan, you probably already have a subscript
ion, so why should I waste space telling you what you 
know already? 10/ the copy and should be more.

SCONCE ACTION-A WEKfUER
Dammit,, we can’t find the uddre.es/fijj this on®, Moral*

uddre.es/fijj


CRY1K’ IK THE SINK (permanently concluded)

never throw away the envelopes on your fanzines. Haaar- 
lan! Help! (EDITOR’S NOTE: Roy A. Squires, 1745Kenneth 
Road, Glendale 1, California...he) The serious student 
of science fiction, fantasy and related fields, should 
subscribe to this magazine just as he subscribes to the 
more professional magazines. It is the only magazine 
which consistently and exhaustively covers the field, 
listing new books and publications, and printing B u c h 
articles as the current “Science In Fiction” by H e n r y 
Kuttner, There is also some excellent artwork by fan
dom’s Bonestell, Morris Scott Dollens, and the u aual 
plethora of book reviews, where-to-buy-its, and ads.

/, \ J I rA J J U J I J Neman G. Browne, 13906 * 101A A> 
enue, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. The usual chaotically 
arranged and beautifully mimeographed grab-bag of seri
ous and wacky pieces on every subject under the sun. 
Phil Rasch contributes a serious item on THE BIOLOGICAL 
URGE AND THE SUTURE, and Jack Harness presents THE ANA
LYTICAL LAVATORY And BRASS TRACKS, a deadpan takeoff on 
you-know-wiio. That’s a pretty fair sample of what t o 
expect from.this—expect the unexpected—and to get it, 
you just write to Korman—wait till you read your copy- 
-then send him whatever y® think it was worth. You 
can’t lose that way, and VACATIONS is the only serious 
rival of the old OPEN STRIKE and VCM—the old-type let
terzines which gave fans a sounding-place for just abcut 
everything. Highly recommended.

UTOPIA Mm. Banks, in South 15th, Corsicana, 
Texas. Ordinary amateur fiction, too mary reviews, bad 
art work and fair articlesj this one goes on and on and 
on, never improving but never getting any worse. Gome 
poetry—so-called—has been added, and Leif Ayen’s ser- 
ious articles are as good as ever, but we groan and hide 
our face at the—yes, really—CROSSWORD PUZZLES I! T c 
what base uses are we come, Horatio—.

OPUS 20Rich. Elsber;J Rich Elsberry—excuse me—it was a nat
ural mistake. Max Keasler, Box 24, Washington U, S I . 
Louis 5, Missouri. This contains one long articlejRich 

bottle-by-bottle report of the not-so-recent 
UHIOON II. If you like convention reports, and are not 
already satiated with reports on the aforesaid orgy .you 
will probably find this well worth the price Keasjler 
didn’t bother listing. Send him a couple dimes and see 
what happens. You might even get Elsberry for' that.

3^ » it for this time. Incidentally, Harlan, it is Mrs. Bradley, 
not Miss. I clear up this little point because now and then, in m y 
Xanzine writings, I slip in a reference to my toddler-sized son. and I 
vish my character to remain unblemished, husband is very much i n 
eyidence, around here at least, and is also a fan-type critter, while 
Stevie, at two, is already a devoted POGO addict. (EDITOR’S NOTE: the 
reason we reffered to Marion as “Miss Bradley" was the same reason we 
f , ^8* harry James as “Betty Grable." Clear? Bye to you.Marion 
and thanks for allowing SEB to have the pleasure of your reviews for 
as long as we did. Next issue Honey Wood reviews—address page 82«he)



department [

faYf| How this t issue has grown! All 
1 dip. was turn around and Bingo! I 
cto odd pages ofS ft ?0U?$ a11 wh^ered, 
and included sheets. At any rate.I 
had scheduled a nice long letterish 
type column here, but I just can’t 
see way clear to put in another 

for letters. Sorry,, 
bS ^at*8 15 stands« Please,!

you» don,t he sending me any- 
let ter s asxing wly there wasn't as 
long a letter section as usual. I- 

, ve told you all why, now you know.I-

i th®. ^ers from, this time
I n S?1 mehtion briefly herein, and 
i f fev» ?dch H.L. Gold's highly 
। interesting missive concerning why 
i l°VERS, will be
j held over till .next issue.

। H.L, Gold wrote in another letter.a 
। run-down of which revealed that he 
f APPRECIATION ISSUEbut thought i shouldn't have runite 

------------- ------------ * Rich Elsberry, Many of 
nting note in the otherwise highly enfovXi'^^^ was a disse-
it was a worthy piece of writim bu5 we S*1H contend
thing else, Rich Elsberry sent^us ^^in as much as any
one hadn’t changed, am S w^tf®- letter saying that np, his onini- the other hSS^Sh^ Geisby edi*9^
Up too painfully in 8^. ihi^ obvious inferiority shows
with Bert Hirsctoorn'spolit^^ next issue along
the last issue he had concluded that we were U9.*hat looking at 
fejEzine, since we had fawned all over f S^i^^ut a
with our BOOT, to a certain extent ann ^P^owitz disagreedIng SEB is iike being an ^ppell commented, dead
er: unusual, unforgettable? and washing machine wring-
^tists. Jack Harnlss/d^^ One of SbTs
hent from SEB; "...the diffSe^bX^ shout working on assign- 
xing you is like a key anda 1^? b^w?e^*i^ Venable and my liZ 
contented and useful tool; really -it a puzzle, I am Bill’sJ have to adjust to the HnguSly inleSbokiX^V* elove‘ Vith y™

Personality...with Venable itVnuIh?™^ yoWP e 8 0
there’s some satisfaction in compete?™?’ click-click but with you

• ^re understanding involved g^ puzzle. There i s
edits the sterling zine VEGA JoelS^Sh? Waf iiy good friend who 
Rental but SHOULD HOT BE ^r/rol^^ the issue was mon-
Miling system back cover Shis iSS ^2 ^^ t, See our new 
tod too long, to either forget or not use at was to° g00d»
thing till nextish. Theh the?a ^25 f a-S «o we’re saving thejove with Dean Grennell^or^ou fel1 mdly 1 »
jorld could now fold, as the word ®a<d that the wholefee is a thought and a Sf^ And invented. Hmm,now
tame of Johnny Wasso that, frank! v iR •H-iaWfs a de^ter from a young man 
fue* I was so disgusted with f Published this is-the tally sheet, that I was eoinJ tn * Mother sending in
and I dita.t. • J.u lt neX^asuef



new department

THEY LURKETH WITHIN

i

J 
V

RICHARD BERGERON: our cover artist is a fellow residing 
in Newport, Vermont, whose style of illustrating has at 
last won him the praise he so richly deserves* Since to 
reproduce his work in the most advantageous manner, co
lor must be used, SEB went out and had this issue*s co
ver silk-screened expressly* Rich will be appearing as 
often as he can in SEBULLETIN in the future.

87

cartoon by 
DIGNIN

DAVID ENGLISH: appears now as the pre-eminent in fandom 
' insofar as caustic wit is concerned* A teen-age resid-

sides ofent of Dunkirk, Hew York, Dave has more than once set the 
editorial staff splitting with hiC column, Ko greater exponent of
mature in humor exists in fandom today* A young man with talent

our 
the

L, SPRAGUE DE CAMP: the author of this issue’s co-lead article, is as 
well-known as any one author can be in science fiction, having appeared 
first in September of 1937 in ASTOUNDING, and rapidly rising like a 
in the ranks till his latest book, THE CONTINENT MAKERS Al© OTHERS has 
brought him to the very pinnacle. He is also head of the Philadelphia 
World Convention’s Rules Committee, hence the authority for the article.

i REDD BOGGS: is about as much a cornerstone of fandom as you’d hope to 
ever see. In the ranks for a goodly number of years, the Minneapolis, 
Minnesota sage ©f the analytical article publishes one of the most li- 
terate of the limited circulation magazines, SKYHOOK, A prince.

BILL DIGMN: a young fellow who will one of these days stand boot t o 
boot with the Biggest of the Big, has a cleverly working mind that may 
at any moment be the impetus to spew forth either a robot cartoon or a 
snide movie review. Discovered here in Cleveland by one of SEBs staff 
members, Sally lUnn, Bill has come up so fast he has amazed even us, A 
staunch and straightforward member of Seventh Random, by the way.

AEGIS BUDRYS: whose UNCLE AYJAY’S SACTIME SAGA on page 42 was hindered 
by running it too far down the stencil, is one of the fastest-rising of 
prodom’s new writers. Such stories as THE HIGH PURPOSE, THE WTJJRS, 
WALK TO THE WORLD and a host of others have put him in the public eye 
admirably more than a few times. A forthcoming book will establish AJ 
even more, His stints as assistant editor of such magazines as GALAXY 
SCIENCE EICTION and G2O® give him a more than adequate back
ground in the field. And a helluva nice guy, to boot.

TESTER DEL HEY; needs no introduction. Suffice it to say that of the 
perhaps five or six truly, great writers in the field. Les in up In the 
forefront. As editor of SPACE SR, SR ADVENTURES, EANTASY EICTION and 
ROCKET STORIES, he started a chain of publications still being seen on 
the newsstands of America, and as the author of HELEN O’LOY he bore a 
pleasant memory still seen in the hearts of SEers of America,

SU ROSEN: a young lady from Minneapolis has turned out some highly un
usual pieces of material in the past, but none so incomprehensibly u»— 
classifiable as this issue’s RUSTIC TALE. Su is, by the way, 14.

BOB SILVERBERG: publishes one ndom’s outstanding periodicals i n
S-DA(TR’crtfTD 4 n+.u4 + 4 TO1 ” or' V BOW, / -
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